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New materials and technologies have been explored in the past decades in the attempt to meet the demand of energy production from clean, renewable sources. In particular, organic materials and conjugated polymers have been investigated for use in polymer-based organic photovoltaics (PSCs) and in organic luminescent solar concentrators (OLSC).

Long-term stability of materials and devices together with power conversion efficiency (PCE) have been recognized as central research areas, both in academia and industry.

In the work presented in this PhD thesis, PSC and OLSC technologies were examined and aspects related to their environmental stability and efficiency were studied, with the aim of achieving a greater understanding of the criticalities characteristic of these two research fields.

A first study was carried out on the photo-chemical stability of a model PSC polymer (poly(3-hexyl-thiophene) - P3HT) in the solid state. The results obtained from this study underlined a substantial instability of P3HT to photo-oxidation following exposure to simulated sunlight. In particular a degradation mechanism for the polymer was proposed and potential strategies for lengthening its photo-stability were examined, including the use of multi-walled carbon nanotubes.

Together with photo-chemical stability, morphological stability of PSC polymers and devices was also examined. To this end, a series of photocrosslinkable low band-gap polymers was prepared and tested in PSC devices during long-term high-temperature annealing. Photocrosslinking allowed the formation and preservation of an optimal bulk-heterojunction (BHJ) morphology, and highly-efficient PSC devices could be fabricated. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) studies on the photoactive layer of devices evidenced a good correlation between surface morphology of the photoactive layer and photovoltaic behavior of devices.

The analysis on PSC technology was extended to the evaluation of the power conversion efficiency (PCE) of devices, employing new isothianaphthene (ITN)-based low band-gap polymers with various electron-withdrawing substituents as active layer materials. BHJ PSC devices were fabricated with PCEs up to 3.0% and the electron-withdrawing character of functional groups was shown to strongly influence the polymer electronic behavior.

In the attempt to explore novel processing techniques compatible with large-scale production of PSC devices, a preliminary study on inverted PSCs was carried out. As alternative to thermal evaporation, the metallic back-electrode was deposited onto the device by blade-coating an Ag paste. Both device fabrication and testing were completely performed in ambient air and PCEs in the order of 0.5% were achieved on large area (3.6 cm²) PSC devices. These results demonstrated the possibility of producing working PSC devices in air with no need of vacuum processing steps.

The work carried out on OLSC technology firstly addressed the study of the
photo-chemical stability of the materials constituting the thin-film luminescent concentrator, namely an organic luminescent dye dissolved into a polymer matrix (PMMA). The behavior of each material constituting the OLSC device was monitored (PMMA alone, luminescent dye alone and combination of the two) during exposure in air to high-energy UV-light and a degradation mechanism for the dye molecule was proposed. In addition, the role of the organic dye molecule in the degradation of PMMA was elucidated and the effect of the state of aggregation of the organic dye on its photo-stability was clarified.

The stability study on OLSC materials was followed by a parametric study on the efficiency of a working OLSC device coupled to a c-Si solar cell, tested under simulated sunlight. A number of device parameters were analyzed and successively optimized, including the organic dye concentration and the thickness of the thin-film OLSC. A maximum efficiency gain of over 40% was achieved after the integration of the c-Si solar cell with the OLSC thin-film. These results give important guidelines for the fabrication of efficient OLSC devices.
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Stability and Efficiency of Organic Materials and Devices for PVs
The steady increase in energy consumption currently experienced by most world economies accompanied by the urge of reducing the environmental impact of fossil-fuel energy calls for new routes for energy production from clean and renewable sources.

Photovoltaics, the direct conversion of sunlight into electricity, represent one of the simplest and most promising technologies to address these issues. Owing to its modular nature, the photovoltaic technology is potentially suitable for a large variety of applications. In addition, their silent operation and the absence of moving parts associated with their function make photovoltaic devices a potentially disruptive technology that may significantly contribute to the world’s future electrical energy needs.

The photovoltaic market is currently largely dominated by silicon-based devices, although several technologies exist, that make use of different materials, device architectures and manufacturing processes. Among these, polymer-based organic photovoltaics (PSC) and organic luminescent solar concentrators (OLSC) have recently gained increasing attention because of the many advantages they can provide: low-cost production, solution processability, device flexibility, and lightweight.

Although intense research efforts have been made in the past decades leading to a rapid development of these two new technologies, the road to their commercial deployment is still long, mainly because of many issues related to the stability and the efficiency of the actual devices that are yet to be solved.

In the attempt to tackle some of these open issues, this work critically analyzes both PSC and OLSC technologies and specifically addresses aspects related to their efficiency and their photo-chemical and morphological stability, in the attempt to give guidelines for improved device performance.

Part of this work was carried-out during an eight-month research stage at the University of California, Berkeley within the group of Prof. J. M. J. Fréchet.
AIMS AND STRUCTURE OF THE WORK
1.1 AIMS OF THE WORK

Photovoltaic technology (PV) represents nowadays one of the most promising means to produce energy from clean and renewable sources. Although the PV market is currently largely dominated by silicon-based PV devices, new materials and technologies have started to gain increasing attention in the past decades, both from academia and industry. In particular, organic materials and conjugated polymers have been recently investigated for use in polymer-based organic photovoltaics and in organic luminescent solar concentrators. The intense research efforts in these two fields have allowed a rapid development of these technologies in the last twenty-to-thirty years. Nevertheless, the road to their commercial deployment is still long, mainly because of many issues related to the stability and the efficiency of the actual devices that are yet to be solved. Especially, a clear understanding of the degradation mechanisms of the materials constituting the actual working devices is still lacking, and effective strategies to improve device lifetime are needed. In addition, the role of materials design and processing on device efficiency needs to be further investigated to optimize device performance. These issues represent central milestones in view of a potential future commercialization of these technologies.

In this Ph.D. work, different aspects related to the stability and the efficiency of polymer-based organic photovoltaics and organic luminescent solar concentrators were investigated with the aim of proposing potential strategies to improve device performance and lifetime. For each technology, both materials properties and device operation were analyzed in detail so that a deeper understanding of the criticalities associated with these research areas could be achieved.
1.2 STRUCTURE OF THE WORK

This Ph.D. thesis is structured as follows:

Chapter 1 highlights the aims of this Ph.D. work.

Chapter 2 presents an overview on the general mechanisms underlying solar cell operation and on the specific differences in the photocurrent generation between inorganic and organic photovoltaics. The most common device parameters to describe solar cell performance are derived theoretically from the equivalent electrical circuit and represented on the experimental current-voltage curve. The inorganic photovoltaic market is briefly reviewed and the main technological achievements are highlighted, before discussing in full detail the principles of operation of polymer-based organic photovoltaics and organic luminescent solar concentrators. For these two technologies, a critical analysis on recent achievements in materials and device engineering is presented with particular emphasis on long-term stability and efficiency of devices, these two aspects being the main focus of this thesis.

Chapter 3 presents a study on the photo-oxidative degradation of a model p-conjugated polymer used in polymer-based photovoltaics, namely poly(3-hexylthiophene) - P3HT. By irradiating the solid-state polymer in ambient air under simulated sunlight, a degradation mechanism is proposed. In addition, the effect of polymer regioregularity on the rate of P3HT degradation is also examined in detail. Finally, potential strategies to improve P3HT photo-stability are proposed, including the use of hindered amine light stabilizers and multi-walled carbon nanotubes.

Chapter 4 describes the results obtained from a study on long-term thermal stability of polymer solar cells based on low-bandgap copolymers. The synthesis of a series of novel photocrosslinkable low-bandgap copolymers based on the thieno[3,4-c]pyrrole-4,6-dione acceptor monomer is presented and the effect of the amount of photocrosslinkable moiety on device performance is investigated. Optimization of photocrosslinking conditions and device parameters is also described, followed by evaluation of their morphological and photovoltaic stability at high temperature. In addition, the influence of n-type material on morphological stability is also examined, by studying blends incorporating PC_{61}BM or PC_{71}BM.

Chapter 5 presents a study on the characterization and device performance of novel donor-acceptor co-polymers containing isothianaphthene (ITN) acceptor monomers with different electron-withdrawing functionalities, namely ester, imide
and nitrile. An extensive optimization of different device parameters is presented on each polymer system, where characteristic quantities such as polymer:fullerene ratio, active layer blend concentration, solvent system and thermal annealing are systematically examined in order to yield optimal device performance. The effects of the electron-withdrawing substituents on the optical and electronic properties of the resulting polymers are discussed in detail.

Chapter 6 reports on a study on the photo-degradation of a thin-film organic luminescent solar concentrator consisting of a model organic luminescent perylene-based dye dissolved in a poly(methyl-methacrylate) (PMMA) matrix, deposited onto a glass slide. By exposing the device in air to high-energy UV-light, its photo-stability is characterized by means of FTIR, UV-vis and photoluminescence spectroscopy during irradiation time. The behavior of each material constituting the OLSC device is monitored and a degradation mechanism for the dye molecule is proposed. Finally, the role of the organic dye molecule in the degradation of PMMA is analyzed and the effect of the state of aggregation of the organic dye on its photo-stability is clarified.

Chapter 7 presents a comprehensive overview on the main experimental methods followed in this work to fabricate working devices. In particular, details are given on all materials, fabrication procedures and electrical characterization methods employed for standard bulk-heterojunction polymer solar cells, inverted-type bulk heterojunction polymer solar cells and thin-film organic luminescent solar concentrators. In addition, preliminary results on novel processing techniques compatible with large-scale production of polymer-based photovoltaics are discussed. Finally, a study on the effect of luminescent dye concentration and thin-film thickness on the photovoltaic response of organic luminescent solar concentrators is presented.

Chapter 8 gives a detailed summary of all the main experimental results obtained in this Ph.D. work and presents an outlook on possible future research lines. Finally, Appendix A presents a list of symbols and acronyms used in this thesis and Appendix B gives a list of publications in international journals and communications in national and international conferences.
ENERGY FROM THE SUN: THE PHOTOVOLTAIC TECHNOLOGY
In one of his most famous quotes, Thomas A. Edison stated:¹ “We are like tenant farmers chopping down the fence around our house for fuel when we should be using nature’s inexhaustible sources of energy - sun, wind and tide [...] I’d put my money on the sun and solar energy. What a source of power! I hope we don’t have to wait until oil and coal run out before we tackle that.”

After almost a century since this visionary statement, solar energy has become a reality in today’s world.

With its average 105 terawatts (TW) of power hitting the exposed surface of Earth continuously, the sun is theoretically able to supply approximately 10000 times more power than the 19 TW expected to be consumed by the population on the planet in 2015.¹ An efficient way to harness this enormous amount of energy from the sun to make it readily available for consumption is by means of photovoltaic (PV) devices (also known as solar cells), which employ the photovoltaic effect² to directly convert sunlight into electricity. In general, this implies the emergence of an electric voltage between two electrodes attached to the PV device upon shining light onto it.

Owing to its modular nature, PV technology is potentially suitable for a large variety of applications. In addition, with their silent operation and absence of moving parts associated with their function, PV devices can potentially contribute to a great portion of the world’s future electrical energy needs.

Although the photovoltaic effect was first observed in the 19th century, modern solar cell prototypes appeared only in the 1950’s and 1960’s as electricity generators, thanks to the progresses in the early silicon semiconductor technology for electronic applications.³

Nowadays, several PV technologies exist, that make use of different materials, device architectures and manufacturing processes.

The multidisciplinary approach to this field, which requires skills from different areas such as chemistry, physics, materials science and engineering, and electrical engineering, to name but a few, has allowed a rapid development of this technology in the last twenty-to-thirty years, making it one of the most promising alternatives to fossil-fuel energy sources.

---

2.1 UNDERSTANDING SOLAR CELL OPERATION

A large variety of PV technologies are available nowadays for the conversion of solar energy into electricity, each characterized by a different material constituting the photoactive layer in the PV device. As shown in Figure 2.1, impressive improvements have been reported over the past thirty years in the performance of PV devices. In particular, different technologies have experienced different increases in power conversion efficiency, leading to record values that can vary significantly depending on the photoactive material employed in the PV device.

![Image of chart showing evolution of best laboratory solar cell efficiencies](source: National Renewable Energy Laboratory - USA, 2011).

In order to comprehend the origin of these performance differences, a full understanding of the general principles underlying solar cell operation is required. As regards this aspect, it is important to examine the physical phenomena occurring within the photoactive materials and in particular to determine the driving forces responsible for the emergence of a photogenerated current flux in both organic (OPV) and inorganic PV devices.

The general kinetic expression for the current density of electrons $j_n(x)$ through any solar cell generated by electrical and chemical potential energy gradients can be written as:

$$ j_n(x) = n(x)\mu_n \nabla U(x) + kT \mu_n \nabla n(x) \quad \text{(Equation 2.1a)} $$
where \( n(x) \) is the concentration of electrons, \( \mu_n \) is the electron mobility and \( k \) and \( T \) are Boltzmann’s constant and the absolute temperature, respectively. Similarly, the flux of holes \( J_h(x) \) can be described by:

\[
J_h(x) = h(x)\mu_h \nabla U(x) + kT\mu_h \nabla h(x)
\]

(Equation 2.1b)

where \( h(x) \) and \( \mu_h \) similarly represent concentration and mobility of holes, respectively.

These two expressions are valid both at equilibrium and at non-equilibrium, both in the dark and under illumination.[4]

If the quasi-Fermi level \( E_{Fn} \) (i.e. the non-equilibrium Fermi level, under illumination) for electrons (or similarly for holes) is considered:

\[
E_{Fn}(x) = E_{CB}(x) + kT \ln \left\{ \frac{n(x)}{N_C} \right\}
\]

(Equation 2.2)

where \( E_{CB}(x) \) is the electrical potential energy at the conduction-band edge and \( N_C \) is the density of electronic states at the bottom of the conduction-band, simpler expressions of \( J_n(x) \) and \( J_h(x) \) can be obtained:

\[
J_n(x) = n(x)\mu_n \nabla E_{Fn}(x)
\]

(Equation 2.3a)

\[
J_h(x) = h(x)\mu_h \nabla E_{Fh}(x)
\]

(Equation 2.3b)

Therefore, any process causing a change in the photo-electrochemical force (i.e., \( \nabla E_{Fn} \neq 0 \) or \( \nabla E_{Fh} \neq 0 \) will yield photovoltaic effect and thus a current flow through the device. Such a change can be achieved either by a variation \( \nabla \mu \) of the chemical potential from its equilibrium value or by a change of the electrical potential \( \nabla U \). It is therefore useful to split Equation 2.1a into two independent electron fluxes, each driven by one of the non-equilibrium forces \( \nabla \mu \) and \( \nabla U \). In particular, the current density due to the electrical potential gradient can be written as:

\[
J_n(x) = n(x)\mu_n \nabla U(x)
\]

(Equation 2.4a)

while the current density due to the chemical potential gradient as:

\[
J_n(x) = n(x)\mu_n \nabla \mu(x)
\]

(Equation 2.4b)

where, \( \nabla \mu(x) = kT / (n(x)\nabla n(x)) \).

The two equations presented above (Equations 2.4a and 2.4b) show that the electrical potential energy gradient \( \nabla U \) and the chemical potential energy gradient \( \nabla \mu \) are equivalent driving forces for the current density to be generated, although
they originate from totally different physical phenomena.
This consideration is very important when comparing inorganic to organic solar
cells. While the conventional inorganic PV devices mainly rely on the action of an
electric potential gradient $\nabla U$ across a p-n junction, in OPV devices $\nabla \mu$ is often
predominant, as it will be described in the next Sections.

2.1.1 Inorganic solar cells

Inorganic PV devices are essentially constituted by interfaces between
semiconducting layers, or a semiconductor layer and a metal, that create a
potential difference between the layers by virtue of the difference in their
physical properties, namely the nature of doping, the doping level and the atomic
composition of each layer. Accordingly, inorganic solar cells can be based on simple
p-n homojunctions, more complex heterojunctions, common Schottky barriers or
p-i-n junctions.\cite{5} In the following, a brief description of the physics behind the
simple p-n homojunction is presented, which can typically be exemplified by a
junction between p-doped and n-doped silicon.

When a p-n junction is formed between doped inorganic semiconductors,
the interactions occurring at the interface between the materials and with the
electrodes determine the carrier distributions and concentrations in the materials
under equilibrium conditions.\cite{5,6} In order to describe these interactions, it is
convenient to consider a conventional band-energy diagram for the p-n junction
where valence band and conduction bands at the interface between p-doped and
n-doped materials are represented (see Figure 2.2)

![Band-Energy Diagram](image)

Figure 2.2 Absorption of photons with an average photon energy larger than the bandgap
on either side of the junction (a) is followed by thermalization and formation of holes
and electrons near the top of the valence (VB) and conduction (CB) bands, respectively
(b). Minority carriers (electrons in the p-type semiconductor; holes in the n-type
semiconductor) diffuse to the junction (c) where they are swept across as a result of
a drift process (d) and accumulate on the other side of the junction where they can
diffuse and become majority carriers (e). For the sake of simplicity, these steps have been
represented for electrons, but the same applies to holes.
At the interface between the p-type and n-type materials, where the so-called depletion region is present, the free charge redistribution leads to an equilibrium condition characterized by the formation of a potential difference and an electric field confined across the junction, which vanish outside the depletion region. The presence of this potential difference, also known as the built-in potential, causes the energy bands to bend within the depletion region.

Illumination of the materials and absorption of photons with sufficient energy to overcome the bandgap of the material lead to the formation of free charges (holes and electrons) near the top of the valence (holes) and conduction (electrons) bands in both sides of the p-n junction.

The additional electrons formed in the n-part of the junction and holes formed in the p-part of the junction upon illumination is negligible compared to the density of the majority carriers in both sides at thermal equilibrium (i.e., holes in the p-doped material and electrons in the n-doped material). On the other hand, the density of photogenerated minority carriers (i.e., electrons in the p-doped material and holes in the n-doped material) is large proportionate to the density of minority carriers at equilibrium in the dark. These photogenerated minority carriers are responsible for the charge transport occurring upon illumination, through a process that is mainly governed by a combination of drift and diffusion. The minority carriers approaching the depletion region by a diffusion process are swept across it as a result of a drift process caused by the presence of the built-in potential at the junction (the electric potential gradient $\nabla U$). In this way, they accumulate on the other side of the junction where they become majority carriers and can diffuse away from it, generating the electrical current flow.

Therefore, in inorganic solar cells electrons can efficiently be separated from holes only by the action of the electrical potential-energy gradient $\nabla U$ across the cell.

### 2.1.2 Organic solar cells

The basic mechanisms underlying the operation of organic solar cells present several differences compared with inorganic PV devices.

One of the main differences is related to the interfacial processes occurring upon device illumination, which are closely associated with the mechanisms of charge generation. In inorganic solar cells, light absorption immediately yields free electron-hole pairs throughout the bulk of the material. Conversely, light absorption in OPV devices generally results in the formation of mobile excited states. This difference is intimately related to the dielectric constant and the non-covalent electronic interactions characteristic of organic materials. The dielectric constant of organic materials is usually low compared to inorganic semiconductors, thus causing the attractive Coulomb potential well around the developing electron-hole pair to extend over a larger volume compared to inorganic semiconductors. On
the other side, the non-covalent electronic interactions between organic molecules being weak (narrow band-width) compared to the strong inter-atomic electronic interactions of covalently bonded inorganic semiconductor materials (e.g., silicon), the electron’s (hole’s) wave function is spatially restricted and localized in the Coulomb potential well of its corresponding hole (electron). As a result of these two phenomena, a tightly bound electron/hole pair (Frenkel-type exciton or excited state) is the usual product of light absorption in organic semiconductors.\[9-11\] Such an exciton is a mobile, electrically neutral species which is virtually unaffected by electric fields and that needs to be dissociated in order to form free charge carriers. In fact, the most important process occurring in most OPV cells during operation is the interfacial dissociation of excitons into a free electron and a free hole. This process mainly takes place at the hetero-interface between two different organic materials,\[12\] which are in most cases non-doped semiconductors. Generally, these two materials are referred to as n-type (electron-acceptor or electron-conducting) and p-type (electron-donor or hole-conducting) materials, where these terms denote the majority type of carriers in each semiconductor. Such a hetero-interface may for instance be created by an intimate mixture of a p-type conjugated polymer and an n-type organic molecule in a so-called bulk heterojunction (BHJ). Because no free charge carriers are available in the non-illuminated device, when the two materials are brought into intimate contact no depletion region is formed. Therefore, no built-in potential is formed and no band-bending is observed (unlike in the inorganic counterpart). Instead, a band offset is observed at the interface between p-type and n-type materials.

In most OPV devices, excitons created upon light absorption in either side of the hetero-interface do not possess enough energy to dissociate in the bulk. For this reason, they first must diffuse to the hetero-interface where they can find sufficient energy for their dissociation.\[9,10\] This dissociation energy is provided by the band offset between p-type and n-type materials (Figure 2.3), which yields electrons in the n-type material already separated from holes in the p-type material. Therefore, already separated free charge carriers are formed across the hetero-interface, resulting in a chemical potential gradient \(\nabla \mu\) that provides the necessary driving force to further separate the charges and generate the current flow.

It is worth noticing that the energy of a free electron/hole pair (corresponding to the electrical bandgap of the material) is larger than the energy of a thermalized exciton (which corresponds to the optical band gap of the material) and their difference is the exciton binding energy (Figure 2.3).\[4\] Therefore, the thermodynamic requirement for interfacial exciton dissociation to occur is that the

---

\[2\] After an electron is photo-promoted to an excited state, its potential energy decreases until it reaches the lowest lying level in the conduction band - the so-called Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital (LUMO). Since this energy decrease takes place by heat dissipation, this processed is known as thermalisation.
band offset between p-type and n-type materials ($\Delta$ in Figure 2.3) has to be greater than the exciton binding energy (0.3-0.5 eV).\textsuperscript{[13-17]}

Finally, because of their usually low carrier densities at equilibrium, OPVs under illumination are almost always majority carrier devices, contrary to most inorganic solar cells which are minority carrier devices.

**Figure 2.3** Absorption of photons with an average energy larger than the optical bandgap on either side of the heterojunction (a) is followed by thermalization and formation of excitons (b). Excitons diffuse to the p-n heterojunction (c) where they dissociate and transfer an electron (hole) into the n-type (p-type) material (d); the charge carrier is then transported via diffusion to the respective electrode (e); $\Delta$ denotes the band energy offset between the p-type and n-type material. For the sake of simplicity, these steps have been represented only for electrons, but the same applies to holes.

### 2.1.3 Characterizing solar cell performance: the I-V curve

In general, the performance of PV devices can be measured in terms of how efficiently they are able to convert light energy into electrical energy.

One of the first studies on the theoretical maximum efficiency of a solar cell was presented by Shockley and Queisser\textsuperscript{[18]} who calculated the maximum power conversion efficiency as a function of the semiconductor bandgap through a detailed balance of the different particle fluxes in the solar cell. It was found that a maximum efficiency of about 30% can be theoretically obtained with semiconducting materials presenting a bandgap between 1.3 eV and 1.5 eV (Figure 2.4).
Figure 2.4 Dependence of the solar cell power conversion efficiency on the semiconductor band-gap. The solid lines represent semi-empirical limits assuming space (AM0) and terrestrial (AM1.5) solar radiation; the dashed line is purely based on thermodynamic considerations for blackbody solar cells under AM0 radiation.\textsuperscript{[18,19]}

A simple way to describe the behavior of PV devices and to evaluate their power conversion efficiency is by means of an equivalent circuit, as the one shown in Figure 2.5.

![Equivalent circuit of a PV cell](image)

Figure 2.5 Equivalent circuit of a PV cell: $R_s$ and $R_p$ are the series and shunt resistances, respectively; $J_{ph}$ is the generated photocurrent density; $J_0$ reverse saturation current-density of the diode with ideality factor $n$; $J$ is the current-density flowing through the circuit; $V$ is the voltage.

Since a solar cell in the dark behaves as a diode, a diode with reverse saturation current density $J_0$ (current density in the dark at reverse bias) and ideality factor $n$ is included in the equivalent circuit. In addition, a current source $J_{ph}$ is present, which corresponds to the photocurrent generated upon solar cell illumination. Finally series ($R_s$) and shunt ($R_p$) resistances are considered. On one hand, $R_s$ has to be minimized in order to achieve optimal PV performance and takes into account the finite conductivity of the semiconducting material, the contact resistance between the semiconductors and the adjacent electrodes, and the resistance...
associated with electrodes and interconnections. On the other hand, $R_p$, needs to be maximized and takes into account the loss of carriers via possible leakage paths, including structural defects such as pinholes in the film, or recombination centers introduced by impurities.

The solution of this equivalent circuit provides an analytical expression for the total current density produced by the PV device, known as the Shockley equation:[20]

$$J = \frac{1}{1 + \frac{R_s}{R_p}} \left[ J_0 \left( \frac{V - J R_s}{n k_B T / q} \right) - 1 \right] - \left[ J_{ph} - \frac{V}{R_p} \right]$$

(Equation 2.5)

where $V$ is the voltage, $q$ is the elementary charge and $k_B T$ the thermal energy. When $J_{ph} = 0$, Equation 2.5 gives the dark current density.

This equation describes the produced photocurrent density as a function of the applied voltage. Accordingly, the J-V (current density-voltage) characteristic curve of the solar cell can be plotted for dark and illuminated PV devices (Figure 2.6). From the J-V plot, different characteristic parameters can be highlighted.

![Figure 2.6 Current-density voltage (J-V) characteristic curves of a solar cell in the dark and under illumination. The meaning of each parameter is explained in the text. The shaded area represents the maximum power output of the solar cell.](image)

For $V = 0$ (no voltage applied), the short-circuit current density $J_{SC}$ is obtained, whose expression can be derived from Equation 1.5 as follows:
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\[ J_{SC} = -\frac{1}{1 + R_s/R_p} \left( J_{ph} - J_0 \left[ \exp \left( \frac{J_{SC} R_s}{n k_B T/q} \right) - 1 \right] \right) \]  
(Equation 2.6)

Conversely, when no current is flowing through the device (J = 0, open-circuit conditions) the open-circuit voltage \( V_{OC} \) is found, obtained from Equation 1.5 as follows:

\[ V_{OC} = n \frac{k_B T}{q} \ln \left( 1 + \frac{J_{ph}}{J_0} \left[ 1 - \frac{V_{OC}}{J_{ph} R_p} \right] \right) \]  
(Equation 2.7)

For sufficiently small series resistance and sufficiently large shunts, the effects of \( R_s \) or \( R_p \) can be neglected and approximate expressions for \( J_{SC} \) and \( V_{OC} \) can be written:\[20\]

\[ J_{SC} \approx -J_{ph} \]  
(Equation 2.8)

\[ V_{OC} \approx n \frac{k_B T}{q} \ln \left( 1 + \frac{J_{ph}}{J_0} \right) \]  
(Equation 2.9)

The value of the \( J_{SC} \) is mainly controlled by the intrinsic current generation process due to light absorption and by the charge recombination events occurring within the device. Conversely, \( V_{OC} \) is strictly related to the quality of the diode and to its reverse saturation current density, as apparent from Equation 1.9.

Both \( J_{SC} \) and \( V_{OC} \) can be determined experimentally upon device illumination as intersects of the experimental J-V curve with the vertical and horizontal axes, respectively. For any point on the J-V curve between \( J_{SC} \) and \( V_{OC} \) in the fourth quadrant (\( J_{SC} < 0 \) and \( V_{OC} > 0 \)), the PV device delivers electrical power density, given as the product between voltage and current density. The maximum value of power density \( P_{max} \) is obtained when the product between current-density and voltage is maximized,

\[ P_{max} = J_{max} \cdot V_{max} \]  
(Equation 2.10)

with \( J_{max} \) and \( V_{max} \) being the current-density and voltage, respectively, at the maximum power density.

The power conversion efficiency (PCE) of the solar cell is then defined as the ratio between the maximum power produced by the solar cell \( P_{max} \) and the incident

power density $P_{in'}$ as follows:

$$\text{PCE} = \frac{P_{\text{max}}}{P_{\text{in}}' \cdot V_{\text{max}}} = \text{FF} \frac{I_{\text{SC}} \cdot V_{\text{OC}}}{P_{\text{in}}'}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(Equation 2.11)}$$

where FF is the fill factor of the solar cell, defined as:

$$\text{FF} = \frac{I_{\text{max}} \cdot V_{\text{max}}}{I_{\text{SC}} \cdot V_{\text{OC}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(Equation 2.12)}$$

which is a measure of the quality of the operating diode (i.e., the PV device) under illumination.

The quantitative characterization of the performance of solar cells in laboratory research is generally performed by employing standardized illumination conditions, in which the spectrum of the source simulates the solar spectrum on the earth (AM 1.5G) and has an intensity of approximately 100 mW/cm$^2$ (Figure 2.7). This value corresponds to the average intensity of sunlight with an angle of incidence $\theta = 48^\circ$ relative to the normal to the earth’s surface. The prefix AM denotes the air mass value, that practically indicates how much air mass the sunlight has been transmitted through (AM = $1/\cos \theta$). The letter G stands for “global” and indicates that the incident light includes components of both light diffused and light reflected from the soil.

Figure 2.7 AM 1.5G sunlight emission spectrum in the 250 - 2500 nm region.
The power conversion efficiency PCE, the fill factor FF, the short-circuit current density $J_{sc}$ and the open-circuit voltage $V_{oc}$ represent the key parameters for the characterization of any type of PV device.
2.2 PHOTOVOLTAIC DEVICES: FROM SILICON TO ORGANIC MATERIALS

The current photovoltaic market is largely dominated by silicon (Si)-based devices, as illustrated in the diagram shown in Figure 2.8 depicting the market shares of different PV technologies in 2008.[21]

![Figure 2.8 Percent share of 2008 photovoltaics market.](image)

Despite not being the ideal material for solar cells (non-optimal band-gap value, indirect band-gap semiconductor, poor absorption coefficient), Si-based technologies account for approximately 90% of the current photovoltaic market, making Si the leading material for solar cell construction. There are several technical and economic factors leading to the dominance of Si in the solar cell industry.[19] Among them, the most dominant are probably the technical knowhow developed by the Si-based semiconductor industry by the 1970s (which the solar industry took advantage of in its infancy) together with the availability of large quantities of high quality Si material coming from the microelectronics market.

As we have seen in Section 2.1.1, the working mechanisms of Si-based PV devices rely on photon absorption throughout the bulk of the semiconducting material, further extending out of the depletion region. As a result, in order for the charges to be separated and collected to the respective electrodes, diffusion of the photo-excited free charge carriers towards the depletion region must occur. This highlights the importance of the manufacturing quality of the entire semiconducting material to be incorporated in the PV device, which needs to be pure enough to guarantee long minority carrier lifetime and high carrier mobility, so that optimal device efficiency can be attained.

Although an in-depth description of the production methods employed to
fabricate Si-based PV devices is out of the scope of this Ph.D. work, the leading role of Si in the photovoltaic market calls for an at least brief overview on the standard architecture of a Si-based solar cell and on the most common method for fabricating it.

A schematic of the typical Si solar cell architecture commonly used in production up to present\cite{22} is shown in Figure 2.9.

![Figure 2.9 Device architecture of a typical Si-based solar cell.](image)

Standard monocrystalline-Si solar cells are fabricated starting from Si wafers obtained via the Czochralski method, where p-doped (usually boron-doped) mono-crystalline Si rods are slowly withdrawn from a Si melt starting from a rotating Si seed crystal. The obtained crystal rods are cut into wafers having a typical thickness ranging from 200 mm to 500 mm. Such a large wafer thickness (> 200 mm) is required in order to absorb most of the light incident onto the device because of the low optical absorption coefficient of monocrystalline (and multicrystalline) Si that results from its indirect energy bandgap structure. The wafer surfaces are micro-textured by etching with a solution of NaOH and isopropyl alcohol so as to minimize reflection losses and refract light entering the Si to high angles of refraction, thus enhancing the optical path length within the Si.

A p-n junction is formed by diffusing an n-type dopant (usually phosphorus) into the wafer as an impurity into the front side of the wafer for a typical depth of 0.5 mm (the n⁺-doped emitter layer). Screen-printed Ag contact fingers are used on the front n-type surface to make electrical contact while also allowing light to be transmitted to the junction region. The typical width of the contact fingers is 200 μm and the separation between two fingers is 3 mm, for a balance between minimum resistance and minimum light shadowing. The backside electrical contact is formed by screen-printing an Al film onto the Si wafer. Upon annealing this Al layer, a p⁺-doped region is formed at the back of the cell which lowers the contact resistance and supplies a back surface field that reflects minority carriers
back towards the junction.[22] Finally, a transparent antireflective coating (usually silicon nitride SiNₓ or TiO₂) is deposited by plasma-enhance chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) over the top surface to complete the device. Despite representing the standard for Si-based solar cells, this architecture has been shown to present a number of limitations mainly ascribable to the use of screen-printed contacts. In order to overcome these limitations, solar cells have been developed in which the contacts are defined either using photolithography or laser scribing.[23]

At present, the highest efficiency reported on small-scale laboratory monocrystalline-Si solar cells is the “passivated emitter rear locally diffused” solar cell, which achieved a certified PCE of 25% thanks to improvements in the surface texturing of the Si wafer and to inclusion of a SiO₂ layer at the back of the device to passivate its back surface.[24]

Although high device efficiencies can be attained with crystalline-Si solar cells, this technology still presents some disadvantages, essentially related to the high thermal and capital costs needed for wafer production. In an attempt to overcome some of these limits, various thin-film technologies have been developed that offer lower costs both in terms of material supply and thermal budget. Amongst these, amorphous silicon (which is actually hydrogenated amorphous silicon, aSi:H) presents some advantages due to the possibility of depositing layers on both rigid and flexible substrates and to the reduction of layer thickness (only a few microns) needed to absorb most of the incident light due to direct optical bandgap structure of aSi:H coupled to a high absorption coefficient for photons with energies higher than the bandgap energy. One main disadvantage of this technology is that aSi:H solar cells suffer of severe degradation under illumination, because of the well-known Staebler-Wronski effect and record efficiencies of only 10% have been reported.[25-28]

Other thin-film technologies include cadmium-telluride (CdTe) solar cells, copper indium-gallium diselenide [Cu(In,Ga)Se₂] solar cells and gallium arsenide (GaAs) solar cells. Even though these technologies present some disadvantages mainly related to the fabrication costs and the potential toxicity of some of the materials employed,[22] much work has been done to improve their performance and device efficiencies challenging those of silicon have been reported, with record laboratory-scale PCEs of 16.7%, 19.6% and 28.3%, respectively.[29]

Alongside inorganic-based solar cells, organic and polymeric materials have been explored and developed in the past twenty years to be employed as photoactive materials in different types of organic-based PV technologies. Among these, dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSC) or Grätzel cells[30] present nowadays the highest efficiency, with a certified PCE of 11%.[29] In this type of solar cells, light is absorbed by a dye molecule (typically a ruthenium-based dye)[31] adsorbed onto the surface of a mesoporous film of semiconducting metal-oxide nanoparticles,
filled with a liquid electrolyte containing a redox couple. After photoexcitation, the dye molecule injects an electron into the metal-oxide semiconductor (typically mesoporous TiO₂ particles), which is responsible for the transport of this electron to the anode. The presence of the redox couple (typically iodide/triiodide) in the electrolyte ensures the oxidized dye to be reduced back to its neutral state. As a result of their basic working principles, in DSSCs two different materials, the dye molecule and the metal-oxide nanoparticles, are distinctly responsible for charge generation and charge transport, respectively.[32] Because of potential problems arising from solvent leakage and corrosion from the iodide/triiodide redox couple, solid-state DSSC have been recently presented, where an organic hole-transporter replaces the liquid electrolyte. Although this strategy has proven to be promising and advances are being reported, efficiencies still remain lower than those of devices based on liquid electrolytes.[32] A relatively new class of organic-based PV devices makes use of semiconducting conjugated polymers as photoactive p-type materials employed in conjunction with an organic small molecule acting as the n-type material. These so-called polymer solar cells (PSC) have recently attracted considerable attention because of the many advantages they can provide: low-cost solution-based processability, flexible devices, and light-weight construction. The PSC technology has experienced enormous improvements in the past decade in terms of both materials and device engineering, recently leading to a few demonstrations of middle-to-large-scale device production.[33,34] A detailed overview on these advances will be presented in the next Section.
2.3 POLYMER SOLAR CELLS

A schematic representation of a typical single junction PSC is shown in Figure 2.10. The architecture of the device is characterized by a layered structure, in which the main component is the photoactive layer, generally constituted by a p-type electron-donor and an n-type electron-acceptor material. In PSCs, both donor and acceptor materials are p-conjugated organic materials and one of them (or both) is a semiconducting polymer. The photoactive layer is sandwiched between two electrodes, one of which is transparent to allow light transmission to the photoactive layer. Additionally, electron-transporting (typically LiF or TiO$_x$) and/or hole-transporting (typically poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate) PEDOT:PSS) layers may be present.

Different refined models exist in the literature to describe the photoinduced charge transfer at the origin of free charge carrier generation in PSC devices,$^{[14,16]}$ however their description is not within the scope of this work and will therefore be neglected herein. On the contrary, a more simplified mechanism is invoked to describe the process of converting light into electrical current in a PSC, essentially consisting in the following five consecutive steps:$^{[35]}

- Absorption of a photon, that leads to photoexcitation of the absorbing materials with consequent promotion of electrons from the ground state (the highest occupied molecular orbital - HOMO) to the excited state (the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital - LUMO), and formation of an excited state (the electron-hole pair or exciton);
- Diffusion of the exciton towards the donor-acceptor interface, if the excited state is photogenerated within a diffusion length from it;
- Dissociation of the excited state at the donor-acceptor interface to form free charge carriers. This step can be accomplished if the energy offset between donor and acceptor materials is higher than the exciton binding energy. In particular, excitons photogenerated in the donor side of the interface will dissociate by transferring the electron to the LUMO level of the acceptor while retaining the positive charge. Conversely, excitons created in the other side of the donor-acceptor interface will transfer the hole to the HOMO of the donor while retaining the negative charge;
- Transport of the free charge carriers to the respective electrodes (electrons are transported in the acceptor material, holes are transported in the donor material);
- Collection of the free charges at the electrodes.
As apparent from this simple mechanism, the overall performance of a PSC device is controlled by the relative efficiency of each step contributing to the generation of an electrical current. Therefore, the optimization of each of these steps is critical in order to extract as much energy as possible from the device to achieve maximum PCE. This optimization encompasses the development of improved approaches in materials design and in device architecture and engineering, as will be shown in the following Sections.

2.3.1 Efficiency of polymer solar cells: the role of materials and device engineering

The parameters determining the PCE of polymer solar cells are the open-circuit voltage $V_{OC}$, the short-circuit current density $J_{SC}$ and the fill factor FF (Section 2.1.3). While the FF strongly depends on the nanomorphology of the photoactive layer (as will be discussed later in this Section), $V_{OC}$ and $J_{SC}$ are closely related to the intrinsic properties of the photoactive materials.

We have seen in Section 2.1.2 that a driving force greater than the Coulombic attraction of the electron-hole pair (the exciton) is needed for exciton dissociation. Such a driving force can be obtained by tuning the energy levels of the donor and acceptor materials during synthesis so that sufficient energy offsets $|\text{HOMO}_{\text{acceptor}} - \text{HOMO}_{\text{donor}}|$ and $|\text{LUMO}_{\text{donor}} - \text{LUMO}_{\text{acceptor}}|$ can be ensured and the exciton binding energy can be overcome. In addition, to increase the portion of the light absorbed by the PSC device (number of photons contributing to the $J_{SC}$ of the PSC device), donor materials (typically p-conjugated polymers) with a broad absorption spectrum are required. As opposed to that, in order to improve the $V_{OC}$ of the device, a high-energy band-gap donor material is more desirable, as $V_{OC}$ appears to be directly proportional to the $\text{LUMO}_{\text{acceptor}} - \text{HOMO}_{\text{donor}}$ difference.

Therefore, synthetic efforts are needed in order to produce low band-gap
polymers with deep HOMO level that can profit of the low-energy component of the solar emission spectrum to improve the current output while maximizing the $V_{OC}$ of the device.

In the attempt to meet the above requirements, several donor polymers have been synthesized and tested in the past few years in PSC devices, mainly used in conjunction with a fullerene derivative (either [6,6]-phenyl-C$_{61}$-butyric acid methyl ester – PC$_{61}$BM or [6,6]-phenyl-C$_{71}$-butyric acid methyl ester – PC$_{71}$BM)\cite{40,41} as the n-type molecule. This choice of acceptor molecule stems from the unique characteristics of fullerenes which make them the best n-type molecules employed so far in PSC devices: the occurrence of ultrafast (~50 fs) photoinduced charge transfer between the donor polymer and fullerenes,\cite{42-45} their high electron mobility (1 cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ for PC$_{61}$BM as measured by field effect transistor measurements),\cite{46} their ability to phase-segregate in the active layer film.

The first polymers that were developed for the PSC technology were poly(1,4-phenylene-vinylene)s (PPVs), especially the extensively studied poly[2-methoxy-5-(3,7-dimethyloctyloxy)1-4-phenylene-vinylene] (MDMO-PPV), and regioregular poly(3-hexyl-thiophene) (P3HT) (Figure 2.11).\cite{47}

![Molecular structure of poly(3-hexyl-thiophene) - P3HT and poly[2-methoxy-5-(3,7-dimethyloctyloxy)1-4-phenylene-vinylene] - MDMO-PPV.](image)

In particular, the good charge carrier mobility of regioregular P3HT has made it the most-studied conjugated polymer in organic field-effect transistors (OFETs) and later on the most popular p-type polymer in PSC technology. Devices containing P3HT in blend with PC$_{61}$BM have now reached PCE as high as 5.1% after systematic optimization of device parameters and application of appropriate post-processing treatments such as thermal annealing.\cite{48,49} Although research on this polymer is still underway with the aim of further improving device performance through modification of the morphology, the device architecture and the electron acceptor, no significant steps ahead in power conversion efficiency have appeared in the literature in past five years. The main issue with P3HT is its quite large band-gap (1.9-2.0 eV), which limits light absorption to only about 46% of the solar spectrum.\cite{47}

One way to overcome this problem is to design low band-gap polymers that are
able to absorb low-energy light and simultaneously ensure optimal energy level alignment with the acceptor molecule. To date, the most interesting and effective synthetic approach used to obtain such materials is via the copolymerization of electron-rich (donor) and electron-poor (acceptor) monomers to yield low bandgap copolymers with optical and electronic properties that can be easily tuned by synthetic control of the electron-rich and electron-poor units. The resulting low bandgap materials are known as donor-acceptor (or push-pull) copolymers. Different building blocks have been explored to be used in such copolymers, with the most common being fluorene, carbazole, dibenzosilole and benzodithiophene as electron-rich units, and benzodithiazole, diketopyrrolopyrrole, thienopyrroledione as electron-poor units. Although excellent reviews on the synthesis, characterization, and device performance of these new copolymers have recently appeared in the literature, it is worth mentioning some of the most interesting examples of PSC devices including this type of materials.

In two independent works by Leclerc et al. and Fréchet et al. the electron-poor thieno[3,4-c]pyrrole-4,6-dione (TPD) unit was copolymerized with the benzodithiophene (BDT) electron-rich unit and the resulting low band-gap copolymer was tested in PSC devices in conjunction with fullerene derivatives. By synthetic control of the alkyl solubilizing pattern in the copolymer and after thorough optimization of device parameters (including the use of high boiling point solvent additives), a maximum PCE as high as 6.8% could be achieved.

The same electron-rich unit (BDT) was employed in a later work by Yu et al. copolymerized with an ester-substituted fluorine-containing thieno[3,4-b] thiophene, to give a copolymer (PTB7) with a low band-gap of about 1.6 eV, showing efficient absorption around the region with the highest photon flux of the solar spectrum (about 700 nm). By carefully controlling the morphology of the active layer by means of high boiling point solvent additives, fully optimized PSC devices containing this copolymer in conjunction with PCBM exhibited a very high value of FF (68.97%) and a remarkable 7.4% maximum PCE.

In a very recent work by Chen et al. a novel alcohol/water-soluble conjugated polymer, poly[(9,9-bis(3’-(N,N-dimethylamino)propyl)-2,7-fluorene)-alt-2,7-(9,9-dioctyfluorene)] (PFN) was presented, to be used as cathode interlayer in PSC devices based on PCBM and the previously reported PTB7 copolymer. The incorporation of this PFN interlayer allowed significant and simultaneous enhancement in \( J_{SC} \), \( V_{OC} \), and FF, leading to an outstanding certified PCE of 8.37%, which is to date the best reported value in the literature for PSCs.

As noticeable from the studies on low bandgap copolymers presented so far, an important factor that significantly affects the performance of PSC devices is the nano-scale morphology of the photoactive layer.

The exciton diffusion length in organic materials is only about 10-20 nm due to the short lifetime of the photoexcited electron-hole pair. This implies that the
exciton must reach the donor-acceptor interface to yield charge transfer without undergoing radiative or non-radiative decay. Therefore, the donor and acceptor phases should self-organize to form nano-scale domains on the same length-scale of the exciton diffusion length, so that efficient exciton harvesting can be facilitated.\textsuperscript{58} To increase the probability of exciton splitting, the interfacial area between the electron-donor and the electron-acceptor materials should be as large as possible. In addition, once the exciton is formed and dissociated, the free charge carriers (holes and electrons) must drift to the electrodes within their lifetimes. For this reason, a 3D morphology characterized by a bicontinuous percolated network of the donor and acceptor materials is necessary for productive charge extraction from the device.\textsuperscript{48,59}

Following these considerations, the structure of the active layer and the architecture of devices have evolved in the past few years in an attempt to meet the above-mentioned requirements.

The immediate evolution of the single layer device architecture, in which an organic semiconductor is sandwiched between two metal electrodes with different workfunctions to yield rather poor photovoltaic performance, is the bilayer heterojunction architecture, which was pioneered by Tang in 1986.\textsuperscript{60} In this device structure, the photoactive layer is formed by depositing the electron-donor and the electron-acceptor on top of each other to yield a planar (or corrugate, in the case of diffused bilayer heterojunction devices) interface where exciton separation may occur. The bilayer is sandwiched between two electrodes matching the donor HOMO and the acceptor LUMO, for efficient extraction of the corresponding charge carriers. While monomolecular charge transport can be ensured with this device architecture (after the excitons are dissociated at the donor-acceptor interface, the electrons travels within the n-type acceptor and the holes travels within the p-type donor material), the probability of charge separation is relatively low because the region for exciton splitting is only limited to the planar (corrugated) donor-acceptor interface.

In order to overcome this drawback, the so-called bulk heterojunction (BHJ) structure was proposed\textsuperscript{7,61} and still represents the state-of-the-art in PSC technology. In a BHJ, the photoactive layer is composed of a blend of a donor (a p-type conjugated polymer) and an acceptor (an n-type fullerene derivative) material intimately mixed to form an interpenetrating phase network at the nanoscale level in which each donor-acceptor interface is ideally within a distance shorter than the exciton diffusion length from each photogeneration site. The main advantage of this structure is that the interfacial area where charge separation can occur is largely increased. In addition, because the interface is dispersed throughout the bulk, a great reduction of losses due to short exciton diffusion length is achieved, as ideally all excitons will be dissociated within their lifetime. Furthermore, the charges are separated within different phases hence recombination is reduced to
In order to guarantee efficient charge transport and collection to the respective electrodes, the donor and acceptor phases must form a bicontinuous percolated network of interpenetrated domains. Therefore, the nano-scale control of the morphology of the photoactive layer in BHJ devices becomes extremely important to guarantee optimal device performance, as witnessed by the numerous processing techniques available today for optimization of the BHJ morphology.\footnote{62,63}

The same BHJ concept presented above is nowadays found in almost every high performing PSC device, although some differences in device architectures can be found. In the most studied PSCs, devices are typically fabricated by simple solution processing of the active layers followed by evaporation of metallic back electrodes, to produce devices with a so-called “standard” architecture where electrons flow from the transparent electrode (anode) to the back metallic electrode (cathode) (Figure 2.11).

![Figure 2.11 Schematization of a standard-type bulk-heterojunction PSC device architecture.](image)

A standard geometry is extremely convenient when devices are to be prepared on a laboratory scale, as it represents a suitable standardized platform to investigate materials properties and efficiency. However, such a device architecture may present some drawbacks when large-scale production is considered mainly due to the vacuum processing steps required for back electrode deposition.

As a way to overcome these problems, the so-called “inverted” device geometry was introduced, allowing the use of solution-processed rather than vacuum-processed metallic back electrodes.\footnote{64,65} As shown in Figure 2.12, in this device architecture the transparent electrode works as a cathode, where electron collection takes place. Conversely, the back electrode is responsible for the extraction of
holes, thus behaving as anode.

Figure 2.12 Schematization of an inverted-type bulk-heterojunction PSC device architecture.

Alongside large-scale processability, the inverted architecture has shown some advantages compared to the standard geometry also in terms of device stability. Standard BHJ devices can suffer from degradation of the top electrode, which is normally made of a low-work-function metal (typically Al) that is highly reactive and oxidizes easily in air, thus increasing the series resistance at the metal/BHJ interface and decreasing device performance. In addition the PEDOT:PSS layer is potentially detrimental to the polymer active layer due to its acidic nature, which etches the ITO electrode and causes interface instability via indium diffusion into the polymer active layer. In the inverted device geometry, the potential interfacial instability is overcome by replacing the hole conducting PEDOT:PSS layer with other functional buffer layers which are able to lower the workfunction of ITO and prevent the ITO layer from etching. In addition, the back electrode is substituted with PEDOT:PSS (typically) covered by a stable, high workfunction metal such as Au or Ag. The inverted device architecture represents therefore an attractive concept to improve device stability and lifetime.

The importance of guaranteeing a long-term stability of PSC devices represents a critical issue in view of a future potential commercialization of this technology. Accordingly, a more detailed discussion on this topic is presented in the next Section.

2.3.2 Stability of polymer solar cells

The primary focus in PSC research has been the optimization of device performance by developing new high-performing materials, novel device architectures and efficient ways to control the nano-scale morphology of the photoactive layer to
improve the photovoltaic response of the device. It was shown in the previous Section that efficiencies exceeding 8% are now possible, with appropriate choice of device components and processing treatments. One of the major challenges for widespread diffusion and commercialization of this technology is the relatively short lifetime of the devices, leading to decline of photovoltaic performance over time. As opposed to inorganic silicon-based PV technologies, where lifetimes in the order of 25 years are commonly guaranteed, the intrinsically less stable nature of organic and polymeric materials (especially to chemical degradation from oxygen and water) calls for tremendous improvements in device stability.

Many degradation pathways have been identified in PSC devices (see Figure 2.13), the most common of which comprise diffusion of oxygen and water into the device and consequent reaction with the active materials, photodegradation of the active components, corrosion at electrode interfaces, interlayer diffusion of material and reaction with the active components, formation of particles within the device.\[68\]

Since the degradation behavior of PSC devices is rather complex and the degradation mechanisms are interrelated with each other, it is often difficult to directly determine to what extent a particular degradation pathway contributes to the overall decline of the photovoltaic response of the PSC device. Therefore, a full understanding of each identified mechanism is essential in order to minimize or prevent degradation.\[69\] This can be typically accomplished by means of systematic experiments that require the use of physical and chemical characterization techniques on the materials employed in the PSC device as well as convenient testing apparatuses for device characterization.\[70\]-\[72\]

![Figure 2.13 Graphical overview of the main degradation mechanisms occurring in a typical PSC device.\[68\]](image)

The use of time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) methodologies allowed Krebs et al.\[73,74\] to describe oxygen diffusion through a bilayer PSC device. It was shown that diffusion was originated by the introduction of oxygen into the Al back-electrode through microscopic pinholes on the Al film. Once inside the PSC device, oxygen was shown to continually diffuse through
the lateral and vertical planes of the device until the counter electrode (ITO) was reached. Another significant degradation pathway was found to be the diffusion of ITO material into the devices (Al/C_{60}/P3CT/ITO, where P3CT is poly(3-carboxydithiophene)) and its consequent reaction with the photoactive layer. The role of the hole-conducting PEDOT:PSS interlayer in the degradation of PSC devices was also investigated.\[75\] By means of photovoltaic tests on MDMO-PPV:PC_{61}BM devices with and without the PEDOT:PSS interlayer, it was demonstrated that the degradation was associated with the hygroscopic nature of the PEDOT:PSS layer. Charge transport measurements showed that the effect of water on PEDOT:PSS was to increase the resistivity of the PEDOT:PSS/blend layer interface, but not to affect the charge mobilities of the active layer.

More recently,\[76\] P3HT:PC_{61}BM and MDMO-PPV:PC_{61}BM bulk heterojunction solar cells were fabricated with different configurations to examine the effect of ITO and PEDOT:PSS on PSC stability and degradation. The $V_{OC}$ of solar cells was shown to be kept constant during aging in atmosphere if the ITO electrode was avoided. However, absence of ITO led to high series resistances and low values of photocurrent. This indicated that use of more conductive films than PEDOT:PSS could lead to ITO-free PSCs that would exhibit lower costs and longer lifetimes. Another important contribution to the relatively poor stability of PSC devices operating in ambient atmosphere is given by the photochemical degradation of the conjugated polymer constituting the p-type material in the photoactive layer. In particular, photo-oxidation of the conjugated polymer still represents a challenge, although progresses have been made in the selection of polymeric materials with desirable optical and electronic properties that also show improved photochemical stability. In particular, polythiophenes have demonstrated to exhibit rather good stability to light compared with other polymeric systems, as will be shown more in detail in Chapter 3.

In the attempt to fabricate air-stable PSC devices, thermocleavable polymers have been introduced, in which insoluble solid films are obtained upon heat treatment thanks to the presence of thermocleavable side chains appended to the polymer. In particular, an inverted device architecture was employed to fabricate PSCs where the active layers comprised a transparent cathode based on solution processed zinc oxide, a photoactive layer based on a BHJ of zinc oxide nanoparticles and thermocleaved poly-(3-carboxydithiophene) (P3CT), a PEDOT:PSS layer and finally a printed silver based anode.\[77\] It was shown that unencapsulated devices were robust and not sensitive to mechanical handling of the active layer and back electrode. In addition, 80% of the initial performance at continuous illumination could be retained for about 100 h of operation. In the dark and under ambient conditions, the PSC devices could be stored for more than six months without noticeable degradation in performance.

In a later study,\[78\] the stability of the PSC devices based on similar thermocleavable
low band-gap polymers bearing different thermocleavable ester groups was investigated in four different atmospheres, namely dry nitrogen, dry oxygen, humid nitrogen and ambient atmosphere. The photovoltaic properties of the PSCs were tested in the glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS/polymer:PC61BM/Al configuration and were found to be very stable in dry oxygen atmosphere, where the device decay was similar to inert conditions (dry nitrogen). This was in stark contrast to conjugated materials containing vinylene bonds that are very sensitive towards oxygen. A rapid performance decay was however observed in the presence of water (with and without oxygen present) and removal of water was deemed to be necessary to achieve devices with stability exceeding hundreds of hours.

In addition to chemical degradation pathways, the preservation of an optimal BHJ morphology within the photoactive layer is critical for sustaining long-term high PSC performance. Most BHJ systems show poor stability and often undergo macrophase segregation of the blend components, especially after prolonged exposure to heat.\[79-82\]

Several studies have focused on the morphological evolution of the active layer of standard BHJ systems incorporating P3HT or MDMO-PPV as donor materials and potential approaches to improve the stability of such BHJ have also been examined, especially at high temperature. A thorough discussion on this aspect will be the topic of Chapter 4, where strategies to improve the thermal stability of high performing PSCs will also be presented.
2.4 CONCENTRATING SOLAR LIGHT: FROM IMAGING TO NON-IMAGING DEVICES

Solar cells based on inorganic semiconductors such as mono- and poly-crystalline silicon largely dominate the PV market nowadays (see Section 2.2). These devices have found applications mainly as small-scale devices in solar panels on building roofs, pocket calculators, water pumps and portable electronics.

These conventional PV technologies allow for as much as 25%[29] of the incoming solar energy to be harvested and converted into electricity, a value that is very close to the theoretically predicted upper limit of 30%[18] for this type of materials. One major drawback that characterizes the Si-based PV technology is associated with the high production costs of the actual solar cells that still require many energy intensive processes at high temperatures (400-1400 °C). This adds to the increasingly high cost of poly-crystalline silicon, the starting material for solar cell production. According to the these figures, it is clear that PV technologies with low fabrication costs would be now highly desirable, even at the expense of further improvements in power conversion efficiency.

One strategy to meet this requirement would be to reduce the amount of silicon necessary for solar cell fabrication by using concentrating systems to collect sunlight over a large area and re-direct it onto small-area solar cells.[83] This approach would reduce material (Si) consumption while preserving and potentially improving the electrical power output from the PV device, because of the increased illumination intensity experienced by the solar cells.

To date, two main types of concentrating technologies have been presented in the literature, namely imaging and non-imaging solar concentrators.[84]

The first category comprises the so-called concentrated photovoltaics (CPV) where Fresnel lenses, parabolic dish collectors or a combination of both are employed to collect sunlight and focus it onto very small units of high-cost high-efficiency solar cells.[85] Although very high concentrations can be achieved with these devices (hundreds suns) resulting in improved solar cell performance, they present some significant drawbacks: high sunlight concentration may lead to excessive heating of the solar cell, therefore cooling systems are needed to alleviate high temperature effects and prolong solar cell lifetime;[85] these devices are only able to capture direct solar radiation, therefore precise solar tracking systems (typically two-axis systems) are required to keep the solar cell under illumination; finally, to avoid shadowing from neighbor collectors, large areas for CPV installation are required.

As alternative to CPV technology, non-imaging concentrators have been proposed. Among these, luminescent solar concentrators (LSCs), first introduced in the late 1970s as one of the simplest methods to concentrate sunlight in thin polymeric slabs,[86] have gained increasing attention in the past few years as a result of the recent advances in materials science and nano-optics.[87]
As will be shown more in detail in the next Section, this technology makes use of a sheet of luminescent material to collect and trap both direct and diffuse solar radiation, convert it and transfer it to smaller areas of silicon solar cells mounted on the edges to generate electricity.
2.5 LUMINESCENT SOLAR CONCENTRATORS

A schematic cross-sectional view of an LSC device is presented in Figure 1.14, where the main operating mechanisms are also depicted.

![Figure 2.14 Cross-sectional view of a typical LSC device, in which the operating mechanisms are shown: incoming sunlight incident on the top surface of the LSC 1), absorption of the light by a fluorophore molecule 2), light re-emitted by the fluorophore is trapped within the matrix by total internal reflection (TIR) 3), re-emitted light reaches solar cells mounted at the edges of the LSC 4). Common loss mechanisms are: top surface reflection 5), escape-cone losses for light re-emitted within the Brewster (critical) angle 6), transmission of unabsorbed sunlight 7), re-absorption of emitted light 8), non-radiative fluorescence decay 9), and absorption of emitted light by the host matrix 10).](image)

The LSC consists of a transparent matrix containing luminescent species (typically organic dyes or quantum dots) that absorb part of the incident solar spectrum and re-emit it at a longer wavelength. Part of the light emitted by the luminescent species is guided (in a waveguide mode) towards the edges of the transparent matrix by total internal reflection (TIR), where high efficiency solar cells can collect it. When the materials constituting the LSC device are all organic-based, the LSC is often referred to as organic luminescent solar concentrator (OLSC).

The presence of different loss mechanisms can reduce the amount of photons re-emitted by the fluorophore and directed towards the solar cells. In particular, reflection of the incident light from the top surface (Fresnel reflection) is responsible for about 4% loss of incident photons. In addition, only the light re-emitted by the fluorophore within an emission angle larger than the critical angle $\theta_c$ (see Equation 2.20) can be trapped within the LSC. For angles of incidence with the LSC surface smaller than $\theta_c$, the light will exit the LSC in the so-called escape-cone and will be lost. Furthermore, a fraction of the incident sunlight can be transmitted through the LSC without being absorbed by the fluorophore, due to the limited absorption spectrum of the fluorescent species. Additionally, re-absorption phenomena can occur, where fluorescence emission of a fluorophore is re-absorbed by another fluorophore molecule. This may happen if the absorption spectrum of the fluorophore overlaps (even partially) the emission spectrum. As a result, the fluorescence can again be re-emitted and transported to the edges of the LSC or leave the LSC through the escape-cone and then lost. Non-radiative
decay of the fluorescence may also take place as fluorophores may exhibit non-unity fluorescence quantum yield (FQY, ratio of the number of photons emitted by fluorescence to the number of photons absorbed), causing the absorbed photons to be lost. Finally, parasitic absorption in the host matrix may occur, leading to further losses.

Two typical device configurations are commonly used in LSC technology: the bulk-plate LSC and the thin-film LSC. In both cases, a planar arrangement is normally employed, though cylindrical, bent or flexible configurations have recently appeared in the literature as promising LSC architectures. In the bulk-plate configuration, a sheet (plate) of transparent host matrix (a polymer such as PMMA or an inorganic material such as glass) is doped with one or more luminescent species, with solar cells optically matched to the plate edges (Figure 2.15).

Conversely, in the thin-film design a transparent carrier matrix (polymeric or inorganic) doped with one or more luminescent species is deposited as a thin-film onto a transparent substrate (typically glass) at the edges of which solar cells are placed (Figure 2.16).

The advantage of doped thin-films having optical contact with the transparent substrate is that the luminescence emitted from the thin-film is trapped in the substrate while parasitic losses due to self-absorption and scattering from impurities can be greatly reduced as compared to bulk doped plates.
2.5.1 Efficiency of luminescent solar concentrators

The first publications on LSCs appeared in the late 1970s\[93\] followed by extensive studies going on throughout the 1980s, until the limitations of the fluorescent organic dyes available at that time hindered further development\[94\]. In recent years, novel luminescent materials such as new organic dyes, quantum dots and rare-earth materials have been proposed,\[94\] and techniques to reduce the losses within the devices have been presented, such as the use of liquid crystals\[95-97\] or photonic crystals\[93,98,99\]. These new developments have motivated a renewed interest in the LSC technology, followed by an increasing amount of research papers appeared on this topic in the last ten years.\[94\]

The performance of an LSC is measured in terms of effective concentration ratio $C$, given by the product of the geometrical concentration factor $G$ (also known as geometric gain) and the optical efficiency $\eta_{\text{opt}}$ of the device:

$$C = G \cdot \eta_{\text{opt}} \quad \text{(Equation 2.13)}$$

The geometrical factor $G$ is defined as:

$$G = \frac{A^{(\text{LSC})}}{A^{(\text{CELL})}} \quad \text{(Equation 2.14)}$$

where $A^{(\text{LSC})}$ is the top surface area of the LSC plate (or thin-film) and $A^{(\text{CELL})}$ is the active area of the solar cell(s) (which corresponds to the area of the LSC edge(s)).

The optical efficiency of the LSC plate (or thin-film) can be defined as the ratio of the energy delivered from the LSC edges to the energy incident onto the LSC surface:

$$\eta_{\text{opt}} = \frac{P^{\text{LSC}}_{\text{OUT}}}{P_{\text{IN}}} \quad \text{(Equation 2.15)}$$

where $P_{\text{IN}}$ is the total solar power incident on the LSC and $P^{\text{LSC}}_{\text{OUT}}$ is the power delivered from the LSC edges.

As shown in the previous Section (Figure 2.14), different loss mechanisms may occur in an LSC device, each specifically contributing to the overall optical efficiency $\eta_{\text{opt}}$. In order to highlight these contributions, $\eta_{\text{opt}}$ can be expressed by the product of the efficiencies of the different processes taking place in the LSC, as shown in the following equation:\[93\]

$$\eta_{\text{opt}} = (1 - R)\eta_{\text{abs}} \eta_{\text{LQY}} \eta_{\text{Stokes}} \eta_{\text{trap}} \eta_{\text{self}} \eta_{\text{mat}} \quad \text{(Equation 2.16)}$$

In particular, $1 - R$ represents the fraction of light transmitted into the LSC plate (or
thin-film), with $R$ being the Fresnel reflection coefficient of the LSC surface:

$$R = \frac{(n-1)^2}{(n+1)^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (Equation 2.17)

where $n$ is the refractive index of the material (typically 4% for $n = 1.5$).

The fraction of photons absorbed by the LSC $\eta_{\text{abs}}$ (also called absorption efficiency) must be maximized for optimum LSC performance. In particular, the LSC should ideally absorb the largest possible portion of the incident photons having energies greater than the bandgap of the solar cells attached to the edges of the LSC. In the case of LSC coupled to Si solar cells, all wavelengths shorter than 950 nm should be ideally absorbed and re-emitted in the 950 – 1000 nm range, where the Si solar cell exhibit a maximum spectral response.

The luminescence quantum yield $\eta_{\text{LQY}}$ determines the fraction of photons emitted to the number of photons absorbed by the fluorescent molecule:

$$\eta_{\text{LQY}} = \frac{\text{number of emitted photons}}{\text{number of absorbed photons}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (Equation 2.18)

Practically, it indicates the probability that an excited fluorescent molecule decays by fluorescent photon emission. Near-unity values of $\eta_{\text{LQY}}$ are required for optimal LSC performance.

Because the fluorescence process intrinsically implies a photon energy loss (the emitted photon has a longer wavelength/lower energy than the absorbed photon), it is important to quantify such energy loss by means of the so-called Stokes efficiency $\eta_{\text{Stokes}}$. In particular, $\eta_{\text{Stokes}}$ is defined as:

$$\eta_{\text{Stokes}} = \frac{\nu_{\text{emitted}}}{\nu_{\text{absorbed}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (Equation 2.19)

where $\nu_{\text{emitted}}$ and $\nu_{\text{absorbed}}$ are the energies of emitted and absorbed photons, respectively.

The efficiency of waveguide trapping $\eta_{\text{trap}}$ determines the fraction of the light emitted by the fluorophore that can be confined within the LSC in waveguide mode. Practically, this indicates the fraction of light emitted by the fluorophore at an angle larger than the critical angle $\Theta_c$:

$$\Theta_c = \sin^{-1}\left(\frac{1}{n}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (Equation 2.20)
and can be obtained by the following equation:\[^{102}\]

\[
\eta_{\text{trap}} = \sqrt{1 - \frac{n_{\text{clad}}^2}{n_{\text{core}}^2}}
\]  
(Equation 2.21)

where the waveguide core and cladding refractive indices are \(n_{\text{core}}\) and \(n_{\text{clad}}\), respectively. For air cladding (\(n_{\text{clad}} = 1\)) and an organic thin film refractive index of \(n_{\text{core}} = 1.7\), \(\eta_{\text{trap}} = 80\%\) (20\% of the fluorescence photons will be emitted within either the front or the rear escape-cone and will be lost from the LSC).

As a way to increase \(\eta_{\text{trap}}\), the application of photonic structures to the LSC was proposed recently. In particular, it was shown\[^{99}\] that by employing a commercially available photonic band-stop reflection filter for the light emitted from the luminescent dyes in bulk-plate LSCs, the relative efficiency of the LSC system increased by 20\%, thanks to the reduction of escape-cone losses.

Another approach to reduce surface losses in LSC thus enhancing the waveguide trapping efficiency \(\eta_{\text{trap}}\) made use of organic wavelength selective mirrors applied onto the LSC surface.\[^{103}\] It was shown that by adding selectively reflective cholesteric liquid crystal layers to the top of the LSC using an air gap both reduced the loss of light from the surface of the waveguide and increased the light output at the edge of the LSC up to 12\%.

Dye alignment by means of liquid crystals was also proven to be a successful strategy to reduce the escape-cone losses and improve LSC device performance.\[^{95-97}\]

The efficiency \(\eta_{\text{self}}\) (self absorption efficiency) takes into account losses due to re-absorption of the emitted photons by neighbor fluorophores.\[^{104}\] These re-absorption events may occur in fluorophores that exhibit overlapping absorption and emission spectra, such as organic dyes. Re-absorption may lead to a reduction in LSC optical efficiency in the cases where trapped photons that would have reached the edge of the LSC are re-directed out of the device and lost. Photons in an LSC can experience multiple re-absorption events, each one increasing the chance of the photon being lost. The self absorption efficiency for an LSC containing an organic dye is typically on the order of 40-80\%, although this depends greatly on concentration and LQY.\[^{104,105}\]

As a way to reduce re-absorption losses, patterned dye structures were employed in thin-film LSCs.\[^{106}\] It was shown that by engineering the dye coating into regular line patterns via standard photolithography, the surface coverage of the dye molecules was reduced, thus decreasing the probability of the re-emitted light to encounter another dye molecule and hence the probability of re-absorption.

Recently,\[^{107}\] the re-absorption problem was overcome by employing resonance-
shifting, in which sharply directed emission from a bilayer cavity into the glass substrate returns to interact with the cavity off-resonance at each subsequent bounce. In this way, re-absorption losses occurring during photon travelling towards the LSC edges could be significantly reduced and a more than two-fold increase in concentration ratio C could be obtained with respect to conventional LSCs.

The carrier matrix can also contribute to losses in the LSC under operation, as absorption of trapped fluorescence by the host matrix may occur. The fraction of emitted photons absorbed or scattered by the host matrix is $1 - \eta_{\text{mat}}$, where $\eta_{\text{mat}}$ is the host matrix absorption efficiency, i.e. the fraction of fluorescence transmitted by the host). These absorption events can normally be neglected in the visible range ($\eta_{\text{mat}} > 95\%$), where most host materials are highly transparent, but they may gain increasing importance in regions where absorption of the host material may be observed.

The absolute power conversion efficiency $\eta_{\text{ABS}}^{(\text{LSC})}$ of an LSC connected to photovoltaic cells at a given wavelength $\lambda$ is given by the product between the overall optical efficiency $\eta_{\text{opt}}$ of the LSC and the power conversion efficiency of the solar cell at that specific wavelength $\eta(\lambda)^{(\text{CELL})}$, as described by the following equation:\[^{[93]}^\text{[108]}\]

$$\eta_{\text{ABS}}^{(\text{LSC})} = \eta_{\text{opt}} \cdot \eta(\lambda)^{(\text{CELL})}$$  \hspace{1cm} (Equation 2.22)

where $P_{\text{OUT}}$ is the power delivered by the solar cells coupled to the LSC plate. For practical reasons, when electrical measurements on the operating LSC/solar cell system are performed in standard illumination conditions (AM 1.5G, see Figure 2.7), $\eta_{\text{ABS}}^{(\text{LSC})}$ is often expressed in terms of the electrical parameters of the photovoltaic cell as follows:\[^{[108]}\]

$$\eta_{\text{ABS}}^{(\text{LSC})} = \frac{P_{\text{OUT}}}{P_{\text{IN}}} = \frac{\eta_{\text{opt}} \cdot \eta(\lambda)^{(\text{CELL})}}{\eta(\text{CELL})}$$

where $FF^{(\text{LSC})}$, $I_{\text{SC}}^{(\text{LSC})}$ and $V_{\text{OC}}^{(\text{LSC})}$ are the fill factor, the short-circuit current and the open-circuit voltage measured from the solar cell coupled to the LSC and $A^{(\text{LSC})}$ is the illuminated top surface area of the LSC plate (thin-film).

The theoretical thermodynamic limits of such power conversion efficiency were recently examined by means of Monte Carlo ray-tracing simulations.\[^{[109]}\] It was shown that the maximum efficiency of an LSC system resulting from the thermodynamic theory of LSC\[^{[84]}\] may be described by the detailed balance model
of Shockley-Queisser for non concentrating solar cells with a single band gap energy (see Section 2.1.3), provided that photonic structures at LSC surface are considered, acting as an omnidirectional spectral band stop filter.

In one of the first noteworthy experimental studies on LSC power conversion efficiency, Goetzberger et al. \cite{110} reported a significant $\eta_{\text{ABS}}^{(\text{LSC})} = 4.0\%$ for a large-area (40 cm x 40 cm x 0.3 cm) two-sheet stack system consisting of a short-wavelength emitting plate coupled to gallium arsenide (GaAs) solar cells placed above a long-wavelength emitting plate coupled to Si solar cells with an air gap between the plates. In a later work by Friedman, \cite{111} a thin-film LSC module (14 cm x 14 cm x 0.3 cm) with a mixture of dyes was fabricated and tested to yield $\eta_{\text{ABS}}^{(\text{LSC})} = 3.2\%$ with Si solar cells and $\eta_{\text{ABS}}^{(\text{LSC})} = 4.5\%$ with GaAs solar cells. The higher efficiency resulting from the system with GaAs solar cells resulted from the higher open-circuit voltage of this type of solar cell. More recently, Baldo et al. \cite{102} reported calculated power conversion efficiencies of up to 5.9% for single plate LSCs (thin-film deposited on 25 mm x 25 mm x 2 mm glass substrate) and up to 6.8% for tandem LSCs, by exploiting Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET), solid-state salvation and phosphorescence via a combination of fluorescent and phosphorescent dyes doped into a hybrid host matrix. Concurrently, Slooff et. al. \cite{108} achieved a remarkable $\eta_{\text{ABS}}^{(\text{LSC})} = 7.1\%$ with four GaAs solar cells coupled to the edges of a bulk-plate LSC (50 mm x 50 mm x 5 mm) and Goldschmidt et. al. \cite{99} obtained $\eta_{\text{ABS}}^{(\text{LSC})} = 6.7\%$ with four gallium indium phosphide (GaInP) solar cells coupled to a multi-dye stack of two 20 mm x 20 mm x 3 mm bulk-plate LSCs.

As apparent from the results presented above, it is often difficult to directly compare measured efficiencies of LSC devices as $\eta_{\text{ABS}}^{(\text{LSC})}$ strongly depends on LSC dimensions, number of solar cells attached, type of the solar cells employed and use of diffuse reflectors or selective mirrors at the sides or at the front/rear faces. For this reason, it is sometimes convenient to evaluate a relative efficiency increment which gives a measure of the increase in efficiency experienced by the solar cell when coupled to the LSC plate (thin-film) (see Chapter 7).

### 2.5.2 Degradation of luminescent solar concentrators

The stability of LSC devices, and of OLSC in particular, still represents a key issue for commercial deployment of this technology. Indeed, no commercialization will be viable unless lifetimes longer than at least ten years are achieved. \cite{94}

Among the potential routes for OLSC performance degradation, the instability of the materials constituting the OLSC device to light exposure appears to be the most critical factor. In particular, the photodegradation of the host matrix and the luminescent species represent the most common degradation pathways.

In one of the first studies on performance evaluation, \cite{112} OLSCs were prepared by dissolving commercial organic dyes in MMA and subsequently thermally
polymerizing the material to obtain OLSCs to the edge of which silicon solar cells were attached. The optical efficiency and the current output of each OLSC were measured during prolonged exposure to sunlight (one year on field) and a decrease in optical band-gap of the dye upon light exposure was observed. Such a decrease was attributed to an increase in the degree of disorder of the amorphous phase and photochemical decomposition of the dyes. In particular, it was suggested that a high optical band-gap energy luminescent dye would result in better stability.

In a later study from the same group,\textsuperscript{[113]} the optical absorption of perylene-based dye-doped PMMA prepared by both thermal polymerization and casting methods was measured before and after exposure to filtered or unfiltered light using xenon arc-lamp or direct sunlight. It was shown that the optical band-gap of thermally polymerized PMMA was reduced by doping with perylene dye or after exposure to UV-radiation. In addition, samples prepared by thermal polymerization exhibited better photostability than solvent-cast samples, as observed from FTIR and calorimetric analyses.

The role of polymer matrix composition was also examined,\textsuperscript{[114]} by preparing copolymers of styrene and methyl-methacrylate (MMA) to fabricate the OLSC carrier matrix. It was shown that by incorporating commercial fluorescent dyes into poly(styrene-co-methyl methacrylate) matrixes, a better photo-stability was observed compared with PMMA alone. In particular, the half-life of the dye in the copolymer matrix was proven to be more than five times longer than in the PMMA matrix as observed by field performance tests.

The photodegradation of perylene di-imide dye molecules dispersed in polyester or PMMA films and solutions was studied by monitoring the fluorescence and absorption intensity of the dye upon irradiation with increasing 532 nm laser pulses.\textsuperscript{[115]} Photo-oxidation was shown to be the main mechanism responsible for the photo-degradation of the OLSC device, while samples exposed to laser pulses in anaerobic conditions underwent partially reversible photo-reduction.

The effect of light source on the stability of OLSC plates was evaluated by exposing OLSCs containing different dye molecules to continuous (~ 200 days) white light illumination (solar simulator), outdoor conditions and high intensity (15 suns) monochromatic light (470 nm).\textsuperscript{[116]} It was observed that OLSC lifetime strongly depends on the organic luminescent species employed, where the best tested materials exhibited an initial decrease in performance (measured in terms of device $J_{SC}$ and EQE) followed by a plateau. On these systems, monochromatic light soaking experiments showed that bleaching of the best performing material was caused by excitation within its absorption band.

In the attempt to evaluate the performance of new fluorescent materials, OLSCs based on PMMA doped with phthalocyanine, nickel-phthalocyanine or hematoporphyrin laser dyes were prepared by casting method.\textsuperscript{[117]} Optical absorption measurements were carried-out at room temperature in the 200–900
nm wavelength region both before and after sample irradiation with sunlight for two weeks. The degradation of PMMA–dye samples, measured by absorption, was found to obey a first-order kinetic equation. The photodegradation studies revealed that the phthalocyanine dye systems were the most stable, as well as being the most efficient in terms of Stokes shift and fluorescence quantum yield. In a study of potential application of OLSCs as photoselective films to increase irradiance level for photosynthesis in greenhouses, PMMA-doped films embedded with commercial coumarin dyes were prepared on polyethylene substrates.\textsuperscript{[118]} Their photostability was studied by irradiating the samples with artificial sunlight from a Xenon arc lamp for 24 h and recording the change in optical density of the thin film. A second order kinetics two-step photodegradation mechanism was observed resulting in only an 8% decrease of optical density after 24 h exposure to simulated sunlight. In addition, the OLSC thin-films (~1 mm) also exhibited good thermal stability, as no major thermal effects were observed on the dye molecules for temperatures below the glass transition temperature of the PMMA matrix. In a recent work by Kinderman et al.,\textsuperscript{[119]} the performance and stability of different luminescent organic dyes incorporated in OLSC devices based on PMMA as host matrix was evaluated upon exposure to simulated sunlight in terms of modifications of the electrical and optical properties of the OLSC system (thin-films or bulk plates coupled to mc-Si solar cells). Screening of the stability of the dyes in different matrix materials indicated that the stability is strongly dependent on the type of dye, additives, monomer residues in the polymer matrix and purity. Better stability was achieved in pure PMMA coatings on glass plates compared with bulk PMMA samples. It was thought that this was caused by additives in the bulk PMMA samples but may also be a result of the bulk samples being cured with UV light, which can cause photodegradation of the dyes. The most stable dyes exhibited a 10% loss of their initial absorption after four weeks of continuous illumination. Guidelines were given by the authors on possible strategies to lengthen OLSC lifetime, including the use of inorganic quantum dots. In a later work by van Sark et al.,\textsuperscript{[120]} OLSC thin-films and bulk plates were exposed to continuous illumination under a sulphur lamp as well as in outdoor conditions. The plate samples were fabricated by polymerization of a dye-doped solution of MMA, while the thin-films were produced by depositing a solution of PMMA and organic dye on glass substrates. Electrical (I-V) characterization on complete OLSC devices was performed in order to track the degradation effects on device performance. Both types of OLSC devices (thin-films and bulk plates) showed a decline in device current output upon illumination, irrespective of the light source employed. OLSC lifetime was found to depend strongly on the dye molecule employed. In addition, performance degradation of OLSC devices was shown to occur also for samples stored in the dark, suggesting that light exposure is not the only responsible for device degradation.
As evidenced by the literature review presented above, most of the studies on OLSCs addressing stability issues have mainly been devoted to the evaluation of modifications occurring to the photovoltaic response and optical efficiency of devices during prolonged exposure to outdoor light or during laboratory tests (laser or UV light). However, very little is known about the molecular degradation mechanisms of the actual materials constituting the OLSC device, and in particular on the modifications occurring to the luminescent species upon irradiation. Although a number of organic dyes showing high fluorescence quantum yield combined with relatively good photo-stability have been presented in the literature, the reduction of absorption intensity and the fluorescence quenching of the dye molecule following interaction with light remains a critical aspect and a clear understanding of the degradation mechanisms of light-exposed dye molecules at molecular level is needed to develop successful strategies to effectively lengthen OLSC lifetime. This topic will be discussed in full detail in Chapter 6.
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STUDY OF PHOTO-DEGRADATION MECHANISMS IN \( \pi \)-CONJUGATED POLYMERS FOR POLYMER SOLAR CELLS
3.1 INTRODUCTION

As we have shown in Chapter 2, considerable efforts have been made by the PSC research community in the last few years in order to improve power conversion efficiencies of devices. In particular, extensive research has been carried out with the aim of developing novel p-type materials for the photoactive layer and significant advances have been made in the field of device processing and engineering, leading to power conversion efficiencies exceeding 7%.[1-3]

Although PSC device efficiency represents a central milestone for the commercial deployment of this technology, environmental stability/degradation of devices is another crucial area in which scientific and technological efforts are needed for the development of successful PSC systems. Due to the complex multilayer architecture of BHJ devices, multiple degradation pathways may occur when the illuminated PSC device is exposed to oxygen and water (i.e. ambient air). Therefore a comprehensive knowledge of the degradation mechanisms occurring in the finished device is of paramount importance to explore strategies to improve device lifetime.

The formation of corrosion products at the electrodes following exposure to air and their interaction with the photoactive layer were shown to represent a potential cause of decline in device performance.[4-7] In addition, stability of working devices may be affected by morphological degradation of the photoactive layer. As will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4, most BHJ systems show poor stability and often undergo macrophase segregation of the blend components with time, as the peak-performance BHJ morphology in an optimized PSC device only represents a metastable state, which is not usually maintained over long operation times.[8-13]

Another aspect affecting the stability of PSC devices is the diffusion of water into the device and its reaction with the active materials in the PSC leading to a decay of the photovoltaic performance over time.[14-17]

A major contribution to poor stability of PSC devices operating in ambient atmosphere is given by the photo-chemical degradation of the conjugated polymer constituting the p-type material in the photoactive layer. In particular, photo-oxidation of the conjugated polymer still represents a challenge, although progresses have been made in the selection of polymeric materials with desirable optical and electronic properties that also exhibit improved photochemical stability.

In the highest performing standard PSC devices the photoactive layer consists of a bulk heterojunction (BHJ) of a p-type conjugated polymer blended with an n-type soluble fullerene derivative such as [6,6]-phenyl-C_{61}-butyric acid methyl ester (PC_{61}BM) or [6,6]-phenyl-C_{71}-butyric acid methyl ester (PC_{71}BM). Among the most commonly employed p-type materials, poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) has received a great deal of attention due to its good electrical and mechanical
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properties as well as its ability to be easily solution-processed in common organic solvents.[18] Standard devices based on the P3HT:PC$_{61}$BM BHJ system have shown encouraging results in terms of power conversion efficiency, achieving values of up to 5.6%.[19,20] Although P3HT appears to be more environmentally stable than other semiconducting conjugated polymers such as MEH-PPV or MDMO-PPV, also devices based on this material are susceptible to chemical degradation. In particular, P3HT stability towards light still appears to be poor and the mechanisms underlying its degradation have to be fully clarified, especially in the solid state. In addition, no effective stabilization strategies have been proposed to counteract P3HT photo-oxidative degradation.

One of the first studies on the stability of P3HT towards light was carried out by Abdou and Holdcroft.[21] In their work, P3HT in chloroform solution containing dissolved molecular oxygen was irradiated by UV and visible light. Degradation of the polymer was observed and two degradation pathways were proposed. The first involved the photosensitized formation of singlet oxygen O$_2$(^3Δg) by the triplet state of P3HT causing formation of endoperoxide species which would lead in turn to reduction of π-conjugation and polymer photo-bleaching. The second involved free-radical attack of photosensitized trace amounts of transition-metal salts to the lateral alkyl chain leading to chain scission and formation of carbonyl and hydroxyl adducts as well as crosslinking. Based on these observations, in a later work by the same group[22] a mechanism accounting for the solid state behaviour of P3HT was subsequently proposed. However, no suggestions were given on possible ways to reduce the degradation rate. A similar free-radical mechanism was suggested for the thermo-oxidative degradation of poly(3-octylthiophene) (P3OT) in the solid state[23] with formation of a ketonic group in the α-carbon position of the alkyl side chain of the polymer. The effect of stabilizers on the degradation of P3OT was also studied, by employing different classes of stabilizers, namely primary antioxidants, secondary antioxidants, antioxidants reacting with non-oxygenated radicals, metal deactivators, and light stabilizers in the form of radical scavengers. However, no clear positive effects on the degradation rate of P3OT were observed by FTIR and SEC analyses. This was attributed to the high sensitivity of hydrogen abstraction from the α-carbon position of P3OT which could lead to a radical site in every alkyl group of the polymer. In the work by Caronna et al.[24] the photo-degradation of poly(3-butylthiophene) (P3BT) in the solid state was studied in different environmental conditions, namely air, nitrogen and oxygen. No degradation was observed in nitrogen atmosphere while two degradation products were isolated and identified after irradiation in air. Their formation was attributed to the reaction of singlet oxygen with the polymer conjugated chain, the former generated by energy transfer from the excited state of the polymer to molecular oxygen. In addition two compounds were found to decrease the rate of polymer oxidation, namely N-hexadecyl-N-methylaniline and 1-phenylidodecan-1-one.
Their stabilizing action was attributed to their ability to act as light screen thereby protecting the polymer from photo-oxidation. The poly[2-methoxy-5-(3',7'-dimethyloctyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene] (MDMO-PPV) system in solid state was studied by Chambon et al.[25,26] through photo- and thermal-oxidation. Infrared spectroscopy allowed to monitor the formation of ester, formate and carboxylic acid species and a degradation route was suggested involving radical oxidation of the polymer. The study was extended to the blend constituted by methanofullerene PC$_{61}$BM and MDMO-PPV. It was found that the addition of PC$_{61}$BM to MDMO-PPV results in a decrease of degradation rate of MDMO-PPV in blended film. This effect was attributed to radical scavenging properties of PC$_{61}$BM. In two recent works by Manceau et al.[27,28] the photo-oxidative degradation of P3HT in the solid state was studied in the presence of air under accelerated conditions. On the basis of infrared spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and chemical derivatisation, a degradation mechanism was proposed involving the radical oxidation of the hexyl side-chain and the sulphur atom of thiophene ring. Based on a previous work by the same group,[29] it was also confirmed that singlet oxygen does not appear to be the main intermediate in the degradation process of P3HT. However, no suggestions were made on possible ways to decrease the degradation rate of the polymeric system.

Although accelerated aging tests represent a relatively rapid way to obtain important information on the photo-chemical response of polymeric systems, degradation mechanisms proposed on the basis of this type of studies may differ significantly from the behaviour of the polymer in actual operating conditions, namely under sunlight. A suitable way to evaluate the photo-oxidative degradation of polymeric systems for photovoltaic applications in conditions similar to environmental is to perform tests under simulated sunlight.

In this section, we present a study on the photo-oxidative degradation of solid-state P3HT in ambient air and under simulated sunlight. A degradation mechanism is proposed confirming what reported in the literature for accelerated experiments.[28] The effect of polymer regioregularity on the rate of P3HT degradation is also examined in details. Finally, the effect of the addition of two compounds to P3HT is studied, namely a Hindered Amine Light Stabilizer (HALS) and Multi-Walled Carbon Nanotubes (MWCNT), with the aim of improving the stability of pure P3HT towards light.
3.2 EXPERIMENTAL

Regioregular poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT-RR) was purchased from Rieke Metals Inc. (type 4002, regioregularity 90-93% - data given by supplier). Highly-regioregular poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT-hRR) was purchased from BASF (type P200 Sepiolid, regioregularity > 98% - data given by the supplier). Both P3HT types were used as received. Chloroform (Sigma-Aldrich) was used as solvent in all tests. Multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT – average diameter 9.5 nm, average length 1.5 μm, purity > 95%) were purchased from NanoCyl and used as received, without any further purification. The Hindered Amine Light Stabilizer additive (TINUVIN® 292) was purchased from CIBA Chemicals and used as received.

Infrared spectroscopy and UV-Vis spectroscopy were performed on thin film samples (~ 200 nm) deposited onto NaCl, KBr and glass substrates by spin-coating (WS-400B-NPP Spin-Processor, Laurell Technologies Corp.). The thickness of the samples was measured by profilometry. Infrared spectra were recorded in transmission mode on a Nicolet 760 – FTIR Spectrophotometer controlled by OMNIC software. Spectra were obtained using 32 scans and a 4 cm⁻¹ resolution. UV-VIS absorption spectra were recorded in transmission mode by means of a Jasco V-570 UV-VIS-NIR Spectrophotometer on solid state samples deposited onto quartz substrates.

All samples were irradiated in air by means of a Class A solar simulator (Xenon short arc lamp 150 W, Abet Technologies) with AM1.5G (ASTM 927-91) spectral distribution and a power output of about 2200 W/m² (approximately 2 suns). The solar simulator power output was monitored by means of a power-meter with thermopile sensor (Ophir). Samples were collected at different irradiation times. The molecular weight of the samples was determined through Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC – Waters 410) using THF as eluent and polystyrene standards.

Proton nuclear magnetic resonance (¹H-NMR) spectra were recorded on a Bruker AC 300 NMR Spectrometer. All samples for ¹H-NMR analysis were dissolved in CDCl₃.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analyses were performed on solid state samples using a DSC/823e-Mettler Toledo differential scanning calorimeter. Scan rate was 20 K/min.
3.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.3.1 Photo-degradation of poly(3-hexylthiophene) in the solid state

3.3.1.1 Gel Permeation Chromatography

The molecular weight of P3HT-RR samples was measured by gel permeation chromatography (GPC). The molecular weight of the polymer was measured at different light exposure times in order to monitor modifications of the macromolecular chain length. The pristine polymer gave values of Mn and Mw of 30 KDa and 70 KDa, respectively. By increasing the exposure time of the cast polymer films, no significant variation of Mn and Mw was observed even after 200 h of exposure to simulated sunlight. On the other hand, a progressively higher amount of insoluble material was formed with increasing exposure time. This trend reflects the fact that the GPC analysis is limited to soluble material as it is carried out in solution. Insoluble moieties containing degradation products, which were not found in the pristine polymer but only in degraded samples, are filtered out before elution of the sample into the GPC and are thus excluded from the analysis.

3.3.2 1H-NMR Spectroscopy

Solution 1H-NMR spectroscopy was performed on all P3HT-RR samples. The pristine material showed one sharp band centred at δ 6.98 in the 1H-NMR which can be attributed to the thiophene proton and denotes the HT-HT regioregular structure of the polymer. This regioregular structure was confirmed by the 1H-NMR spectrum in the α- and β-methylene proton region, where the signals corresponding to HT linkages gave a HT-HT regioregularity of 89.8% (Figure 3.1a).
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Figure 3.1 Expanded $^1$H-NMR spectra in the methylene region for pristine P3HT-RR (a) and 100 h irradiated P3HT-RR (b). Aromatic region is also shown in the insets.

When considering the spectra of irradiated samples, no modifications to the P3HT $^1$H-NMR spectrum were found even after 100 h of exposure (Figure 3.1b). The reason for that might be the fact that also in this case the analysis is carried out on polymer solution, thus insoluble moieties formed during irradiation are excluded from the analysis.

3.3.3 UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy

The solid-state UV-Vis absorption spectrum of the pristine P3HT-RR is shown in Figure 3.2, where also the spectrum of 24 hours irradiated P3HT-RR is presented. The pristine polymer shows a maximum peak at 520 nm and two shoulders at 550 nm and 600 nm, respectively. After irradiation, a progressive decrease of the absorption intensity of the polymer was observed associated to a 15 nm blue shift of the maximum absorption wavelength $\lambda_{\text{max}}$. These modifications can be attributed to the photo-bleaching of the polymer resulting from a reduction of the conjugation length. These observations are consistent with recent literature reports on accelerated aging tests on the same polymer system at longer exposure times.
Figure 3.2 UV-Vis absorption spectra of P3HT-RR as a function of irradiation time (0 h, 24 h).

### 3.3.4 Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy

FTIR spectroscopy was used to monitor the rate of the photo-oxidation process. After prolonged exposure to simulated sunlight, significant modifications to the IR spectrum of the polymer were observed. In order to identify the changes occurring during irradiation, the main IR absorption bands for the pristine polymer were identified and are reported in Table 3.1.\(^{[30]}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wavenumber [cm(^{-1})]</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3055</td>
<td>C-H (aromatic) str</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2955</td>
<td>CH(_3) asym str</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2925</td>
<td>CH(_2) asym str</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2855</td>
<td>CH(_2) sym str</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1510</td>
<td>thiophene ring str</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1454</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>820</td>
<td>C-H bend thiophene ring</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A progressive decrease of absorption intensity was observed for various functional groups. In particular, the intensity of the absorption bands related to alkyl groups, aromatic C-H and thiophene ring rapidly decreased. As an example, Figure 3.3 shows the progressive disappearance of the characteristic bands assigned to alkyl groups. After approximately 50 h of exposure to simulated sunlight, the intensity
of the peaks is decreased down to less than 50% of its original value.

Figure 3.3 Variation of FTIR spectra of P3HT-RR spin-coated films in the C-H aliphatic region as a function of irradiation time (a: 0 h; b: 6 h; c: 24 h; d: 48 h; e: 72 h; f: 100 h)

In addition, the simultaneous formation of other characteristic absorption bands was observed. In particular, several features appeared in the carbonyl region (Figure 3.4) where the development of different maxima could be distinguished upon irradiation. Furthermore, the emergence of a sharp band in the sulfoxide region was observed (1050 cm\(^{-1}\) – 1150 cm\(^{-1}\)) at increasing exposure times (Figure 3.4 - inset). The progressive decrease of absorption intensity of the band assigned to the thiophene ring (Table 3.1) can also be seen in Figure 3.4 at 1510 cm\(^{-1}\).

Figure 3.5 shows the time-dependent evolution of absorption intensity of different characteristic IR bands during light exposure. In order to make comparisons easier, normalized absorption intensities are presented (the normalized absorption intensity for a given peak is the ratio between the absorption intensity of that peak at a given exposure time and the maximum absorption intensity found for the same peak during the entire exposure time). As shown in the plot, a decrease of intensity for signals attributed to alkyl groups and thiophene ring is observed accompanied by the appearance of new bands. As also suggested in the literature\(^{[28]}\) these new bands may be assigned to carbonyl species and thioesters.
Figure 3.4 Variation of FTIR spectra of P3HT-RR spin-coated films in the carbonyl region as a function of irradiation time (a: 0 h; b: 6 h; c: 24 h; d: 48 h; e: 72 h; f: 100 h). The inset shows the formation of characteristic bands in the sulfoxide region (1050 cm\(^{-1}\) - 1150 cm\(^{-1}\)).

Figure 3.5 Variation of normalized absorbance for characteristic groups in P3HT -RR as a function of exposure time.
After about 50 h of exposure to simulated sunlight, the original absorption intensity is reduced by almost 50% in the case of both alkyl groups and thiophene ring. Concurrently, signals assigned to C=O stretching of carbonyl species and S=O stretching of thioesters progressively appear with a similar rate of formation. These trends suggest that disruption of the macromolecular chain during exposure to simulated sunlight is accompanied by formation of new degradation products. This aspect is discussed more in detail in the next paragraph. It is interesting to note that the entire FTIR spectrum of the polymer underwent significant modifications during the degradation process. In particular, no FTIR signals appeared to remain constant during light exposure, making it impossible to determine an actual degradation kinetic (variation of concentration of molecular species over time) for the polymer. In addition, partial loss of the irradiated material may have occurred during the degradation process. Therefore, the decrease of intensity found for FTIR signals associated with alkyl groups and thiophene ring may have also partially been caused by decrease of the optical path length. These considerations may suggest that the rate of disappearance observed for these characteristic groups may have actually appeared faster in the FTIR degradation study than in a real-case scenario (overestimate of the rate of disappearance). Conversely, the formation of new degradation species observed upon light exposure may have appeared slower from the FTIR study than in the real case (underestimate of the rate of formation of new degraded species).

3.3.5 Degradation mechanism of poly(3-hexylthiophene) thin films

The results found so far underline a substantial instability of P3HT to photo-oxidation and suggest that significant modifications may occur to the structure of the polymer upon exposure to simulated sunlight. These modifications can be described by invoking a two-fold photo-oxidative degradation mechanism for the polymer. On one side (Scheme 3.1), oxidation may occur on the alkyl side-chain resulting from the attack of oxygen to the carbon in α-position to the thiophene ring. It is known from the literature[31] that the carbon atom of a methylene in α-position is characterized by reduced C-H bond energy and therefore it represents a preferential site for radical attack. This radical attack may lead to the formation of carbonyl species on the side chain, as inferred from the signal observed at 1715 cm-1 in the FTIR spectrum of the polymer forming upon light exposure.
Scheme 3.1 Proposed mechanism of photo-oxidation of lateral alkyl chain in P3HT-RR.

On the other side (Scheme 3.2), photo-oxidation of the polymer backbone may ultimately lead to the opening of the thiophene ring with the formation of thio-species. In particular, degradation products such as thioesters, sulfoxides, dialkyl sulphones and sulphones seem to form, as evidenced by the appearance of their FTIR signals observed in the spectra of light exposed polymer samples (620 cm\(^{-1}\), 1050 cm\(^{-1}\), 1150 cm\(^{-1}\), 1190 cm\(^{-1}\), respectively).

Scheme 3.2 Proposed mechanism of photo-oxidation of polymer backbone in P3HT-RR.

### 3.3.6 Effect of regio-regularity on photo-degradation of poly(3-hexylthiophene) in the solid state

As known from the literature,[30] four triad regioisomers are found for P3HT polymer chain: the HT-HT triad, the HT-HH triad, the TT-HT triad and the TT-HH triad – see Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6 Triad regioisomers of P3HT.

Regioregular HT-HT P3HT appears to give better electro-optical properties compared to the regiorandom polymer, mainly due to the steric hindrance induced by the presence of HH linkages that can lead to defects in the conjugated chain.[32-39]

In addition to yield improved power conversion efficiency in PSC devices,[40] P3HT
regioregularity may also have an effect on the degradation rate of the polymer. In order to examine this effect, P3HT samples with different HT regioregularity were considered, namely P3HT-RR (lower regioregularity) and P3HT-hRR (higher regioregularity), and their photochemical behaviour was studied during exposure to simulated sunlight.

### 3.3.6.1 1H-NMR spectroscopy

In order to evaluate the degree of HT regioregularity in the polymers under study, solution 1H-NMR spectroscopy was performed on all samples and their characteristic features in the α-methylene proton region of the spectrum were examined, as this region may give useful information on the extent of HT linkages in the polymer chain. From the expanded 1H-NMR spectrum in the α-methylene proton region, an 89.8% HT linkage regioregularity was found for P3HT-RR (lower-regioregularity polymer). In contrast, P3HT-hRR (higher-regioregularity polymer) yielded a 93.5% HT regioregularity. These results are consistent with the values given by the material suppliers (see Section 3.2).

### 3.3.6.2 Differential scanning calorimetry

Calorimetric measurements were carried out by means of differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) on all pristine polymer samples, in order to study the influence of regioregularity on melting point and degree of crystallinity. An endothermic transition was observed from a crystalline to a liquid crystalline state at a temperature of 210 °C - 240 °C (peak maximum 220 °C) for pristine P3HT-RR. In contrast, pristine P3HT-hRR exhibited a higher melting temperature (232 °C). Both values are consistent with literature reports.[41]

By means of DSC analysis, enthalpy of fusion and degree of crystallinity \( c = \Delta H/\Delta H^0 \) were also evaluated, being \( \Delta H \) the actual enthalpy of fusion of the polymer and \( \Delta H^0 \) the enthalpy of fusion of the ideal crystal, taken as 99 J/g.[42] As presented in Table 3.2, a larger enthalpy of fusion and a higher degree of crystallinity are found for P3HT-hRR compared with P3HT-RR.

**Table 3.2 Enthalpy of fusion and degree of crystallinity for P3HT-RR and P3HT-hRR, obtained by integration of the melting peak in the third DSC scan.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P3HT-RR</th>
<th>P3HT-hRR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enthalpy of fusion ( \Delta H ) [J/g]</td>
<td>13.38</td>
<td>20.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree of crystallinity ( \chi ) ( [\Delta H/\Delta H^0] )</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>21.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As known from the literature,[43] the solubility of gases is larger in amorphous regions than in crystalline regions of polymeric materials, making the crystalline
core of polymers nearly inaccessible to species such as molecular oxygen. In addition, the mobility of radical species has been found to be larger in amorphous regions than in crystalline regions. These observations suggest that the rate of bulk oxidation is greater in amorphous than in crystalline polymers. Due to the presence of a higher portion of amorphous phase as inferred from DSC measurements, the rate of the photo-oxidative degradation process in lower-regioregularity P3HT-RR could appear faster than in higher-regioregularity P3HT-hRR. In order to examine this effect, spectroscopic studies on polymer samples exposed to light are presented in the following sections.

3.3.6.3 UV-Vis spectroscopy

The normalized UV-Vis absorption spectra of solid state P3HT-RR and P3HT-hRR are shown in Figure 3.7. The appearance of a more defined vibronic structure is observed for P3HT-hRR compared to P3HT-RR, accompanied by a slightly red shifted \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \) (520 nm vs 522 nm for P3HT-RR and P3HT-hRR, respectively). The finer vibronic structure of P3HT-hRR may be associated to better planarization and stacking of P3HT-hRR polymer chains with respect to P3HT-RR\cite{44} resulting from the higher degree of order in the polymer.\cite{45}

![Figure 3.7 Normalized UV-Vis absorption spectra of solid state P3HT-RR and P3HT-hRR.](image)

The modifications in the optical properties of P3HT-RR and P3HT-hRR upon light exposure were monitored by irradiating polymer thin films at increasing time with a high-power (500 W) UV-lamp and recording the evolution of the respective UV-Vis absorption spectra. A UV-light source was chosen in this case in order to swiftly highlight trends that were then explored more in detail with
FTIR studies under simulated sunlight. For both polymers, a significant decrease in the absorbance (35% decrease) is observed after a UV-exposure time of only 4 h accompanied by a blue shift of $\ell_{\text{max}}$ and a noticeable decolouration of the polymer films (photo-bleaching). Interestingly, the extent of this blue shift after 4 h of UV-exposure was found to be higher for P3HT-RR (9 nm) than for P3HT-hRR (5 nm). This result may be explained by considering the lower degree of crystallinity (higher portion of amorphous phase) in P3HT-RR than in P3HT-hRR, which may lead to faster degradation processes, as already pointed out in Section 3.3.2.2. In order to validate these trends, FTIR studies on P3HT-RR and P3HT-hRR samples exposed to simulated sunlight were carried out and the results are presented in the next paragraph.

3.3.6.4 Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy

The evolution of FTIR absorption spectra of P3HT-RR and P3HT-hRR during exposure to simulated sunlight was examined by monitoring characteristic absorption bands in the polymer FTIR spectra (see Section 3.3.1.5 for details). The decrease of the intensity of bands assigned to alkyl groups in the range 3000 ÷ 2800 cm$^{-1}$ for both P3HT-RR and P3HT-hRR is shown in Figure 3.8 as a function of exposure time. During the first 24 h of exposure to light, the absorption intensity in the two polymer systems appears to decrease at a similar rate. After about 30 h, nearly 20% of the initial absorbance is lost for both P3HT-RR and P3HT-hRR. However, some significant differences in the kinetics of the degradation process for the two polymers emerge after about 48 h of exposure to light. In particular, the absorption intensity in the P3HT-RR system starts to rapidly drop, falling below 20% of its initial value after only 70 h of irradiation. In contrast, the rate of absorbance decrease maintains a constant value for P3HT-hRR, resulting in a 50% drop compared with its initial value after 100 h of exposure to simulated sunlight. A similar trend was observed for the disappearance of FTIR signals assigned to vibrations of thiophene ring (1510 cm$^{-1}$) and aromatic groups (820 cm$^{-1}$), highlighting a faster degradation process for P3HT-RR than for P3HT-hRR.
Figure 3.8 Variation of normalized absorption intensity of alkyl groups (3000 ÷ 2800 cm\(^{-1}\)) as a function of irradiation time in P3HT-RR and P3HT-hRR.

The emergence of new absorption bands in the carbonyl region (1715 cm\(^{-1}\)) for both polymer systems is shown in Figure 3.9 as a function of light exposure time. Similarly to what found previously, the modifications in P3HT-RR are characterized by a two-step process, where a constant increase in the intensity of the 1715 cm\(^{-1}\) absorption band in the first 24 h of exposure to light is followed by a sharp increase after 48 h of irradiation. An 80% increase of the absorption intensity of the carbonyl band is observed after less than 80 h of light exposure. As opposed to this trend, a less sharp increase is found for P3HT-hRR, where only a 60% increase in absorbance is found after 80 h of light exposure. Similar trends were also reported for the emergence of FTIR signals assigned to sulphones (1150 cm\(^{-1}\)) and thioesters (620 cm\(^{-1}\)).
As shown by the FTIR analysis, considerable differences appear in the rate of degradation of P3HT-RR and P3HT-hRR. In particular, significantly faster modifications of the polymer structure (disappearance of FTIR signals assigned to vibrations of alkyl groups, thiophene ring and aromatic groups) and formation of degradation products (appearance of FTIR signals assigned to vibrations of carbonyl species, thioesters and sulphones) are observed for P3HT-RR compared with P3HT-hRR (see Section 3.3.1.5 for details on the polymer degradation mechanism).

These results are in line with the trends observed in the UV-Vis analysis (Section 3.3.2.3), again suggesting that a higher degree of crystallinity in the polymer may result in a slower degradation process. As necessary condition to achieve crystallinity, polymer regioregularity represents therefore a critical parameter to be looked at not only to achieve high PSC performance,40 but also to enhance polymer stability to photo-degradation.

3.3.7 Stabilization strategies for poly(3-hexylthiophene) thin films

Considering the results shown so far, P3HT-RR seems to show a remarkable instability towards photo-oxidation under simulated sunlight. In order to assess the possibility to reduce the degradation rate of the polymer, potential stabilizing additives were therefore tested. In particular two substances were chosen, one belonging to the class of Hindered Amine Light Stabilizers (HALS) and the other being Multi-Walled Carbon Nanotubes (MWCNT). The former was chosen
because of its known ability to act as a radical scavenger in plastics and coating technology. The latter was selected because it may act both as a radical scavenger\cite{26} and quencher of excited states, and has the potential to be employed as an efficient electron-acceptor photovoltaic component.\cite{46-49} The HALS (5% wt.) was added to a solution of P3HT-RR in chloroform (20 mg/ml), dissolved by magnetic stirring and then spin-coated onto NaCl, KBr and CaF\textsubscript{2} substrates for FTIR analysis. For the MWCNT system, a homogeneous dispersion was prepared by ultrasonicating MWCNT in chloroform for 90 min. The desired volume of the MWCNT dispersion was then added to a P3HT-RR chloroform solution (20 mg/ml) and a further 60 min ultrasonication was performed. The final concentration of the P3HT-RR/MWCNT dispersion (20 mg/ml P3HT-RR in chloroform – 1% wt. MWCNT) was prepared by distillation of chloroform under vacuum and magnetic stirring. The dispersion was then spin-coated onto NaCl, KBr and CaF\textsubscript{2} substrates for FTIR analysis.

3.3.7.1 Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy

The stabilizing effects of the two additives were monitored by means of FTIR. Figure 3.10 shows the changes of normalized absorption intensity of FTIR bands in the alkyl group region as a function of irradiation time. The behaviour of pure P3HT-RR is also reported, for reference.

Figure 3.10 Variation of normalized absorption intensity of the alkyl group FTIR signals as a function of irradiation time for pure P3HT-RR, P3HT-RR/HALS system and P3HT-RR/MWCNT system.

No significant effects on the degradation rate of P3HT are found after the addition of HALS to P3HT. In contrast, a clear reduction in the degradation rate is observed when MWCNT are added. In particular, after about 100 h of exposure to simulated
sunlight, a decrease of only 50% of the absorption intensity is reported for the P3HT-RR/MWCNT blend. As shown in the plot, the same value of absorption intensity is reached after only 50 h of irradiation for pure P3HT and P3HT-HALS system.

The time-dependent variation of normalized absorption intensity of FTIR bands related to carbonyl groups (1715 cm\(^{-1}\)) during irradiation is reported in Figure 3.11.

![Figure 3.11 Variation of normalized absorption intensity of FTIR signals related to carbonyl groups as a function of irradiation time for pure P3HT, P3HT-HALS system and P3HT-MWCNT system.](image)

In this case both the presence of HALS and MWCNT appear to slightly slow down the degradation rate of P3HT. Moreover the formation of carbonyl species appears to be slower for the P3HT-RR/MWCNT than for the P3HT-RR/HALS system, according to the trend reported in Figure 3.10. Similar trends were observed for the disappearance of FTIR signals assigned to vibrations of the thiophene ring (1510 cm\(^{-1}\)) and for the formation of the band assigned to vibrations of sulphone and thioester groups (1150 cm\(^{-1}\) and 620 cm\(^{-1}\)).

An explanation of the stabilizing effect of carbon nanotubes observed through FTIR in the P3HT-RR/MWCNT blend may be given by considering the radical scavenging properties of MWCNT which allow for a reduction of the degradation rate of P3HT-RR. Similar results were observed on another system, namely MDMO-PPV blended with methano-fullerene PC\(_{61}\)BM, suggesting that also PC\(_{61}\)BM can act as radical scavenger when mixed with P3HT and exposed to light\(^{[26]}\). The reduced stabilizing effect reported in the P3HT-RR/HALS system could be attributed to the induction time needed by HALS molecules to activate and act as photo-stabilizers. Clearly, this induction time appears to be longer than the degradation rate of the pure polymer.
3.4 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

According to the results presented in this Section, P3HT appears to be substantially unstable to photo-oxidative degradation when exposed to simulated sunlight in ambient air. Significant modifications of the chemical structure of the polymer were observed and a degradation mechanism was proposed, involving side-chain scission with formation of carbonyl species and aperture of the thiophene ring with formation of thioesters. This mechanism confirms recent literature findings on the same system, exposed to accelerated aging test conditions.[27,28]

Higher polymer regioregularity was found to have an impact on polymer photo-stability. The rate photo-degradation appeared to decrease by increasing polymer regioregularity, mainly due to the presence of a higher degree of crystallinity in the polymer. This result highlights the importance of this parameter not only to achieve high PSC performance, but also to allow enhanced polymer photo-stability.

In an attempt to improve the stability towards photo-oxidative degradation of the pure polymer, the addition of two substances to P3HT was investigated. In particular, a HALS and MWCNT were individually added to pure P3HT and the photo-chemical behaviour of each of these new systems was studied through FTIR. While no significant modifications were observed in the P3HT/HALS blend, the addition of MWCNT to P3HT appeared to slow down considerably the degradation rate of the polymer. This stabilizing effect was attributed to the radical scavenging properties of MWCNT. These results suggest that MWCNT may represent a promising material for improved photo-stability in organic solar cells. Further studies will be needed in order to clarify this aspect and to explore the potential use of MWCNT as alternative n-type material in BHJ organic photovoltaics.
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NEW LOW-BANDGAP PHOTOCROSSLINKABLE POLYMERS FOR IMPROVED MORPHOLOGICAL STABILITY IN HIGH-EFFICIENCY POLYMER SOLAR CELLS
4.1 INTRODUCTION

Together with power conversion efficiency, long-term stability of devices has been recently recognized as a central area in which research efforts are needed for PSC technology to hit the market.[1,2]

As we have seen in the previous Chapter, several studies have demonstrated the detrimental effects that oxygen and moisture may have on device operation[3-6] and attempts have been made to elucidate the effects of their interaction with the photoactive organic layer.[7-9] In addition to chemical degradation pathways, achieving and maintaining an optimal BHJ morphology within the active layer is critical for sustaining high PSC performance. In optimized BHJs, phase separation of the electron donor and the electron acceptor domains should be on the same length-scale as the exciton diffusion length, so that efficient exciton harvesting can be facilitated.[10] Furthermore, a three-dimensional bicontinuous network of the p-type and n-type materials is required for productive charge extraction from the device.[11,12]

Although several processing techniques can be employed to achieve an optimized BHJ morphology,[13] the peak-performance morphology only represents a metastable state, which cannot usually be maintained over long operation times. Most BHJ systems show poor stability and often undergo macrophase segregation of the blend components, especially after prolonged exposure to heat.[14-17] Considering that during normal operation the active layer in PSC devices may be subjected to large temperature fluctuations, improving the robustness of the BHJ with respect to thermal stability is critical.[18,19]

Several studies have focused on the morphological evolution of the active layer of standard BHJ systems incorporating P3HT or poly[2-methoxy-5-(3',7'-dimethyloctyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene] (MDMO-PPV) as donor materials.[16,17,20-23] In addition, potential approaches to improve the thermal stability of such PSC devices have also been examined. Polymer regioregularity was shown to have a partially detrimental effect on morphological stability of devices. In particular, it was shown that polymerization of 3-hexylthiophene in the presence of small amounts of dihexylthiophene monomer leads to a reduction of effective copolymer regioregularity as a result of an increase in the content of non-HT linkages in the copolymer. Devices fabricated from this copolymer blended with PC$_{61}$BM in the active layer showed enhanced thermal stability compared with devices containing higher-regioregularity P3HT. This effect was attributed to a reduction of the driving force for polymer crystallization upon annealing given by the lower polymer regioregularity, that allows to prevent exclusion of PC$_{61}$BM from the ordered P3HT domains and therefore phase segregation of the BHJ.[24]

These findings are partially in contrast with the results previously presented on photostability of conjugated polymers. Indeed, in Chapter 3 we showed by means
of FTIR analysis that an increase in P3HT regioregularity may result in improved polymer photostability. This suggests that a balance should be sought between photostability and thermal stability.

Another approach to increase the thermal stability of P3HT:PC$_{61}$BM-based PSC systems made use of di-block copolymers as compatibilizers. It was shown that by adding to the P3HT:PC$_{61}$BM system an appropriate amphiphilic di-block copolymer incorporating fullerene and P3HT macromonomers, a reduction of the interfacial energy between donor and acceptor materials could be obtained. This resulted in a decrease in the rate of phase segregation in the blend and ultimately in increased thermal stability over time with respect to standard P3HT:PC$_{61}$BM devices.[25]

An alternative method to control and improve morphological stability of the active layer involved the use of a poly-(3-alkylthiophene)-based di-block copolymer containing a fullerene-functionalized block, employed as single active layer component in PSC devices. Although characterized by a significantly lower starting efficiency, PSC systems containing the fullerene-functionalized block copolymer exhibited better photovoltaic performance after prolonged high temperature annealing compared with control P3HT:PC$_{61}$BM devices. This result was attributed to the micro-phase separated structure of the di-block copolymer that is able to stabilize the film morphology upon annealing.[26]

The use of thermally crosslinkable fullerene derivatives containing glycidyl functionalities in the photoactive layer was found to effectively prevent phase segregation of PC$_{61}$BM and therefore allow the formation of a stable morphology of the active layer. However, the photovoltaic performance of the cells after crosslinking was significantly reduced with respect to the control system.[27] The same thermal crosslinking concept was employed more recently[28] for the synthesis of a poly(3-(5-hexenyl)thiophene) (P3HNT). Upon heating, the vinyl group of the polymer side chain was shown to undergo crosslinking thereby preventing the formation of large PC$_{61}$BM aggregates during prolonged high temperature annealing. Devices containing crosslinked P3HNT blended with PC$_{61}$BM showed slightly enhanced stability after annealing compared with standard P3HT:PC$_{61}$BM devices.

In the work by Kim et al.[29], a library of photocrosslinkable P3HT copolymers containing some light-sensitive bromoalkyl substituents was synthesized and used as p-type materials in BHJ devices. It was shown that after two days of annealing at an elevated temperature of 150 °C, devices containing the photocrosslinked polymer within the active layer were able to retain their initial power conversion efficiency (PCE). This result was attributed to the stabilizing effect of the photocrosslinked polymer on the nanoscale morphology of the active layer. In contrast to thermal crosslinking, photocrosslinking does not interfere with the thermal treatments that are often needed during device optimization;
thus, this process allows for morphology optimization with independent control of crosslinking and thermal annealing.

Although BHJ devices based on the P3HT:PC$_{61}$BM blend still represent a benchmark for the PSC research community, new p-type polymers have recently been synthesized in an effort to improve device efficiency.\cite{30,31} In particular, the target p-type polymer should ideally exhibit a broad absorption in the solar emission spectrum\cite{32,33} and suitable energy levels to match those of the n-type molecule so as to maximize open circuit voltage and ensure efficient charge separation.\cite{34-38} One strategy towards increasing low energy light absorption and modulating energy level alignment with the n-type material takes advantage of the donor-acceptor (D-A) approach, in which copolymerization of electron-rich and electron-poor monomers leads to the formation of low-bandgap polymers with optical and electronic properties that can be tuned via synthetic control of the electron-rich and electron-poor units. Using this concept, reports have demonstrated PCEs exceeding 7-8% after systematic optimization of the active layer morphology and appropriate device parameters.\cite{39-44} Although an optimal active layer morphology is necessary to achieve such record PSC performance, its evolution during device operation is rarely considered. In particular, the morphological stability of PSCs based on D-A polymers at high temperatures still needs to be investigated in details and no examples of long-term thermally stable devices based on this class of high efficiency p-type polymers have been reported in the literature.

In this Section we report a study on long-term thermal stability of PSC devices based on D-A copolymers.\cite{45} Through a new synthetic pathway, we have developed a photocrosslinkable derivative of the thieno[3,4-c]pyrrole-4,6-dione (TPD)-based polymer that was recently reported in the literature.\cite{39,41} Different copolymers were prepared containing increasing amounts of photocrosslinkable moiety in order to study their effect on device performance. After thorough optimization of device parameters, photocrosslinked and non-photocrosslinked PSC devices were subjected to high-temperature (150 °C) annealing and their morphological and photovoltaic stability was investigated. In addition, the influence of n-type material on long-term thermal stability was also examined, by studying blends incorporating PC$_{61}$BM or PC$_{71}$BM.
4.2 EXPERIMENTAL

4.2.1 Materials
All air-sensitive and moisture-sensitive reactions were performed under inert atmosphere with glassware that was oven and flame dried prior to use. All organic extracts were dried over powdered MgSO$_4$ and concentrated under reduced pressure with a rotary evaporator. Flash chromatography was performed using Merck Kieselgel 60 (230 - 400 mesh) silica. Dry tetrahydrofuran (THF) and N,N-dimethylmethanamide (DMF) were purchased from Fisher Scientific and passed through two packed columns of neutral alumina, under N$_2$ pressure. All reagents from commercial sources were used without further purification.

4.2.2 Instrumentation
All $^1$H NMR and $^{13}$C NMR spectra were obtained with a Bruker AVQ-400, AVB-400 or AV-600 instrument. $^{13}$C spectra were measured with a proton-decoupling pulse program. Data from high-resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS) using electron impact (EI) were obtained by the UC Berkeley mass spectrometry facility.

For polymer molecular weight determination, polymer solutions (1 mg/mL) were prepared using HPLC grade chloroform (CHCl$_3$). Samples were briefly heated and then allowed to return to room temperature prior to filtering through a 0.45 μm PVDF filter. Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) was performed with HPLC grade CHCl$_3$ eluent at 1.0 mL/min by using three PLgel columns (7.5 x 300 mm) with pore sizes of 105, 103, and 500 Å, respectively. The particle size in columns was 5 μm and the columns were thermostated at 35 °C. The SEC system consisted of a Waters 510 pump, a Waters 717 autosampler, a Waters 486 UV-Vis detector, and a Wyatt Optilab DSP differential refractive index detector. The apparent molecular weights and polydispersities (Mw/Mn) were determined with a calibration based on linear polystyrene standards using Empower software from Waters.

UV–Vis absorption spectra were recorded on polymer thin films at room temperature using a Varian Cary 50 Conc UV-Visible spectrophotometer. The polymers were spin-coated on ITO-coated glass substrates from o-DCB solutions (15 mg/ml). The thickness of the thin films was measured by profilometry (Veeco Dektat 150) and determined to be 90 ±10 nm. A blank ITO-coated glass substrate was used as reference.

Tapping-mode atomic force microscopy (AFM) was performed on a Veeco Nanoscope V scanning probe microscope using RTESP tips.
4.2.3 Synthetic procedure

4.2.3.1 Synthesis of monomers

Monomers 2,6-bis(trimethyltin)-4,8-bis((2-ethylhexyl)oxy)benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b’] dithiophene (BDT-EH) and 1,3-dibromo-5-octyl-4H-thieno[3,4-c]pyrrole-4,6(5H)-dione (TPD-O) (Figure 4.1) were synthesized and characterized as previously reported.[39]

Figure 4.1 Monomers 2,6-bis(trimethyltin)-4,8-bis((2-ethylhexyl)oxy)benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b’] dithiophene (BDT-EH, left) and 1,3-dibromo-5-octyl-4H-thieno[3,4-c]pyrrole-4,6(5H)-dione (TPD-O, right).

Scheme 4.1 Synthesis of 2,5-Dibromothiophene-3,4-dicarboxylic acid (1) from Thiophene-3,4-dicarboxylic acid.

2,5-Dibromothiophene-3,4-dicarboxylic acid (1) (Scheme 4.1).
Thiophene-3,4-dicarboxylic acid (20.0 g, 116 mmol), glacial acetic acid (120 mL) and bromine (23.9 mL, 74.3 g, 465 mmol) were combined and heated to 55 °C for 96 h. After cooling the reaction mixture to almost room temperature (RT), excess bromine was quenched with saturated NaHSO₃, until the reaction contents became nearly clear. The mixture was cooled to 4 °C and flakey beige solids crystallized from solution. The crystals were crushed during filtration and were washed with ice water to yield 2,5-dibromothiophene-3,4-dicarboxylic acid as a beige powder (22.0 g, 57 %). ¹³C NMR (100 MHz, acetone-d₆): δ (ppm) = 162.5, 135.9, 115.3. HRMS (EI, m/z): calculated for C₆H₂Br₂O₄S [M]+: 329.8020; found, 329.7987.
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Scheme 4.2 Synthesis of 4,6-dibromothieno[3,4-c]furan-1,3-dione (2) from 2,5-Dibromothiophene-3,4-dicarboxylic acid.

4,6-dibromothieno[3,4-c]furan-1,3-dione (2) (Scheme 4.2).

2,5-Dibromothiophene-3,4-dicarboxylic acid (13.3 g, 40.3 mmol) was combined with acetic anhydride (110 mL) and stirred at 110 °C for 1 h. After cooling the reaction flask to RT, crystallization occurred. Pure crystals were obtained by filtration and washing with hexanes to yield 4,6-dibromothieno[3,4-c]furan-1,3-dione as off-white needles (10.9 g, 87%).

\[ \text{C NMR (100 MHz, acetone-} d_6 \text{): } \delta (\text{ppm}) = 161.7, 135.0, 114.7. \text{HRMS (EI, m/z): calculated for C}_6\text{Br}_2\text{O}_3\text{S} [\text{M}]^+: 311.7914; \text{found, 311.7919.} \]

Scheme 4.3 Synthesis of 2,5-dibromo-4-carbamoylthiophene-3-carboxylic acid (3) from 4,6-dibromothieno[3,4-c]furan-1,3-dione.

2,5-dibromo-4-carbamoylthiophene-3-carboxylic acid (3) (Scheme 4.3).

4,6-dibromothieno[3,4-c]furan-1,3-dione (4.00 g, 12.8 mmol) was dissolved in dry THF (12 mL). Ammonia (7.54 mL of a 5.1 M solution in methanol, 38.5 mmol) was added to the flask and the reaction mixture was stirred at RT for 5 min. After removing volatile species in vacuo, water was added to the flask until the organic residue completely dissolved. The organic species was precipitated by dropwise addition of concentrated hydrochloric acid (3 mL) and then filtered to yield 2,5-dibromo-4-carbamoylthiophene-3-carboxylic acid as a white powder (3.68 g, 87%).

\[ \text{H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-} d_6 \text{): } \delta (\text{ppm}) = 13.46 (s, 1 H), 7.86 (s, 1 H), 7.62 (s, 1 H). \text{C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-} d_6 \text{): } \delta (\text{ppm}) = 163.7, 161.9, 140.9, 133.3, 116.2, 109.8. \text{HRMS (EI, m/z): calculated for C}_6\text{H}_3\text{Br}_2\text{NO}_3\text{S} [\text{M}]^+: 328.8180; \text{found, 328.8179.} \]
Scheme 4.4 Synthesis of 1,3-Dibromo-4H-thieno[3,4-c]pyrrole-4,6(5H)-dione (4) from 2,5-dibromo-4-carbamoylthiophene-3-carboxylic acid.

1,3-Dibromo-4H-thieno[3,4-c]pyrrole-4,6(5H)-dione (4) (Scheme 4.4).
Triethylamine (2.23 mL, 1.62 g, 16.0 mmol) and then carbonyldiimidazole (2.72 g, 16.8 mmol) were slowly added to a solution of 2,5-dibromo-4-carbamoylthiophene-3-carboxylic acid (5.26 g, 16.0 mmol) in dry THF (200 mL). After stirring for 12 h at RT, the reaction mixture was extracted with ethyl acetate (150 mL) and washed with 1.0 M aqueous NaHSO₄ (3 x 200 mL). The organic layer was dried, filtered and concentrated to yield 1,3-dibromo-4H-thieno[3,4-c]pyrrole-4,6(5H)-dione as a fine white solid (4.62 g, 93%). 

$^1$H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d₆): δ (ppm) = 11.57 (s, 1 H).

$^{13}$C NMR (125 MHz, DMSO-d₆): δ (ppm) = 161.0, 136.0, 112.5. HRMS (EI, m/z): calculated for C₆HBr₂NO₂S [M]+: 310.8074; found, 310.8080.

Scheme 4.5 Sinthesis of 1,3-dibromo-5-(8-bromooctyl)-4H-thieno[3,4-c]pyrrole-4,6(5H)-dione (5, TPD-OBr) from 1,3-Dibromo-4H-thieno[3,4-c]pyrrole-4,6(5H)-dione.

1,3-dibromo-5-(8-bromooctyl)-4H-thieno[3,4-c]pyrrole-4,6(5H)-dione (5) (Scheme 4.5).
1,3-Dibromo-4H-thieno[3,4-c]pyrrole-4,6(5H)-dione (1.00 g, 3.22 mmol) was dissolved in dry DMF (6 mL) and combined with sodium hydride (0.100 g, 4.18 mmol). The reaction contents were stirred at RT for 1 h and then added dropwise to a 50 °C solution of 1,8-dibromooctane (2.62 g, 9.65 mmol) in dry DMF (10 mL). After stirring for 12 h at RT, the reaction mixture was extracted with ether (50 mL) and washed with water (3 x 50 mL). The organic layer was dried, filtered,
concentrated and purified by column chromatography on silica gel with a mixed mobile phase of CHCl₃ and hexanes (80:20). Further purification of the organic extract by recrystallization in methanol and CHCl₃ yielded 1,3-dibromo-5-(8-bromo-octyl)-4H-thieno[3,4-c]pyrrole-4,6(5H)-dione (TPD-OBr) as flakey, light yellow crystals (0.534 g, 33%).¹H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl₃): δ (ppm) = 3.59 (t, J = 7.25 Hz, 2 H), 3.39 (t, J = 6.84 Hz, 2 H), 1.83 (m, 2 H), 1.62 (m, 2 H), 1.41 (m, 2 H), 1.32 (m, 6 H).¹³C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl₃): δ (ppm) = 160.5, 134.9, 113.1, 38.9, 34.2, 32.8, 29.0, 28.7, 28.3, 28.2, 26.8. HRMS (ES, m/z): calculated for C₁₄H₁₆Br₃NO₂S [M]+: 500.8431; found, 500.8438.

4.2.3.2 Representative synthesis of copolymers

BDT-EH (200 mg, 259 μmol), TPD-O (91.3 mg, 216 μmol), TPD-OBr (21.7 mg, 43.2 μmol), tris(dibenzylideneacetone)dipalladium(0) (7.11 mg, 7.77 μmol) and tri-o-tolylphosphine (9.46 mg, 31.1 μmol) were combined and then cycled 3 times with vacuum and nitrogen. The reagents were dissolved in dry chlorobenzene (6.0 mL) and stirred at 110 °C for 36 h. A strong complexing ligand (N,N-diethyl-2-phenyldiazenecarbothioamide, 17.0 mg, 76.8 μmol mmol) was added to the reaction mixture to remove residual catalyst before precipitating the reaction contents into methanol (200 mL). The precipitate was filtered through a Soxhlet thimble and purified via Soxhlet extraction for 2 h with methanol, 2 h with methylene chloride and was finally collected in chlorobenzene. The chlorobenzene solution was then purified by column chromatography on mixed column of silica gel, Celite and neutral alumina with a mobile phase of warm chloroform. The eluted purple solution was finally concentrated in vacuo, precipitated into methanol (200 mL) and filtered to yield p(BDT/TPD-Br16) (from here on referred to as TPD-Br16) as a dark purple solid (179 mg, 96 %). SEC analysis: Mn = 30.3 kDa, Mw = 71.1 kDa, PDI = 2.35.

4.2.4 Polymer photocrosslinking

Photocrosslinking was carried out in a nitrogen-filled glove box by irradiating the polymer films with UV light (λ = 254 nm) from a low-power lamp (2.1 - 2.4 mW cm⁻²) with exposure times ranging from 0 to 45 min. To evaluate the extent of photocrosslinking, the irradiated polymer films were immersed into chlorobenzene for 5 min, followed by rinsing with acetone for 3 minutes and then dried under a stream of nitrogen. UV-Vis absorption spectra of the polymer films were then recorded after irradiation and solvent washing, and compared to the UV-Vis absorption spectra of the same polymer films prior to irradiation.
4.2.5 Device fabrication and testing

All devices were fabricated on ITO-coated glass substrates (pre-patterned, \( R = 20 \ \Omega \square^{-1} \), Thin Film Devices, Inc.). The substrates were firstly ultrasonicated in 2% Hellmanex soap water for 20 min, and then subjected to successive ultrasonication in de-ionized water (20 min), acetone (20 min) and isopropyl alcohol (20 min). The substrates were then dried under a stream of nitrogen. A thin-layer (40 nm) of filtered PEDOT:PSS (Baytron PH) was spin-coated onto UV-ozone treated ITO substrates at 4000 RPM for 40 s followed by baking at 140 °C for 15 min in air. All substrates were then moved to a nitrogen-filled glove box to perform all the following fabrication steps. Solutions of the polymers (p(BDT/TPD-Br0) - from here on referred to as TPD-Br0, TPD-Br16 or p(BDT/TPD-Br33) - from here on referred to as TPD-Br33, 15 mg/mL) and fullerene molecules (PC_{61}BM or PC_{71}BM, 40 mg/mL) in o-dichlorobenzene (o-DCB) were prepared separately and stirred overnight at 110 °C. The solutions were passed through a 0.45 μm polytetrafluoroethylene filter, prior to the preparation of the blend solutions. The polymer:fullerene blend solutions were spin-coated onto the substrate for 40 sec at 1200 RPM followed by 4 sec at 2000 RPM to produce films with thickness of 90-100 nm. UV-mediated photocrosslinking was then performed on the TPD-Br16:fullerene and TPD-Br33:fullerene cast films, by irradiating them with a low-power UV lamp at 254 nm (UV light intensity: 2.1 - 2.4 mW cm\(^{-2}\)). The cathode, consisting of Ca (20nm) and Al (100 nm), was then deposited by thermal evaporation under vacuum (~10\(^{-7}\) torr) through a shadow mask defining an active device area of 0.03 cm\(^2\). The layout of the shadow mask afforded eight independent devices on each substrate. In order to carry out the thermal stability tests, thermal annealing was performed on complete devices on a temperature-controlled hot plate at 150 °C. Devices were left to cool down to room temperature before testing. The current-voltage (J-V) curves were measured using a Keithley 2400 source-measure unit under AM 1.5G solar illumination at 100 mW cm\(^{-2}\) (1 sun) using a Thermal-Oriel 150 W solar simulator. During device optimization, different concentrations for the blend solutions and different polymer:acceptor ratios were tested in order to obtain the optimized process conditions, and the experiments were repeated multiple times to ensure data reproducibility.
4.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The structure of the newly synthesized polymers employed in this study is presented in Figure 4.2. The polymers contain TPD repeat units with a terminal, primary bromine functionality appended to the octyl solubilizing group, that allows photocrosslinking of the polymer in the PSC devices. By selectively varying the amount of bromine-functionalized TPD units (TPD-OBr) during polymer synthesis, different polymers were prepared: 0% TPD-OBr units (TPD-Br0), 16% TPD-OBr units (TPD-Br16), and 33% TPD-OBr units (TPD-Br33).

![Molecular structure of the polymers presented in this Chapter.](image)

After optimization of the photocrosslinking conditions, each polymer was incorporated in BHJ with an n-type fullerene derivative (either PC_{61}BM or PC_{71}BM) and the PSC devices fabricated thereafter were tested against long-term thermal stability with and without photocrosslinking of the active layer.
4.3.1 UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy

The normalized UV-Vis absorption spectra of the as-cast TPD-Br0, TPD-Br16 and TPD-Br33 polymers are shown in Figure 4.3. All polymers exhibit three maxima between 400 nm and 700 nm, in accordance with previous reports.[39,41] Furthermore, no major differences can be observed between the absorption spectra of the three polymers, indicating that their optical properties are not significantly affected by the addition of Br-units to the polymer.

![Normalized absorption spectra of polymer films without Br substituents (TPD-Br0), and with 16% (TPD-Br16) and 33% (TPD-Br33) Br substituents in the polymer chain.](image)

4.3.2 UV-mediated photocrosslinking of polymer thin films

Figure 4.4 shows the UV-Vis absorption spectra of TPD-Br16 films as-cast and after UV-mediated photocrosslinking at increasing UV-irradiation times.

![Absorption spectra of TPD-Br16 polymer films pristine (as cast), after UV-irradiation (photocrosslinking (XL)), and after UV-irradiation and solvent washing (XL and solvent washing): a) 15 min of UV-exposure, b) 30 min of UV-exposure, c) 45 min of UV-exposure.](image)
By increasing the UV-exposure time, the solvent resistance of the polymer film is progressively improved. After 45 min of UV irradiation, the polymer film appears fully resistant to solvent washing (Figure 4.4c). The absorption intensity at 550 nm after UV-irradiation and washing with solvent differs by less than 4% from the absorption intensity of the as-cast film, indicating that photocrosslinking has occurred. In addition no major differences in the absorption spectra of as-cast and photocrosslinked films are observed, indicating that the photocrosslinking process does not significantly affect the optical properties of the solid state polymer.

![Absorption spectra of TPD-Br33 polymer films](image)

Figure 4.5 Absorption spectra of TPD-Br33 polymer films pristine (as cast), after UV-irradiation (photocrosslinking (XL)), and after UV-irradiation and solvent washing (XL and solvent washing): a) 15 min of UV-exposure, b) 30 min of UV-exposure.

As evidenced in Figure 4.5, a similar trend is observed for the TPD-Br33 polymer films. However in this case the same level of solvent resistance is achieved after a shorter UV exposure time (30 min), suggesting that a higher density of photocrosslinking moiety in the polymer structure enables a faster photocrosslinking process to occur.

Neither TPD-Br16 nor TPD-Br33 showed any resistance to solvent washing after thermal annealing only, indicating that thermal crosslinking does not take place in these systems.

The control polymer TPD-Br0 containing no Br units did not undergo photocrosslinking when irradiated with UV light, as evidenced by the poor resistance to solvent washing even after prolonged exposure to a UV light source.

### 4.3.3 Optimization of photocrosslinked PSC devices

The performance of the PSC devices incorporating the photocrosslinkable polymers was investigated using the indium tin oxide (ITO)/poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT):poly(styrenesulfonate) (PSS)/polymer:fullerene/Ca/Al device architecture. Optimization of device parameters is presented in this Section.
4.3.3.1 Photocrosslinked TPD-Br16:PC$_{61}$BM devices

A systematic study on different device parameters was carried out on photocrosslinked devices (45 min UV-exposure, see Section 4.3.2) in order to achieve optimal PV performance. Figure 4.6 shows the J-V characteristics of TPD-Br16:PC$_{61}$BM devices at varying polymer:PC$_{61}$BM weight ratio. By increasing the amount of fullerene acceptor in the active layer blend, an increase in power conversion efficiency is observed (from 2.44% in the 1:1.5 blend to 3.31% in the 1:2.5 blend), mainly resulting from an increase in fill factor and current density. This trend may be related to the intercalation of the fullerene molecules in the available spaces between the polymer side chains.

When intercalation occurs, a high level of fullerene-loading in the active blend is necessary to create a pure electron-transporting fullerene phase that yields the phase separation needed for efficient BHJ devices. Therefore, in systems where intercalation is expected to occur, optimum blend ratios close to 1:3 polymer:fullerene are generally found, in contrast to an optimum near 1:1 in systems where intercalation cannot occur. A further increase in fullerene content was found to cause a decrease in PCE, likely due to the proportional decrease in the amount of light-absorbing phase (the conjugated polymer) where exciton generation occurs.

![Figure 4.6 Current-voltage (J-V) curves of TPD-Br16:PC$_{61}$BM devices at varying polymer:PC$_{61}$BM ratio. The active layer blend concentration is 24 mg/mL for all devices.](image)

The effect of active layer thickness on device performance was explored by varying the active layer blend concentration (see Figure 4.7). After an increase in concentration from 24 mg/mL to 26 mg/mL a slight reduction of PCE is observed (down to 2.92%), likely due to the emergence of resistances within the active layer that are detrimental to charge transport.
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In order to optimize the active layer morphology, several processing techniques have been reported. Among these techniques, the incorporation of high boiling-point solvent additives into the polymer:fullerene solution has shown promising results.

To test this approach on our system, different high boiling-point solvents were considered in conjunction with o-dichlorobenzene (DCB), namely chloronaphthalene (CN), octane-di-thiol (ODT) and di-bromo-octane (DBO). As shown in Figure 4.8, no significant improvements in PCE were obtained by
employing solvent additives in the active layer blend solution. In particular, the best PV performance was found for devices containing DCB only, suggesting that neither the selective solubility of the fullerene component in the specific solvent additive (in the case of ODT and DBO) nor the reduction of evaporation kinetics (in the case of CN) can effectively act on the nanoscale phase segregation of the active layer to lead control of film morphology and enhanced device performance. Therefore, no solvent additives were employed in the optimized devices during thermal annealing studies.

In summary, optimization of photocrosslinked TPD-Br16:PC\textsubscript{61}BM devices led to an optimal polymer:PC\textsubscript{61}BM ratio of 1:2.5 and an active layer blend concentration of 24 mg/mL.

#### 4.3.3.2 Photocrosslinked TPD-Br33:PC\textsubscript{61}BM devices

Following the methodology used for TPD-Br16:PC\textsubscript{61}BM devices, optimization of device parameters for the photocrosslinked TPD-Br33:PC\textsubscript{61}BM blend was also carried out.

![Figure 4.9](image_url)

**Figure 4.9** J-V curves of TPD-Br33:PC\textsubscript{61}BM devices at varying polymer:PC\textsubscript{61}BM ratio. The active layer blend concentration is 20 mg/mL for all devices.

As inferred from Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10, an optimal polymer:PC\textsubscript{61}BM ratio of 1:2 was found for TPD-Br33:PC\textsubscript{61}BM devices with an optimal active layer blend concentration of 24 mg/mL. As for TPD-Br16:PC\textsubscript{61}BM devices, the use of solvent additives did not give any efficiency improvement also in the case of the TPD-Br33:PC\textsubscript{61}BM blend.
4.3.3.3 TPD-Br0:PC\textsubscript{61}BM devices

The optimal device parameters for the control polymer TPD-Br0 in BHJ with PC\textsubscript{61}BM were taken from recent literature reports\cite{39} and yielded a PCE of 5.7%. No high boiling point solvent additives were employed in TPD-Br0:PC\textsubscript{61}BM control devices in order to ensure the same fabrication conditions for all polymers under test.

4.3.3.4 Photocrosslinked TPD-Br16:PC\textsubscript{71}BM devices

In order to evaluate the effect of fullerene acceptor on device efficiency and ultimately on thermal stability, the device optimization process was extended to blends constituted by photocrosslinked polymers and PC\textsubscript{71}BM. Therefore, TPD-Br16:PC\textsubscript{71}BM ratio and active layer blend concentration were varied in order to achieve the best performance in photocrosslinked devices.

Figure 4.11 shows that an optimal ratio of 1:2 is found for the TPD-Br16:PC\textsubscript{71}BM system. Similarly to what observed for the TPD-Br16:PC\textsubscript{61}BM blend, an optimal active layer blend concentration of 24 mg/mL is found for TPD-Br16:PC\textsubscript{71}BM devices (see Figure 4.12), suggesting that the optimal active layer thickness is in this case independent of fullerene acceptor type.

No high boiling-point solvent additives were used in optimized devices, as they did not yield any improvement to device performance.
Figure 4.11 J-V curves of TPD-Br16:PC$_{71}$BM devices at varying polymer:PC$_{71}$BM ratio. The active layer blend concentration is 24 mg/mL for all devices.

Figure 4.12 J-V curves of TPD-Br16:PC$_{71}$BM devices at varying active layer blend concentration. The polymer:PC$_{71}$BM ratio is 1:2 for all devices.

4.3.3.5 Photocrosslinked TPD-Br33:PC$_{71}$BM devices

The same optimization procedure shown earlier was also employed for photocrosslinked TPD-Br33:PC$_{71}$BM devices and the results are shown in Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14.
The best device performance was found for a polymer:PC_{71}BM ratio of 1:2.5 and an active layer blend concentration of 24 mg/mL. Also in this case, no solvent additives were employed in the active layer blend as they did not give any efficiency improvement.

![J-V curves of TPD-Br33:PC_{71}BM devices at varying polymer:PC_{71}BM ratio. The active layer blend concentration is 24 mg/mL for all devices.](image1)

![J-V curves of TPD-Br33:PC_{71}BM devices at varying active layer blend concentration. The polymer:PC_{71}BM ratio is 1:2.5 for all devices.](image2)
4.3.3.6 TPD-Br0:PC$_{71}$BM devices

The optimal parameters for the control TPD-Br0:PC$_{71}$BM devices were taken from recent literature reports and yielded a PCE of 5.3%. No solvent additives were employed in TPD-Br0:PC$_{71}$BM control devices in order to ensure the same fabrication conditions for all polymers under test.

4.3.4 Thermal stability of polymer:PC$_{61}$BM devices

The thermal stability of TPD-Br16:PC$_{61}$BM devices is shown in Figure 4.15, where the performance of both photocrosslinked (TPD-Br16 XL) and non-photocrosslinked (TPD-Br16 no XL) devices are shown. For comparison, the thermal stability of control devices TPD-Br0 is also shown. The average device parameters at 0 h and 72 h annealing are listed in Table 4.1. The initial performance of TPD-Br16 no XL devices (4.1% PCE) is slightly lower than TPD-Br0 devices (5.7% PCE), suggesting that the introduction of a terminal alkyl-bromine functionality on the solubilizing group of TPD affects the PV performance of the PSC devices at this incorporation ratio. Furthermore, TPD-Br16 XL devices show an even lower initial PCE (2.5%) with respect to both TPD-Br0 and TPD-Br16 no XL. This can be attributed to the effect of crosslinking on the π-stacking of the polymer chains, affecting the electronic properties of the polymer and the PSC device performance.

However, large differences are observed in the PV response of devices upon exposure to heat: while both TPD-Br0 and TPD-Br16 no XL show a sharp decrease in performance upon thermal annealing over time, devices containing the photocrosslinked polymer (TPD-Br16 XL) show a peak PCE after 30 min of annealing followed by a rather stable PCE throughout the entire annealing time. This behaviour may be explained by considering the ability of PC$_{61}$BM molecules to diffuse within the crosslinked polymer network during the annealing process. Their motion can initially provide favourable conditions for charge separation and transport leading to a substantial increase in PCE in the first 30 min of annealing. Longer annealing times may lead to the formation of aggregates in the active layer that are detrimental to charge transport and cause a decrease in PCE. However, the crosslinked polymer network in TPD-Br16 XL devices prevents complete disruption of the active layer morphology during annealing thus allowing a relatively constant PCE to be maintained over the annealing time. These observations will be further clarified in the next section (see Section 4.3.9), where characterization the surface morphology of active layer in TPD-Br16 devices will be presented.
Figure 4.15 Normalized power conversion efficiencies of TPD-Br0, non-photocrosslinked TPD-Br16 and photocrosslinked TPD-Br16 devices during long-term thermal annealing at 150 °C with PC$_{61}$BM as n-type material. The efficiency of each device was normalized to its initial efficiency (at annealing time 0 h). The same blend concentration (24 mg/mL in dichlorobenzene) was used for all devices. The polymer:PC$_{61}$BM ratio was 1:2 for TPD-Br0 devices and 1:2.5 for both non-photocrosslinked and photocrosslinked TPD-Br16 devices.

Table 4.1 Characteristic photovoltaic parameters for TPD-Br0:PC$_{61}$BM and TPD-Br16:PC$_{61}$BM devices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>XL$^a$</th>
<th>$t_A$ [h]</th>
<th>$J_{SC}$ [mA/cm$^2$]</th>
<th>$V_{OC}$ [V]</th>
<th>FF [%]</th>
<th>PCE (PCEmax) [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TPD_Br0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-10.6</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPD_Br0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>-6.7</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPD_Br16</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-9.6</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPD_Br16</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>-6.5</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPD_Br16</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-7.2</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPD_Br16</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>-5.2</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Active layers not subjected (-) and subjected (+) to crosslinking under UV-irradiation prior to cathode deposition.

The evolution of device performance with annealing time for the three systems reported in Figure 4.15 can be better understood by analyzing the J-V output characteristics recorded at annealing times 0 h and 72 h at 150 °C (see Figure 4.16).
Figure 4.16 J-V curves of the best TPD-Br16:PC_{61}BM PSC devices before (hollow symbols, \( t_A = 0 \) h) and after (full symbols, \( t_A = 72 \) h) long-term thermal annealing (\( t_A \)).

An increase in the \( V_{OC} \) is observed for all devices after 72 h of annealing at high temperature. This increase may be related to a change in the energy of the interfacial charge-transfer states between polymer and fullerene caused by morphological rearrangement of the fullerene molecules adjacent to the polymer chains after annealing.\(^{[37,52]}\) In opposition, a significant decrease in the short-circuit current density (approximately 35% decrease) and fill factor during annealing is observed for both TPD-Br0 and TPD-Br16 no XL devices, which yields a strong drop of PCE with respect to the initial values. Instead, TPD-Br16 XL devices show a less sharp decrease of \( J_{SC} \) after 72 h of annealing at 150 °C (25% drop), while the fill factor increases slightly compared to its initial value. This suggests that photocrosslinking allows the preservation of a favourable active layer morphology throughout the annealing process, that ultimately leads to thermally stable PSC devices.

As shown in Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18, similar trends were observed for the TPD-Br33:PC_{61}BM system. A summary of the characteristic PV parameters for TPD-Br33:PC_{61}BM devices is given in Table 4.2.
Figure 4.17 Normalized power conversion efficiencies of non-photocrosslinked TPD-Br33 and photocrosslinked TPD-Br33 devices during long-term thermal annealing at 150 °C with PC$_{61}$BM as n-type material. The efficiency of each device was normalized to its initial efficiency (at annealing time 0 h). The same blend concentration (24 mg/mL in dichlorobenzene) was used for all devices. The polymer:PC$_{61}$BM ratio was 1:2 for all devices.

Table 4.2 Characteristic photovoltaic parameters for TPD-Br33:PC$_{61}$BM devices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>XL$^a$</th>
<th>Annealing Time $t_A$ [h]</th>
<th>$J_{SC}$ [mA/cm$^2$]</th>
<th>$V_{OC}$ [V]</th>
<th>FF [%]</th>
<th>PCE (PCEmax) [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TPD-Br33</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-9.4</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPD-Br33</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>-6.2</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPD-Br33</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-7.3</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPD-Br33</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>-5.6</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Active layers not subjected (-) and subjected (+) to crosslinking under UV-irradiation prior to cathode deposition.
4.3.5 Thermal stability of polymer:PC71BM devices

Figure 4.19 shows the normalized power conversion efficiency of photocrosslinked TPD-Br16 devices (TPD-Br16 XL), compared with the performances of both non-photocrosslinked (TPD-Br16 no XL) and control (TPD-Br0) devices, with PC$_{71}$BM as electron acceptor. The average device parameters at 0 h and 72 h annealing are listed in Table 4.3. The initial performance of TPD-Br16 no XL devices (5.6% PCE) is comparable to that of TPD-Br0 devices (5.2% PCE), suggesting that the improved light absorption given by PC$_{71}$BM compared with PC$_{61}$BM positively counteracts the detrimental effects on device performance resulting from the introduction of a bromine functionality on the solubilizing chain of the TPD group. On the other hand, TPD-Br16 XL devices show a significantly lower initial PCE (3.3%) with respect to both TPD-Br0 and TPD-Br16 no XL. The same effect was observed in PC$_{61}$BM devices and it was attributed to a disruption of the π-stacking of the polymer chains due to polymer crosslinking. However, a striking difference is observed between TPD-Br16 XL and the other two devices upon exposure to heat: while both TPD-Br0 and TPD-Br16 no XL devices undergo a sharp decrease in performance upon thermal annealing over time, TPD-Br16 XL devices show an increase in PCE, which stabilizes after 24 h of annealing. A maximum PCE as high as 4.7% is obtained for the crosslinked polymer after 72 h of annealing at 150 °C. As opposed to BHJs containing photocrosslinked polymer and PC$_{61}$BM, the high PCE achieved during the first annealing hours in PC$_{71}$BM devices is maintained.
over the entire annealing time.

The J-V curves recorded at annealing times 0 h and 72 h at 150 °C for the three systems reported in Figure 4.19 are presented in Figure 4.20. Similarly to what found for PC_{61}BM devices, an increase in the V_{oc} is observed for all devices after 72 h of annealing at high temperature. In addition, both TPD-Br0 and TPD-Br16 no XL devices undergo a significant decrease in their short-circuit current density and fill factor during annealing, which results in a sharp decrease of PCE with respect to the initial values. Conversely, the J_{sc} of TPD-Br16 XL devices remains constant, even after 72 h of annealing at 150 °C, while the fill factor increases about 18% compared to its initial value. This indicates that photocrosslinking has allowed for an optimal morphology of the active layer to be preserved throughout the entire annealing process, thus leading to remarkable long-term thermal stability of these devices.

In order to better clarify the different behaviour found for polymer:PC_{61}BM blends compared to polymer:PC_{71}BM blends, surface analysis on the active layer morphology was carried out and will be presented in Section 4.3.9.

Figure 4.19 Normalized power conversion efficiencies of TPD-Br0, non-photocrosslinked TPD-Br16 and photocrosslinked TPD-Br16 devices during long-term thermal annealing at 150 °C with PC_{71}BM as n-type material. The efficiency of each device was normalized to its initial efficiency (at annealing time 0 h). The same blend concentration (24 mg/mL in dichlorobenzene) and polymer:PC_{71}BM ratio was used for all devices.
Figure 4.20 J-V curves of the best TPD-Br16:PC$_{71}$BM PSC devices before (hollow symbols, $t_A = 0$ h) and after (full symbols, $t_A = 72$ h) long-term thermal annealing ($t_A$).

Table 4.3 Characteristic photovoltaic parameters for TPD-Br0:PC$_{71}$BM and TPD-Br16:PC$_{71}$BM devices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>XL$^a$</th>
<th>Annealing Time $t_A$ [h]</th>
<th>$J_{SC}$ [mA/cm$^2$]</th>
<th>$V_{OC}$ [V]</th>
<th>FF [%]</th>
<th>PCE (max) [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TPD_Br0</td>
<td>- 0</td>
<td>-10.6</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>5.2 (5.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPD-B0</td>
<td>- 72</td>
<td>-8.2</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>3.9 (4.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPD-B0</td>
<td>+ 0</td>
<td>-11.7</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>5.6 (5.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPD_Br16</td>
<td>- 72</td>
<td>-9.6</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>4.0 (4.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPD_Br16</td>
<td>+ 0</td>
<td>-10.0</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>3.3 (3.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPD_Br16</td>
<td>+ 72</td>
<td>-10.1</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>4.6 (4.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Active layers not subjected (-) and subjected (+) to crosslinking under UV-irradiation prior to cathode deposition.

Similar trends were found for TPD-Br33 devices, although lower PCEs with respect to TPD-Br16 were observed for both the non-photocrosslinked and the photocrosslinked systems (see Figure 4.21, Figure 4.22 and Table 4.4). This indicates that, in the case of PC$_{71}$BM blends, judicious control of photocrosslinkable moiety content in the polymer is necessary to ensure optimal PV performances.
Figure 4.21 Normalized power conversion efficiencies of non-photocrosslinked TPD-Br33 and photocrosslinked TPD-Br33 devices during long-term thermal annealing at 150 °C with PC71BM as n-type material. The efficiency of each device was normalized to its initial efficiency (at annealing time 0 h). The same blend concentration (24 mg/mL in dichlorobenzene) was used for all devices. The polymer:PC71BM ratio was 1:2.5 for all devices.

Figure 4.22 J-V curves of the best PTD-Br33:PC71BM PSC devices before (hollow symbols, $t_A = 0$ h) and after (full symbols, $t_A = 72$ h) long-term thermal annealing ($t_A$).
Table 4.4 Characteristic photovoltaic parameters for TPD-Br33:PC$_{71}$BM devices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>XL$^a$</th>
<th>Annealing Time $t_A$ [h]</th>
<th>$J_{SC}$ [mA/cm$^2$]</th>
<th>$V_{OC}$ [V]</th>
<th>FF [%]</th>
<th>PCE (max) [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TPD-Br33 -</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-11.6</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>5.5 (5.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPD-Br33 +</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>-8.1</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>3.9 (3.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPD-Br33 -</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-8.8</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>3.0 (3.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPD-Br33 +</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>-8.7</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>4.0 (4.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Active layers not subjected (-) and subjected (+) to crosslinking under UV-irradiation prior to cathode deposition.

4.3.6 Surface characterization of active layer morphology in TPD-Br16 devices

In order to clarify the effect of photocrosslinking and fullerene acceptor type on the morphology of the active layer, atomic force microscopy (AFM) analysis was performed on photocrosslinked and non photocrosslinked TPD-Br16 devices. Both polymer:PC$_{71}$BM and polymer:PC$_{61}$BM films were studied (Figure 4.23 and Figure 4.24 for TPD-Br16:PC$_{71}$BM devices and TPD-Br16:PC$_{61}$BM devices, respectively). Before thermal annealing, the non-photocrosslinked TPD-Br16:PC$_{71}$BM active layer film (Figure 4.23a,b) shows a well developed interpenetrating network and a finer nanoscale morphology compared to the photocrosslinked film (Figure 4.23e,f). The surface root-mean-square (RMS) roughness before annealing is 2.5 nm and 2.1 nm for non-photocrosslinked and photocrosslinked films, respectively. After annealing at 150 °C for 72 h, a very rough surface morphology is observed on the non-photocrosslinked film (Figure 4.23c,d), resulting in a value of RMS roughness as high as 34.9 nm. This significant morphology change may yield poor contact between the active layer and the electrode, as well as unfavourable conditions for charge separation and transport. Accordingly, a significant decrease in device performance is observed for the TPD-Br16 no XL:PC$_{71}$BM device after annealing. On the other hand, a finer morphology is observed for the photocrosslinked film after annealing (Figure 4.23g,h), which is correlated to the increase in device PCE. Only a slight increase of RMS roughness is observed for this film (up to 3.0 nm), suggesting that photocrosslinking allows the preservation of a well developed interpenetrating donor/acceptor network within the active layer that can be maintained, even after 72 h of annealing at 150 °C.

In contrast, AFM analysis on TPD-Br16:PC$_{61}$BM devices revealed the formation of aggregates in both photocrosslinked and non-photocrosslinked active layers after 72 h of annealing at 150 °C. In particular, a rougher surface was found for non-photocrosslinked films (Figure 4.24c,d) compared with photocrosslinked films (Figure 4.24g,h), with RMS roughness values of 10.2 nm and 5.9 nm for TPD-Br16 no XL:PC$_{61}$BM and TPD-Br16 XL:PC$_{61}$BM, respectively. These observations well
correlate with the PV data reported in Section 4.3.4. The different behaviour found for polymer:PC$_{61}$BM blends compared to polymer:PC$_{71}$BM blends may be related to the different sizes of these fullerene molecules (1.67 vs. 1.92 nm),$^{[53]}$ and their movement during the annealing process. Thermal annealing appears to allow the smaller PC$_{61}$BM molecules to diffuse within the crosslinked polymer network, initially improving the performance but ultimately leading to formation of larger aggregates; whereas this effect is not observed with PC$_{71}$BM. Due to steric bulkiness, the larger PC$_{71}$BM molecules may be confined into the polymer network, thus inhibiting the formation of large aggregates. This result may indicate that, in addition to increased light absorption with respect to PC$_{61}$BM, PC$_{71}$BM is able to provide morphological stability of the active layer at high temperature.
Figure 4.23 AFM (1.5 µm x 1.5 µm) topography (a, c, e, g) and phase (b, d, f, h) images of TPD-Br16:PC71BM active layers. The top four images are for the non-crosslinked films (TPD-Br16 no XL), prior to (a, b) and after (c, d) 72 h of thermal annealing at 150 °C. The bottom four images are for the crosslinked devices (TPD-Br16 XL), prior to (e, f) and after (g, h) 72 h of thermal annealing at 150 °C.
Figure 4.24 AFM (1.5 µm x 1.5 µm) topography (a, c, e, g) and phase (b, d, f, h) images of TPD-Br16:PCBM active layers. The top four images are for the non-crosslinked films (TPD-Br16 no XL), prior to (a, b) and after (c, d) 72 h of thermal annealing at 150 °C. The bottom four images are for the crosslinked devices (TPD-Br16 XL), prior to (e, f) and after (g, h) 72 h of thermal annealing at 150 °C. The values of RMS roughness are as follows: 2.3 nm (prior to annealing) and 10.2 nm (after 72 h of annealing at 150 °C) for TPD-Br16 no XL; 2.1 nm (prior to annealing) and 5.9 nm (after 72 h of annealing at 150 °C) for TPD-Br16 XL.
4.4 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The synthesis and characterization of a series of photocrosslinkable donor-acceptor conjugated polymers for use in BHJ organic solar cells was presented in this Chapter.

These polymers were incorporated with fullerene derivatives in BHJ devices and their thermal stability was tested at high temperature. It was demonstrated that after 72 h of thermal annealing at 150 °C, a stable PCE of 4.7% was obtained in devices containing photocrosslinked polymer and PC$_{71}$BM in the active layer. This result represents the highest performance reported thus far for thermally stable PSC devices.

Careful control of the crosslinking moiety content in the polymer was found to be critical in order to achieve optimal device performance.

In addition, the type of fullerene molecule appeared to influence the thermal stability of the active layer. In particular, it was observed that photocrosslinked PC$_{71}$BM devices outperform PC$_{61}$BM devices both in efficiency and thermal stability. This suggests that in addition to increased light absorption with respect to PC$_{61}$BM, PC$_{71}$BM may be able to provide morphological stability of the active layer at high temperature.

The results of our study provide important guidelines for the design and development of PSC materials with long-term thermal stability and high efficiency.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF NEW LOW-BANDGAP DONOR-ACCEPTOR POLYMERS FOR EFFICIENT POLYMER SOLAR CELLS
5.1 INTRODUCTION

As shown in Chapter 2, polymer solar cells (PSCs) have attracted considerable attention in the past few years due to their promise as a flexible and potentially low-cost alternative to commercial inorganic-based photovoltaic technology.\cite{1-8} In particular, considerable efforts have been made by the PSC research community in an attempt to improve power conversion efficiencies of devices.

In the highest performing PSC devices, a p-type polymer is blended with an n-type soluble fullerene derivative and spun-cast from solution to form a bulk heterojunction (BHJ) with nanoscale phase domains. To-date, solution processed devices based on a polymer:fullerene active layer have reached power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) exceeding 7%\cite{9-11}.

Although an optimal physical morphology of the active layer is necessary to achieve high PSC performance and its stability must be sought in order to ensure long-term high performance (see Chapter 4),\cite{12-17} such an optimal active layer morphology does not ensure efficient charge transfer from the light-absorbing polymer to the electron transporting fullerene material.

For the charge to be effectively transferred from the polymer to the electron transporting fullerene material, the polymer and fullerene energy levels must be properly aligned. In particular, p-type polymers should be designed according to the following three criteria: they should possess energy levels such that an offset between the lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMOs) of the polymer and fullerene are a minimum of 0.3 eV, to ensure effective charge separation;\cite{18-22} in addition the band gap of the polymer should be coupled with an absorption spectrum that matches the solar emission spectrum so as to optimize photocurrent generation;\cite{23-27} finally, the polymer highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) should be sufficiently low in energy to create a large open circuit voltage ($V_{oc}$).\cite{28-31}

One approach towards increasing low energy light absorption and modulating the energy level alignment of the polymer with the n-type material is to design the polymer to have alternating electron-rich (donor) and electron-poor (acceptor) backbone components. Recently, many performance breakthroughs have occurred as a result of this donor-acceptor approach, and in particular, the development of new acceptor monomers has allowed for an increase in novel polymer backbone designs.

Acceptor monomers generally include one of two desirable structural design parameters: either a strong electron-withdrawing moiety or a functionality that promotes increased quinoidal character. By adding electron-withdrawing substituents to an acceptor monomer, the HOMO and LUMO energy levels of the resulting donor-acceptor copolymer are lowered, and the ideal $V_{oc}$ of the polymer device should be increased.\cite{26,28,29} Recently, electron-withdrawing functionalities such as esters, ketones, imides and fluorides have been incorporated into the
acceptor monomer of some of the highest performing PSC polymers.\textsuperscript{[23,32-36]} Alongside electron-withdrawing substituent effects, increasing the quinoidal character of an acceptor monomer can reduce bond length alternation and is beneficial for tuning the optical and electronic properties of the resulting copolymer. In addition, polymers with a stabilized quinoidal structure show better electron delocalization along their backbone and a narrower band gap.

One well-known polymer, polyisothianaphthene (PITN), has a chemical structure that intrinsically stabilizes its quinoidal state. The ITN monomer is a bicyclic compound that comprises a benzene ring fused to the 3,4 bond of thiophene, resulting in competing aromaticity between the two aromatic rings. In its aromatic form, PITN is stabilized by the aromatization of thiophene, and in its quinoidal form, the polymer is stabilized by the aromatization of benzene (Scheme 5.1).\textsuperscript{[37,38]}
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Scheme 5.1 Aromatic and quinoidal forms of poly(isothianaphthene) - PITN.

Since benzene possesses greater aromatic stabilization energy than thiophene (36 kcal/mol for benzene versus 29 kcal/mol for thiophene), the quinoidal structure of PITN is energetically favored and imparts a significant resonance contribution to the overall structure of PITN.\textsuperscript{[39,40]} As an acceptor monomer, ITN is attractive not only because it has significant intrinsic quinoidal character, but also because it can be synthetically modified to include electron-withdrawing substituents.

In this Chapter we present a study on the characterization and the PSC device performance of novel donor-acceptor co-polymers containing ITN acceptor monomers with different electron-withdrawing functionalities, namely ester, imide and nitrile.

As a platform to study the effect of the different electron-withdrawing groups on the ITN-based donor-acceptor co-polymers, benzodithiophene (BDT) was employed as donor co-monomer. BDT is known to have a strong propensity to \( \pi \)-stack as a result of its large, planar structure, and it has been used in many of the highest performing PSC polymers.\textsuperscript{[24,34]}

For each polymer presented in this work, the solubilizing alkyl side-chains on the BDT donor co-monomer were judiciously chosen to allow for a high level of solution-processability, without the addition of unnecessary side chain length and bulk.

An extensive optimization of different device parameters was performed on each polymer system. In particular, characteristic quantities such as polymer:fullerene
ratio, active layer blend concentration, solvent system and thermal annealing were systematically examined in order to yield optimal device performance. The results of this work show that the electron-withdrawing substituents appended to the ITN acceptor monomer can control the optical and electronic properties of the resulting polymers as well as the functionality of the polymers as p- and n-type materials in PSC devices. In addition, PSC devices were fabricated with PCEs of up to 3.0% for BHJ systems and PCEs of up to 0.3% for all-polymer bilayer devices.
5.2 EXPERIMENTAL

5.2.1 Materials

The molecular structures of the polymers studied in this Chapter are presented in Figure 5.1.

All these polymers were provided by the Fréchet group at the University of California, Berkeley.

Figure 5.1 Molecular structure of the polymers studied in this Chapter: poly(dimethylbenzo[c]thiophene-5,6-dicarboxylate-co-4,8-di(2-butyloctyloxy)benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b']dithiophene) – ITN-DME/BDT-BO (P1); poly(6-octyl-5H-thieno[3,4-f]isoindole-5,7(6H)-dione -co-4,8-di(2-ethylhexyloxy)benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b']dithiophene) – ITN-OI/BDT-EH (P2a); poly(benzo[c]thiophene-5,6-dicarbonitrile-co-4,8-di(2-butyloctyloxy)benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b']dithiophene) – ITN-DCN/BDT-BO (P3); poly(6-octyl-5H-thieno[3,4-f]isoindole-5,7(6H)-dione -co-4,8-di(octyloxy)benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b']dithiophene) – ITN-OI/BDT-O (P2b); poly(6-(2-ethylhexyl)-5H-thieno[3,4-f]isoindole-5,7(6H)-dione -co-4,8-di(octyloxy)benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b']dithiophene) – ITN-EHI/BDT-O (P2c); poly(6-(2-ethylhexyl)-5H-thieno[3,4-f]isoindole-5,7(6H)-dione -co-4,8-di(2-ethylhexyloxy)benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b']dithiophene) – ITN-EHI/BDT-EH (P2d).
For P1 and P3, the relatively large butyloctyl (BO) solubilizing group was chosen for BDT because ITN-DME and ITN-DCN possess limited solubilizing power. Conversely, for P2a, the smaller ethylhexyl (EH) side chain was chosen for BDT because ITN-I contains an aliphatic side chain that imparts solubility to the polymer. Additionally, because the size and placement of polymer side chains have been shown to affect PSC device performance,[41-43] four different ITN-I-co-BDT polymers were studied (P2a-d).

All solvents employed in this work (chloroform – CHCl₃, chlorobenzene – CB, 1,8-octanediethiol – ODT, 1,8-diodooctane – DIO, 1-chloronaphthalene - CN) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received, without further purification.

5.2.2 Instrumentation

All ¹H NMR spectra were obtained with a Bruker AVQ-400, AVB-400 or AV-600 instrument. UV–Vis absorption spectra were recorded on polymer thin films at room temperature using a Varian Cary 50 Conc UV-Visible spectrophotometer. The polymers were spin-coated on ITO-coated glass substrates from chloroform solutions (15 mg/ml). The thickness of the thin films was measured by profilometry (Veeco Dektat 150) and determined to be 80 ±10 nm. A blank ITO-coated glass substrate was used as reference.

Cyclic voltammograms were collected using a Solartron 1285 potentiostat under the control of CorrWare II software. A standard three electrode cell based on a Pt wire working electrode, a silver wire pseudo reference electrode (calibrated vs. ferrocene(Fc)/ferrocenium(Fc+))), and a Pt wire counter electrode was purged with nitrogen and maintained under a nitrogen atmosphere during all measurements. Acetonitrile was purchased anhydrous from Aldrich and tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (0.1 M) was used as the supporting electrolyte. Polymer films were drop cast onto a Pt wire working electrode from a 1% (w/w) chloroform solution and dried under nitrogen prior to measurements.

5.2.3 Device fabrication and testing

All devices were fabricated on ITO-coated glass substrates (pre-patterned, R = 20 Ω□⁻¹, Thin Film Devices, Inc.). The substrates were firstly ultrasonicated in 2% Hellmanex soap water for 20 min, and then subjected to successive ultrasonication in de-ionized water (20 min), acetone (20 min) and isopropyl alcohol (20 min) before drying under a stream of nitrogen. After UV-ozone cleaning the substrates for 30 min, a thin-layer (40 nm) of filtered PEDOT:PSS (Clevios PH) was spin-coated onto each ITO substrate at 4000 RPM for 40 s followed by baking at 140 °C for 15 min in air. All substrates were then moved to a nitrogen-filled glove box to perform all the following fabrication steps.
**Bulk heterojunction devices:**
Solutions of P1 and P2a-d polymers (15 mg/mL) and PC61BM (40 mg/mL) in CB were prepared separately and stirred overnight at 110 °C. The solutions were passed through a 0.45 μm polytetrafluoroethylene syringe-filter prior to the preparation of the blend solutions. When employed, high boiling-point solvent additives (ODT, DIO and CN) were added to the respective CB blend solutions in varying volume concentrations and stirred overnight before spin-coating.

**Bilayer devices:**
Solutions of P3 polymer (4 mg/mL in THF) and poly(3-(4-n-octly)-phenylthiophene) (POPT) (4 mg/mL in CB) were prepared separately and stirred overnight at 50 °C and 110 °C, respectively. The solutions were passed through a 0.45 μm polytetrafluoroethylene syringe-filter prior to spin-coating.

The active layer solutions prepared as presented above were spin-coated at 1200 RPM for 40 sec followed by 1 sec at 2000 RPM, producing films with a thickness of 80-90 nm. The cathode, consisting of Ca (20nm) and Al (100 nm), was then deposited by thermal evaporation under vacuum (~ 10⁻⁷ torr) through a shadow mask defining an active device area of 0.03 cm². The layout of the shadow mask afforded eight independent devices on each substrate. When performed, thermal annealing was carried out by placing the complete device on a temperature controlled hot-plate in N₂ atmosphere with the active layer facing up. The current-voltage (J-V) curves were measured using a Keithley 2400 source-measure unit under AM 1.5G solar illumination at 100 mW cm⁻² (1 sun) using a Thermal-Oriel 150 W solar simulator. During device optimization, different solution concentrations, polymer:PC₆₁BM ratios and solvent systems were tested in order to obtain the optimized process conditions, and the experiments were repeated multiple times to ensure data reproducibility. Eight distinct devices on each substrate were tested.
5.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The ester, imide and nitrile functionalities of ITN were selected to clarify the effect of different electron-withdrawing substituents on conjugated polymers. A preliminary study on the electronic influence of substituents on the ITN molecules was performed by means of proton nuclear magnetic resonance (^1H-NMR) spectroscopy on the differently substituted ITN-monomers (see Figure 5.2).[^44]

![Figure 5.2 Differently substituted ITN monomers: dimethylester (1), imide (2) and dinitrile (3).](image)

In the three molecule series (1, 2, 3), the two thiophene protons appeared at 7.82 ppm, 8.00 ppm and 8.55 ppm in the diester-based, imide-based and dinitrile-based monomers, respectively. It was hypothesized that the most electron-deficient substituent would withdraw electron density away from the thiophene portion of ITN. Because electronegative atoms and electron-deficient functional groups generally promote the downfield (higher value) chemical shifts of adjacent atoms, the observed trend implies that the diester functionality on ITN is less electron-withdrawing than the imide, which in turn is less electron-deficient than the dinitrile.

5.3.1 Cyclic voltammetry

The impact of ester, imide and nitrile functional groups on the energy levels of the ITN co-polymers was examined and correlated with cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements. As shown in Table 5.1, where values of HOMO and LUMO levels are reported for dimethylester, imide and dinitrile ITN polymers, P1 possesses the highest energy levels in the three polymer series (HOMO = -5.58 eV, LUMO = -3.46 eV). Slightly lower energy levels are observed for P2a (HOMO = -5.65 eV, LUMO = -3.62 eV), while P3 shows the lowest energy levels (HOMO = -5.83 eV, LUMO = -3.91 eV).

The electron-withdrawing character is known to cause a decrease of the MO energy levels. Accordingly, P1 polymer shows the highest MO energy levels, the ester-functionality being the less electron-withdrawing among those studied in this work, as also inferred from the ^1H-NMR analysis.

It is worth noticing that while the HOMO levels of the co-polymers experience
only a slight decrease in energy, a dramatic decrease is observed for the LUMO energy levels. This behavior indicates that the electronics of the acceptor has a greater influence on the LUMO of the polymer than on the HOMO.

Table 5.1 Electronic properties of the polymers studied in this work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional group</th>
<th>HOMO&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; (eV)</th>
<th>LUMO&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; (eV)</th>
<th>E&lt;sub&gt;g&lt;/sub&gt;&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>di-methyl-ester</td>
<td>-5.58</td>
<td>-3.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2a</td>
<td>imide</td>
<td>-5.65</td>
<td>-3.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>di-nitrile</td>
<td>-5.83</td>
<td>-3.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> HOMO and LUMO energy levels estimated from the onset oxidation and reduction potentials, respectively, in CV measurements assuming the absolute energy level of Fc/Fc+ at -5.12 eV; b) optical band-gap estimated from the onset edge of absorption spectra in solid films.

5.3.2 UV-vis absorption spectroscopy

The UV-vis absorption spectra of the three representative ITN co-polymers in thin-films are presented in Figure 5.3. All three co-polymers possess an absorption spectrum that shows favorable overlap with the visible region of the solar spectrum.

Figure 5.3 Normalized absorption spectra of the polymer thin-films considered in this work.

As expected, the weakly electron-withdrawing ester-containing polymer P1 presents an energy onset of absorption at about 750 nm, making it the largest band gap (E<sub>g</sub>) material in this series (1.60 eV). Compared to P1, the more electron-deficient polymers, P2a and P3, have considerably red-shifted onsets of absorption and more narrow band gaps (1.54 and 1.51 eV, respectively). This band gap trend
well correlates with the electronic trends of the three representative polymers, as found in the $^1$H-NMR and CV analyses.

5.3.3 Optimization of BHJ PSC devices

In order to evaluate the performance of BHJ devices, P1 and P2a-d polymers were tested in individually optimized PSC devices using the standard indium-tin oxide (ITO)/poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT):poly(styrenesulfonate) (PSS)/polymer:fullerene/Ca/Al device architecture. This Section presents the complete optimization steps performed on each of these polymer systems so as to attain optimal PSC device performance.

The investigation on device performance of P3 polymer will be discussed in Section 5.3.5.

5.3.3.1 Optimization of P1:PC$_{61}$BM devices

A systematic study on different device parameters was carried out on P1 devices in BHJ with PC$_{61}$BM in order to achieve optimal photovoltaic (PV) performance. Figure 5.4 shows the J-V characteristics of P1:PC$_{61}$BM devices at varying polymer:PC$_{61}$BM ratio. By increasing the amount of fullerene acceptor in the active layer blend, an increase in power conversion efficiency is observed (from 0.83% in the 1:1 blend to 2.74% in the 1:2.5 blend), mainly resulting from an increase in fill factor and current density. As also observed in Chapter 4, this trend may be attributed to the intercalation of the fullerene molecules in the available spaces between the polymer side chains.$^{[45,46]}$

Figure 5.4 J-V curves of P1:PC$_{61}$BM devices at varying polymer:PC$_{61}$BM ratio. The active layer blend concentration is 20 mg/mL for all devices.

A further increase in fullerene content (P1:PC$_{61}$BM = 1:3) was found to cause a decrease in PCE (1.97%), likely resulting from the proportional decrease of the amount of light-absorbing phase (the conjugated polymer) where exciton
generation occurs.

![J-V curves of P1:PC_{61}BM devices at varying active layer blend concentration. The polymer:PC_{61}BM ratio is 1:2.5 for both devices.](image)

The dependence of device performance on active layer thickness was investigated by varying the active layer blend concentration in CB (see Figure 5.5). After an increase in concentration from 20 mg/mL to 24 mg/mL a slight reduction of PCE is observed (down to 2.47%), likely due to the emergence of resistances within the active layer that are detrimental to charge transport.

The use of high boiling-point solvent additives\([47-50]\) was also explored on the P1:PC_{61}BM BHJ system, but no significant improvements in PCE were reported. In particular, the best PV performance was found for active layers spun-cast from CB-only solutions, suggesting that solvent additives do not impart beneficial effects on the nanoscale morphology of the P1:PC_{61}BM active layer.

In summary, optimization of P1:PC_{61}BM devices led to an optimal polymer:PC_{61}BM ratio of 1:2.5 and an optimal active layer blend concentration of 20 mg/mL.

### 5.3.3.2 Optimization of P2a:PC_{61}BM devices

Following the same procedure used on P1 polymer, a thorough optimization of device parameters was also performed on P2a:PC_{61}BM devices. In particular, the effect of active layer thickness on PSC performance was investigated by varying the concentration of the active layer blend in CB from 20 mg/mL to 24 mg/mL. As shown in Figure 5.6, the PCE of P2a:PC_{61}BM CHJ devices decreases at increasing blend concentration, reaching a maximum of 1.43% at 20 mg/mL.

The effect of polymer:PC_{61}BM ratio on device performance was also examined, as shown in Figure 5.7. An increase of fullerene content in the active layer appears to negatively affect the performance of P2a:PC_{61}BM devices, as evidenced by the decrease of PCE observed when moving from a 1:1.5 to a 1:3.5 polymer:PC_{61}BM ratio. This decrease is mainly resulting from a reduction of the \(J_{SC}\) of the device,
thus suggesting that in this system light absorption and exciton generation in the polymer represent the key steps that control the PCE of the device.

Figure 5.6 J-V curves of P2a:PC_{61}BM devices at varying active layer blend concentration. The polymer:PC_{61}BM ratio is 1:2 for all devices.

Figure 5.7 J-V curves of P2a:PC_{61}BM devices at varying polymer:PC_{61}BM ratio. The active layer blend concentration is 20 mg/mL for all devices.

In order to further optimize the PSC performance of P2a:PC_{61}BM, different high boiling-point solvents were considered in conjunction with CB, namely 1-chloronaphthalene (CN), 1,8-diiodooctane (DIO), and 1,8-octanediithiol (ODT). As shown in Figure 5.8, all three solvent additives appear to improve device performance, although to different extents. While the addition of CN mainly yields a slight improvement of the fill factor of the device, DIO and ODT lead to a significant increase of $J_{SC}$, this effect being more evident with DIO.
Therefore the effect of increasing concentrations of DIO (from 1% to 6%) on PSC performance was explored to optimize the PCE of the P2a:PC_{61}BM device and the results are presented in Figure 5.9. The best PSC performance was found for devices containing CB with addition of 1% by vol. of DIO, with a maximum PCE of 2.94%. Indeed, a significant increase in \( J_{sc} \) (from -5.08 mA/cm\(^2\) for the CB only device to - 7.70 mA/cm\(^2\) for the CB + 1% DIO device) is achieved by the addition of DIO to the CB active layer blend solution, followed by an increase in fill factor (from 0.43 to 0.53 in the CB and CB +1% DIO, respectively).

In summary, the best performance in P2a:PC_{61}BM devices was found for a polymer:PC_{61}BM ratio of 1:1.5, an active layer blend concentration of 20 mg/mL and an concentration of DIO in the CB active layer solution of 1% by vol.
5.3.3.3 Optimization of P2b:PC_{61}BM devices

A similar optimization methodology was employed on the P2b:PC_{61}BM system, in order to achieve optimal PSC device performance. The effect of polymer:PC_{61}BM ratio on PSC performance in 18 mg/mL active layer blend solution concentration devices is shown in Figure 5.10.

Figure 5.10 J-V curves of P2b:PC_{61}BM devices at varying polymer:PC_{61}BM ratio. The active layer blend concentration is 18 mg/mL for all devices.

A maximum is found for a 1:2.5 polymer:PC_{61}BM ratio with a PCE of 1.36%. The same effect was also examined on 20 mg/mL active layer blends, and the results are shown in Figure 5.11. Also in this case, a maximum efficiency was found for 1:2.5 P2b:PC_{61}BM ratio, although with a slightly lower PCE than for 18 mg/mL blends (1.34% vs 1.36%). Such small effect of active layer blend concentration on device PCE (Figure 5.12) may indicate that the active layer thickness does not represent a severe limitation on the performance of P2b:PC_{61}BM devices in this range of film thickness (80 nm ± 10 nm).
Figure 5.12 J-V curves of P2b:PC$_{61}$BM devices at varying active layer blend concentration. The polymer:PC$_{61}$BM ratio is 1:2.5 for both devices.

Figure 5.13 J-V curves of P2b:PC$_{61}$BM devices with active layer processed from different solvent systems. The effect of solvent additives on PSC performance was tested also for the P2b:PC$_{61}$BM system, although no significant improvements were reported. As shown in Figure 5.13, only the addition of DIO appears to slightly improve the $J_{SC}$ of the PSC device, but at the expense of a significant decrease in the fill factor and $V_{OC}$ which lead to an overall decrease in PCE from 1.36% (CB only device) down to 1.00% (CB + 2% DIO). This behaviour suggests that neither the selective solubility of the fullerene component in the specific solvent additive (in the case of ODT and DIO) nor the reduction of evaporation kinetics (in the case of CN) can effectively act on the nanoscale phase segregation of the active layer to lead control of film morphology and enhanced device performance.
The optimization of P2c:PC$_{61}$BM devices was performed by firstly studying the effect of polymer:PC$_{61}$BM ratio on PCE. As shown in Figure 5.14, an increase of fullerene content in the active layer blend yields a progressive decrease in PCE mainly due to a decrease in $J_{sc}$.

![J-V curves of P2c:PC$_{61}$BM devices at varying polymer:PC$_{61}$BM ratio.](image)

An optimal polymer:fullerene ratio of 1:1.5 is found, similarly to what already observed in P2a:PC$_{61}$BM devices (Section 5.3.3.2).

After investigating the effect of fullerene content in the active layer blend on device performance, the concentration of the active layer blend solution was systematically varied from 18 mg/mL to 22 mg/mL. As shown in Figure 5.15, an increase in $J_{sc}$ is observed by decreasing the blend concentration from 22 mg/mL to 18 mg/mL, leading to a maximum PCE of 2.75%.

Finally, the effect of the presence of high boiling-point solvent additives on PSC performance was also studied, by testing solvent systems comprising CB only and CB with the addition of 2% by vol. of CN, DIO and ODT, respectively. As evidenced by the plots reported in Figure 5.16, the best PSC performance is obtained for active layers processed from CN-containing CB solutions, for which an increase of $J_{sc}$ accompanied by a substantial improvement in fill factor is observed.
Figure 5.15 J-V curves of P2c:PC$_{61}$BM devices at varying active layer blend concentration. The polymer:PC$_{61}$BM ratio is 1:1.5 for all devices.

Figure 5.16 J-V curves of P2c:PC$_{61}$BM devices with active layer processed from different solvent systems.

In order to further optimize the PSC device performance, different concentrations of CN in CB were explored and the results of this study are reported in Figure 5.17. A progressive increase in JSC and fill factor is observed at increasing CN concentration, reaching a maximum for active layer solutions of CB + 5% CN, where an optimal PCE of 3.07% is found. A further increase of CN concentration leads to a decay of PCE.
5.3.3.5 Optimization of P2d:PC$_{61}$BM devices

In line with the optimization procedure employed for all the polymers presented so far, the performance of P2d:PC$_{61}$BM devices was also investigated. In particular, the fullerene content was firstly varied and the PSC performance was monitored (Figure 5.18).

A significant decrease in $J_{SC}$ is found by increasing the amount of PC$_{61}$BM in the active layer blend, ascribable to the proportional decrease in the amount of light-absorbing phase (the conjugated polymer) where exciton generation occurs. The optimization of the active layer blend concentration led to a maximum PCE of 2.22% for 20 mg/mL solution concentrations. A further increase of the active
layer blend concentration would result in a sharp decrease of PCE, likely due to the emergence of resistances within the active layer that are detrimental to charge transport (Figure 5.19).

Figure 5.19 J-V curves of P2c:PC$_{61}$BM devices at varying active layer blend concentration. The polymer:PC$_{61}$BM ratio is 1:1.5 for both devices.

High boiling-point solvent additives were also tested in this system, as shown in Figure 5.20 where J-V curves of active layers processed from different solvent systems are presented.

Figure 5.20 J-V curves of P2d:PC$_{61}$BM devices with active layer processed from different solvent systems.

Even though all solvent additives appear to yield an improvement in PCE of devices mainly resulting from increased $J_{SC}$, the best PSC performance are obtained for active layer blend solutions containing DIO. The optimization of the concentration of DIO in the active layer blend solution led to a maximum PCE of 3.04% for a solvent system comprising CB and 1% by vol. DIO (Figure 5.21).
5.3.4 Performance comparison of BHJ PSC devices

The J-V output characteristics of the optimized BHJ devices presented in the previous Sections are shown in Figure 5.22 for all polymer systems. The corresponding PV parameters for optimized P1 and P2a-d PSC devices are summarized in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2 Summary of main parameters for optimized P1 and P2a-d BHJ PSC devices.

| Polymer: PC₆₁BM Blend conc. Solvent system V_{OC} (V) J_{SC} (mA/cm²) FF PCE (max) (%) |
|-----------------|----------------|-----------------|--------|--------|--------|--------|
| P1 1:2.5        20 mg/mL CB 0.87 -6.69 0.46 2.70 (2.74) |
| P2a 1:1.5       20 mg/mL CB + 1% DIO 0.71 -7.70 0.53 2.88 (2.94) |
| P2b 1:2.5       18 mg/mL CB 0.75 -3.66 0.48 1.32 (1.36) |
| P2c 1:1.5       18 mg/mL CB + 5% CN 0.78 -7.05 0.55 3.01 (3.07) |
| P2d 1:1.5       20 mg/mL CB + 1% DIO 0.76 -8.46 0.47 3.01 (3.04) |
Figure 5.22 J-V curves of optimized P1, P2a, P2b, P2c and P2d PSC devices. For all devices, PC$_{61}$BM was employed as electron-acceptor molecule.

In blend with PC$_{61}$BM, P1 and P2a-d showed maximum PCEs between 1.36% and 3.07%. The ester-functionalized polymer P1 exhibited a maximum PCE of 2.74% and did not improve after addition of high boiling-point solvent additives in the active layer blend. On the other hand, by employing DIO or CN as solvent additives, imide-functionalized polymers P2a, P2c and P2b reached maximum PCEs between 2.94% and 3.07%. Conversely, the less soluble P2b polymer, bearing octyl solubilizing chains on both the ITN and the BDT monomers (see Figure 5.1), obtained an average PCE of 1.32% and did not yield any efficiency improvement when employing solvent additives. Interestingly, P1 had the largest VOC (0.87 V) and the highest HOMO energy level (-5.58 eV) of the polymer series. This suggests that device VOC may be partly influenced by parameters other than the polymer HOMO, and that energy level engineering to extremely deep/stable HOMO levels may not be necessary for achieving high VOC.

5.3.5 Optimization of bilayer devices

Contrary to P1 and P2a-d, the nitrile-functionalized polymer P3 did not perform as a p-type material in BHJ with PC$_{61}$BM. Instead, this polymer was found to function as an n-type material in bilayer devices. To function as a p-type donor material, the LUMO of the polymer must exhibit a minimum energy offset with the n-type acceptor molecule. Electrochemically, P3 possesses the minimum requisite 0.3 eV energy offset with the n-type molecule (PC$_{61}$BM). However, the polymer optical excited state is lower in energy than the LUMO of PC$_{61}$BM, and this energetically hinders charge separation with the n-type material.

As a result of its low energy levels, P3 polymer was tested as n-type material in bilayer devices combined with a high performing p-type polymer, poly(3-(4-n-octyl)-phenylthiophene) (POPT) (Figure 5.23).}[51,52]
The optimization of the bilayer devices was performed by firstly analyzing the effect of the polymer solution concentration on the PSC device performance. As shown in Figure 5.24, where the J-V characteristics of the P3/POPT bilayer devices are presented as a function of solution concentration, significantly different PV behaviours are found at increasing POPT concentration.

In particular, a very poor PV behaviour is observed for POPT solution concentrations above 4 mg/mL with very modest PCEs (< 10-3%). Conversely, by employing the same solution concentrations for both P3 and POPT (4 mg/mL), a maximum PCE of 0.04% is achieved.

In an attempt to further boost the PCE of P3/POPT bilayer devices, thermal annealing at 120 °C was performed at increasing annealing times (Figure 5.25). A dramatic increase in $J_{sc}$ and fill factor is observed upon thermal annealing on bilayer devices, leading to a maximum PCE of 0.28% after 45 min of exposure to high-temperature.
Figure 5.25 J-V curves of P3 (4 mg/mL)/POPT (4 mg/mL) bilayer devices after increasing thermal annealing (120 °C) time.

This one-order-of-magnitude increase of PCE may be attributed to morphological rearrangements occurring at the interface between the p-type and n-type materials, where exciton dissociation and charge generation take place.
5.4 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The characterization and PSC device performance of a series of new ITN-based donor-acceptor co-polymers were presented in this Chapter. These co-polymers possessed different electron-withdrawing substituents on the ITN co-monomer, namely an ester, an imide and a nitrile functionality.

We were able to show that the electron-withdrawing character of functional groups can strongly influence the polymer electronic behavior, where the ester and imide based polymers behaved as p-type materials and the nitrile-based polymer exhibited an n-type character.

After an extensive optimization of device parameters, bulk-heterojunction PSCs were fabricated with PCEs up to 3.1% using an imide-functionalized ITN co-polymer blended with PC$_{61}$BM. A maximum $V_{OC}$ of 0.87 V was reported for BHJ devices comprising the ester-functionalized ITN co-polymer in blend with PC$_{61}$BM.

In addition, optimized bilayer devices were also fabricated with PCEs approaching 0.3% by employing the nitrile-functionalized ITN co-polymer as the n-type material coupled to POPT functioning as the p-type material.

A greater understanding of the role of the p-type/n-type materials interface will be gained through further studies on the morphology of the active layer of these PSC devices.

The three ITN-based acceptor monomers introduced here are promising building blocks for a new generation of low band gap PSC polymers with strong quinoidal character. These new monomers, along with an understanding of the effect of electron-withdrawing substituents on PSC polymer properties, may help to guide the future design of acceptor monomers to be used in high-performing low band-gap co-polymers.
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STUDY OF STABILITY AND DEGRADATION OF MATERIALS FOR ORGANIC LUMINESCENT SOLAR CONCENTRATORS
6.1 INTRODUCTION

Thin-film organic-based luminescent solar concentrators (OLSCs) represent a promising technology to improve power conversion efficiency of photovoltaic systems inexpensively.[1-4] A typical thin-film OLSC consists of a luminescent organic dye dissolved into a thin film of a transparent matrix material deposited onto a glass plate. The luminescent species absorb the incident solar light and isotropically re-emit it red-shifted. A large part of the emitted photons is trapped in the OLSC plate by total internal reflection and wave-guided towards the edges, where high efficiency solar cells are placed. Ideally, the energy of photons emitted by the luminescent organic dye should match that of the band gap of the attached solar cells, to ensure high quantum yield and optimal power conversion efficiency.[5-8] Together with power conversion efficiency of devices, a major challenge for OLSC deployment is the photostability of the luminescent dye and the polymer matrix. Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) has proven to be a very good candidate to be used as polymeric carrier matrix as it is highly transparent over a wide wavelength range, it possesses a high refractive index and it is easily processable. However, this polymer still presents some limitations related to its environmental stability upon exposure to light. It is known from the literature[9] that the photo-degradation of PMMA at room temperature involves photolysis of the macromolecular structure resulting in the random scission of the polymer backbone by a radical process. In particular, three major reactions are reported to occur during this process, namely random homolytic scission of main-chain carbon-carbon bonds, photolysis of the ester side-groups and photodissociation of the methyl side-groups. The effect of alkyl side group dimension was also reported to have an effect on the photo-stability of poly(alkyl methacrylate)s.[10] In particular, it was found that UV-irradiated PMMA undergoes slower photo-oxidation and destruction of ester groups with respect to other poly(alkyl methacrylate)s. This result was attributed to oxygen diffusion into the polymer bulk, made easier by the longer alkyl chains in the ester group in poly(butyl methacrylate) and poly(hexyl methacrylate) than in PMMA that yield higher flexibility and higher mobility of the macrochains. Together with the environmental stability of the carrier matrix, the interactions between the polymer matrix, the luminescent species and light must also be taken into account when the stability of OLSC devices is considered. In an early study on perylene-dye-doped PMMA sheets,[11] the effect of OLSC preparation method on device stability to UV light was investigated. By means of FTIR analysis it was demonstrated that thermally polymerized OLSC films exhibited higher stability with respect to films casted from solvent. This finding was confirmed by measurements of the optical density of the perylene dye, that appeared to be more prone to degradation when dispersed in solvent-casted
PMMA.

In a later work by the same group,\textsuperscript{[12]} a different approach to improve the stability of the OLSC devices was explored making use of copolymers of styrene and methyl-methacrylate (MMA) to fabricate the carrier matrix. It was shown that by incorporating a commercial fluorescent dye into a poly(styrene-co-methyl methacrylate) matrix, a better photo-stability was observed compared with PMMA alone. In particular, the half-life of the dye in the copolymer matrix was proven to be more than five times longer than in the PMMA matrix as observed by field performance tests.

In addition to optimizing the matrix materials to obtain the most suitable transparent carrier, the methods used to cast and cure the polymer matrix can have an effect on OLSC stability. In a recent study by Kinderman et al.,\textsuperscript{[13]} it was shown that better OLSC stability could be achieved by using dye-doped PMMA coatings on glass plates instead of dye-doped bulk PMMA samples. This result was attributed to the presence of additives in the bulk PMMA samples, which were not present in the polymer coatings. In addition, the UV-curing step needed for the polymerization of the monomer was also thought to be responsible for the photo-oxidative degradation of the luminescent species resulting in poorer environmental stability of bulk PMMA matrix compared with PMMA coatings.

The effect of oxygen on the degradation of polymer-dissolved perylene-based dyes was evaluated by monitoring the fluorescence intensity during exposure to laser pulses in the visible spectrum (532 nm).\textsuperscript{[14]} Photo-oxidation was shown to be the main mechanism responsible for the photo-degradation of the OLSC device. On the other hand, samples exposed to laser pulses in anaerobic conditions underwent partially reversible photo-reduction. As a way to extend the lifetime of devices, authors recommended the fabrication of devices in an oxygen-free environment or the incorporation of additives such as oxygen quenchers or triplet state quenchers to suppress photo-oxidation of the OLSC.

As a further way of improving OLSC device stability, the incorporation of luminescent perylimide dyes into an inorganic glass fabricated by means of the sol-gel technique was studied.\textsuperscript{[15]} It was found that OLSC devices produced in this way showed improved stability compared to conventional OLSC based on dye-doped transparent polymer matrices. In particular, these systems exhibited 65% of their initial fluorescence after exposure to the equivalent of five years of outdoor weathering. These results were complemented by a Montecarlo analysis on the optical efficiency of the fabricated OLSC devices, resulting in a predicted 20% optical efficiency for this system.

As evidenced by the studies presented so far, OLSC device stability appears highly dependent on the choice of the host matrix and by its fabrication method. In particular, the modifications of the host matrix and its interactions with the luminescent species are responsible for the variations on device performance.
observed during prolonged exposure to light. Together with polymer matrix
degradation, a major contribution to the performance decline in the illuminated
OLSC device is given by the relatively limited photo-stability of the luminescent
dye, particularly when exposed to UV light. Although a number of organic dyes
showing high fluorescence quantum yield combined with relatively good photo-
stability have been presented in the literature, the reduction of absorption
intensity and the fluorescence quenching of the dye molecule following interaction
with light remains a critical aspect. In particular, the majority of the studies on
OLSC degradation have mainly focused on the evaluation of device performance
during prolonged exposure to outdoor light or during laboratory tests (laser or
UV light), but very little is known about the degradation mechanisms of the
luminescent species occurring after irradiation. However, a clear understanding of
the degradation behavior of light-exposed dye molecules at the molecular level is
required in order to develop strategies to lengthen OLSC life-time.
In this Chapter, we report a study on the photo-degradation of a thin-film OLSC
consisting of a model organic luminescent perylene-based dye dissolved in a
PMMA matrix, deposited onto a glass slide. The OLSC was exposed in air to high-
energy UV-light and its photostability was characterized by means of FTIR, UV-vis
and photoluminescence spectroscopy during irradiation time. The behavior of each
material constituting the OLSC device was monitored (PMMA alone, luminescent
dye alone and combination of the two) and a degradation mechanism for the dye
molecule was proposed. In addition, the role of the organic dye molecule in the
degradation of PMMA was analyzed and the effect of the state of aggregation of
the organic dye on its photo-stability was clarified.
The ultimate goal of this study was to analyze the behavior of the organic dye in
strongly radicalic conditions.
6.2 EXPERIMENTAL

6.2.1 Materials

All materials from commercial sources employed in this study were used as received, without further purification. Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) was used as the material for the carrier matrix. PMMA was dissolved in chloroform prior to deposition of the thin film onto glass substrates. A perylene-based fluorescent dye (Lumogen F Red 305, purchased from BASF) was used as the fluorescent species in the thin-film OLSC (see Figure 6.1). Chloroform (Sigma-Aldrich) was used as solvent in all tests. Microscope slides (1 mm thick, purchased from Thermo Scientific) were used as rigid transparent substrates for the fabrication of the thin-film OLSC.

Figure 6.1. Molecular structure of the organic dye employed in this work (Lumogen F Red 305 by BASF).

6.2.2 Instrumentation

Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy, UV-Vis spectroscopy and fluorescence spectroscopy were performed on solid state samples deposited onto NaCl, KBr or glass/quartz substrates by spin-coating (WS-400B-NPP Spin-Processor, Laurell Technologies Corp.) at 1200 RPM for 40 sec. The thickness of the solid state samples was adjusted by varying the concentration of the spin-coating solution so that signal saturation could be avoided in FTIR analysis and so that absorbance levels smaller than unity could be ensured in UV-vis analysis. The thickness of the UV-Vis solid state samples was values of absorbance Infrared spectra were recorded at room temperature in transmission mode on a Nicolet 760 – FTIR Nexus Spectrophotometer controlled by OMNIC software. Spectra were obtained using 128 scans and a 2 cm⁻¹ resolution. UV-VIS absorption spectra were recorded at room temperature in transmission mode by means of a Jasco V-570 UV-VIS-NIR Spectrophotometer. Fluorescence emission spectra were recorded at room temperature on a Jasco FP-6600 Spectrofluorometer.

For the degradation studies, all samples were irradiated in air by means of a high-
power UV-lamp (Mercury vapor lamp GR.E. 500 W, Helios Italquartz) providing UV-light with an emission peak centered at 254 nm. Samples were collected at different UV-irradiation times.

Proton nuclear magnetic resonance (¹H-NMR) spectra were recorded on a Bruker AC 400 NMR Spectrometer. All samples for ¹H-NMR analysis were dissolved in CDCl₃.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analyses were performed on solid state samples using a DSC/823e-Mettler Toledo differential scanning calorimeter. Scan rate was 10 K/min.
6.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The photodegradation study was performed by subsequently exposing each material constituting the thin-film OLSC to UV-light in air at increasing irradiation times and by monitoring the modifications occurring to each OLSC component during exposure by means of spectroscopic techniques. The polymer matrix (PMMA) and the organic dye (Lumogen F Red 305, from here on referred to as LR305) were first studied individually and then combined together in a thin film, so as to form the active material of the OLSC.

6.3.1 Polymer matrix

The material constituting the carrier matrix in an OLSC should satisfy a number of prerequisites for optimal operation. Firstly, the matrix should be highly transparent in the UV-vis spectral range in order not to interfere with photons that can be absorbed and re-emitted by the dye. Furthermore, the matrix should possess a high refractive index in order to ensure efficient light trapping via total internal reflection. Good photo-stability is also desired so as to guarantee long lifetime of devices. Finally, material cost should be minimized in order to make this technology attractive to market. With the purpose of meeting these requirements, PMMA was chosen in this work as the material for the polymer carrier matrix. PMMA has a high refractive index of about 1.5, it is a transparent polymer in the visible range and in a good portion of the UV range, it is a low-cost material, and it shows better photo-stability compared to other transparent polymeric materials.\[2\]

The photo-stability of the polymer matrix was investigated during irradiation with UV-light by means of UV-vis spectroscopy and FTIR spectroscopy.

6.3.1.1 UV-vis absorption spectroscopy

The normalized UV-vis absorption spectrum of pristine PMMA is shown in Figure 6.2. PMMA presents a low absorption intensity throughout the entire visible spectral range. In contrast, a significantly high absorption peak can be observed in the deep UV range, centered at around 200 nm. This absorption peak may lead to degradation of the material following UV-light exposure, as the UV source employed for the degradation studies reported in this work presents a strong emission peak centered at 254 nm, which is therefore partially absorbed by PMMA.
Changes in the UV-vis absorption spectrum of the material were monitored during the photo-aging process. In the experiments, UV-vis spectra were collected every hour up to a maximum exposure time of 10 h. However, only spectra of samples degraded up to 5 h are presented in this work as this exposure time is long enough to highlight the main degradation pathways occurring to the material. In addition, significantly longer exposure times lead to complete destruction of the material.

The UV-vis spectra of PMMA films at increasing UV-exposure times are shown in Figure 6.3.

UV-irradiation of PMMA films leads to a gradual increase of absorption intensity in the 200 nm - 400 nm range. Such an increase of absorbance can be explained by the formation of unsaturated groups resulting from the scission of the ester side-group in PMMA combined with the formation of carbonyl groups resulting from the interaction of PMMA film with high energy light.\cite{10,24}

In particular, a sharp increase in the absorption intensity of the peak centered at 235 nm is observed after 1 h of UV-light exposure accompanied by a blue shift of the same peak of about 15 - 20 nm. On the other hand, a gradual decrease in absorbance is reported for longer exposure times. Such a decrease in absorbance for exposure times longer than 1 h may be attributed to partial loss of material during irradiation.
Figure 6.3. UV-vis absorption spectra of PMMA after 0 h, 1 h, 3 h, 5 h exposure to UV-light.

6.3.1.2 Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy

FTIR spectroscopy was employed to monitor the photo-degradation process of polymer films during UV-irradiation time. After prolonged exposure to UV-light, substantial modifications to the IR spectrum of the polymer were observed. In order to identify the changes occurring during irradiation, the main IR absorption bands for pristine PMMA were identified and are reported in Table 6.1.\textsuperscript{[10,24]}

Table 6.1 Frequencies and assignments of main IR bands for pristine PMMA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wavenumber [cm(^{-1})]</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3100-2800</td>
<td>CH(_3)/CH(_2) str. (asym, sym)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1731</td>
<td>C=O str.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1485</td>
<td>CH(_2) bend.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1242</td>
<td>C-O-C str.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1192</td>
<td>C-O str. asym</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1149</td>
<td>C-O str. sym</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>754</td>
<td>C-O bend.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The evolution of the FTIR spectra in the entire IR region during the degradation process is presented in Figure 6.4, where the FTIR spectra of pristine PMMA and PMMA exposed to UV-light for 1 h, 3 h and 5 h are shown. Significant modifications in the FTIR spectra may be observed already after 1 h of UV light exposure in the whole IR region. A general reduction of all peak intensities is found in the entire spectrum. In addition, the appearance of new signals ascribable to the formation of new species can be observed at around 3500 cm$^{-1}$ and in the carbonyl region (1850-1650 cm$^{-1}$), adjacent to the main carbonyl peak (C=O str.) centered at 1731 cm$^{-1}$. In addition, by increasing the UV-exposure time, a large and complex absorption band is formed between 1500 cm$^{-1}$ and 1000 cm$^{-1}$.

In order to better clarify the changes in the FTIR spectra of degraded samples, a more detailed analysis of each characteristic IR region of PMMA is now presented. In particular, the hydroxyl/hydroperoxide stretching region, the methyl/methylene stretching region, the region around the carbonyl stretching band and the C-O-C stretching region will be successively considered. Figure 6.5 shows the FTIR spectra of PMMA films in the 3800 – 2600 cm$^{-1}$ region, characteristic of stretching vibrations associated to hydroxyl/hydroperoxide groups (3800 – 3200 cm$^{-1}$) and to methyl/methylene groups (3200 – 2600 cm$^{-1}$). In the methyl/methylene region of the spectrum of pristine PMMA three main peaks and a shoulder can be distinguished, centered at 2995 cm$^{-1}$, 2950 cm$^{-1}$, 2840 cm$^{-1}$ and 3025 cm$^{-1}$, respectively. These peaks can be attributed to the following methyl and methylene group vibrations: $^{[10]}$ sym CH$_3$-O, asym $\alpha$-CH$_3$, sym $\alpha$-CH$_2$, sym CH$_2$.

In degraded PMMA films these peaks can still be observed, although slightly shifted in frequency. In particular, after 5 h UV-exposure a 5 cm$^{-1}$ shift to higher frequencies is observed for the symmetric $\alpha$-CH$_3$ and CH$_2$ stretching vibrations, while an 18 cm$^{-1}$ red-shift is found for the asym $\alpha$-CH$_3$ stretching vibration with a progressive disappearance of the shoulder at 3025 cm$^{-1}$. In addition, by increasing...
UV-exposure time these signals exhibit increasingly lower intensity compared to pristine polymer. This decrease in intensity may be attributed to gradual disappearance of methyl and methylene groups due to UV-irradiation, although partial loss of material during the degradation process may also have occurred. However the decrease of FTIR absorption intensity of methyl/methylene groups can be due not only to degradation resulting from side groups abstraction, but also to oxidation. In particular, oxidation products formed during exposure of the polymer films to UV light may undergo further photolysis leading to the formation of volatile low molecular weight products.\[10,25\]

In the 3800 – 3200 cm\(^{-1}\) region, a progressive increase in absorption intensity is observed with irradiation time. In particular, a new broad band appears with a peak centered at around 3500 cm\(^{-1}\). Such a broad band is typical for free (non-associated) and hydrogen-bonded hydroxyl/hydroperoxide groups, which cannot be easily distinguished and that may form during the degradation process as by-products.\[10,25\]

The FTIR spectra of PMMA films in the carbonyl region at different UV-light exposure times are shown in Figure 6.6. A significant decrease of the absorption intensity of the main carbonyl peak (1731 cm\(^{-1}\)) is observed upon UV-irradiation time, suggesting photolysis and elimination of the ester group from the PMMA main chain. Concurrently, the development of carbonyl shoulders at 1700-1650 and 1750-1850 cm\(^{-1}\) is also observed. This positive change in the carbonyl region may indicate the formation of oxidation products resulting from the photo-oxidative degradation process. In particular, the high frequency region of the carbonyl peak (1750–1850 cm\(^{-1}\)) may be attributed to the formation of carboxylic and ester groups, whereas the low frequency portion (1700–1650 cm\(^{-1}\)) can be associated to the formation of aliphatic ketones and aldehydes.\[10,25\]

The overall modifications of the carbonyl band leading to variations in the total amount of carbonyl groups in PMMA can be explained by considering the occurrence of two distinct competitive processes during UV-exposure: decomposition of the polymer with destruction or abstraction of the ester group and oxidation with formation of new oxidised species at the end or inside the polymer chains.\[25\]

As shown in Figure 6.7 where the spectra obtained from subtraction of pristine polymer spectrum from 1 h and 3 h degraded sample spectra are presented, the decrease in the main carbonyl peak occurring upon UV-exposure is accompanied by a progressive increase in the carbonyl shoulders associated to the formation of new oxidized species.
Figure 6.5. FTIR spectra of PMMA after 0 h, 1 h, 3 h and 5 h exposure to UV-light in the 3800-2600 cm⁻¹ region.

The modifications occurring in the 1300-1000 cm⁻¹ region characteristic of the stretching vibrations of C-O-C bonds can also be used to monitor the degradation process of PMMA. In particular, a change in the amount of these groups should be clearly noticeable in FTIR spectra of degraded samples. As shown in Figure 6.8 the absorption peak at 1240 cm⁻¹ shows a significant decrease during UV irradiation accompanied by a broadening of the peaks and by the development of more complex features in the 1300-1100 cm⁻¹ range. These modifications to the signals attributed to the asymmetric stretching vibration of C-O-C bonds may be ascribed to destructive reactions occurring to side groups of PMMA during UV exposure.[10,25]

Figure 6.6 FTIR spectra of PMMA after 0 h, 1 h, 3 h and 5 h exposure to UV-light in the 1900-1600 cm⁻¹ region.
Figure 6.7 FTIR subtraction spectra in the carbonyl region. Spectra were obtained by subtracting the FTIR spectrum of pristine PMMA from 1 h and 3 h UV-light exposed samples, respectively.

Figure 6.8 FTIR spectra of PMMA after 0 h, 1 h, 3 h and 5 h exposure to UV-light in the 1500-1000 cm\(^{-1}\) region.

6.3.2 Organic luminescent dye

Luminescent species dissolved in the carrier matrix absorb incident light and isotropically re-emit it at longer wavelengths. Total internal reflection within the polymer matrix ensures wave-guiding of the light emitted by the organic dye towards the edges of the OLSC device where solar cells are placed. Ideally the energy of the emitted photons should be slightly higher than the band gap of the attached solar cells so as to yield near-unity conversion efficiency. Therefore, organic dyes suitable for OLSC technology should exhibit high luminescent quantum yield (LQY) together with high solubility in the polymeric matrix and in organic solvents. The LQY is partly dependent on the Stokes shift of the organic dye, i.e. on the difference in wavelength between its absorption and emission peak maxima. The organic luminescent dye employed in this work exhibits a rather high
Stokes shift (~ 40 nm), as shown in Figure 6.9 where its absorption and emission spectra are presented.

![Normalized absorption and emission spectra of the organic dye molecule LR305.](image)

Figure 6.9. Normalized absorption and emission spectra of the organic dye molecule employed in this work (LR305).

Similarly to what carried out for the PMMA studies, the photo-stability of the organic dye was investigated by monitoring the modifications occurring to UV-vis, fluorescence and FTIR spectra upon exposure to UV-light.

### 6.3.2.1 UV-vis absorption spectroscopy

Figure 6.10 presents the UV-vis absorption spectrum of LR305 in the solid state. The molecule presents a high absorption intensity in the UV portion of the spectrum (190 nm – 350 nm), with two distinct peaks centered at 194 nm and 283 nm.

![UV-vis absorption spectrum of the organic dye molecule LR305.](image)

Figure 6.10. UV-vis absorption spectrum of the organic dye molecule LR305.

The high absorption intensity found at 194 nm may suggest that LR305 can potentially act as UV-absorber when combined to the polymeric carrier matrix, thus leading to stabilization of PMMA. This aspect will be discussed more in detail.
in Section 6.3.4.

In the visible region (350 nm – 700 nm), two main absorption bands can be distinguished: a broad higher-intensity absorption band at longer wavelengths with a peak centered at 568 nm and a lower-intensity absorption band centered at 445 nm. In order to clarify the origin of each of these absorption bands, the LR305 absorption spectrum was compared to the UV-vis spectrum of a perylene-di-imide derivative (PDI) that shows a similar molecular structure to LR305, but does not exhibit lateral substituents attached to the perylene core (see Figure 6.11).

![Molecular structure of the perylene di-imide derivative (PDI) considered for UV-vis spectra comparisons.](image)

Figure 6.11. Molecular structure of the perylene di-imide derivative (PDI) considered for UV-vis spectra comparisons.

As shown in Figure 6.12 where the absorption spectra of LR305 and PDI in the visible region are presented, PDI shows a single complex absorption band in the range 350 – 700 nm, which can be attributed to a single absorbing group. On the other hand, in the same region LR305 exhibits two distinct peaks (445 nm and 568 nm) that can be associated to two different absorbing groups. Accordingly, the longer-wavelength broader absorption band in LR305 may be assigned to the absorption of the perylene core as a similar composite peak is also found in the UV-vis spectrum of PDI. Conversely, the peak centered at 445 nm may be attributed to the absorption of the lateral phenyl groups, not present in PDI.

The degradation process of LR305 was investigated by monitoring the modifications occurring to the UV-vis spectra of the dye at increasing UV-irradiation time, as shown in Figure 6.13.
Figure 6.13. UV-vis absorption spectra of LR305 after 0 h, 1 h, 3 h and 5 h of UV-irradiation. The inset shows a close-up of the absorption spectra in the visible range 350 – 700 nm.

A general decrease of intensity is observed for all absorption bands at increasing UV-exposure time. In addition, a 5 nm red-shift is found for the main absorption peak after 5 h of exposure to UV-light (568 – 573 nm). Longer exposure times lead to a further decrease in absorption intensity together with a more pronounced red-shift of the main perylene core absorption peak (data not shown).

In order to highlight differences in the modifications occurring to the main absorption peaks of LR305 (445 nm and 568 nm) upon UV-exposure, their intensities were calculated and compared as a function of irradiation time (Figure 6.14). During the first 5 h of irradiation, the intensities of both the signal attributed to the absorption of lateral substituents (445 nm) and the one attributed to perylene core absorption (568 nm) decrease in a similar fashion, suggesting that the degradation rate is comparable for the two groups. However, for longer exposure times, the shorter-wavelength absorption peak starts to exhibit a slightly faster decrease in absorption intensity with respect to the longer-wavelength absorption peak. This observation may indicate that the degradation process initiates with disruption of the lateral substituents attached to the perylene core, although a more detailed discussion on this topic will be presented in Section 6.3.4.
6.3.2.2 Fluorescence spectroscopy

Emission spectra of LR305 thin films deposited onto quartz substrates by spin coating were examined by fluorescence spectroscopy. As already discussed in Section 6.3.2.1, the dye molecule shows two main absorption bands in the visible spectrum, with peaks centered at 445 nm and 568 nm, respectively. The shorter-wavelength peak was attributed to lateral groups absorption while the longer-wavelength peak to the absorption of the perylene core of the molecule.

Theoretically, the excitation wavelength $\lambda_{exc}$ employed in fluorescent emission studies should be the same as the absorption peak wavelength (in this case 445 nm and 568 nm) to maximize the emitted signals. However, during experiments part of the monochromatic light used to excite the fluorescent molecule is reflected by the sample and recorded by the detector, thus appearing in the emission spectrum as a false emission peak. Therefore, in order to prevent the presence of a false emission peak centered at 568 nm resulting from light reflection by the sample, in the region of the perylene core absorption $\lambda_{exc}$ was set to 540 nm (wavelength at which a shoulder is observed in the UV-vis spectrum). In addition, excitation at $\lambda_{exc} = 445$ nm was also performed to take into account the contribution to light absorption given by the lateral chromophores.

Figure 6.15 shows the normalized fluorescence spectra of LR305 resulting from excitation at 445 nm and at 540 nm, respectively. Both spectra exhibit a maximum centered at 609 nm and are perfectly overlapping with each other, confirming that a single group (the perylene core) is responsible for the emission process of the dye molecule.
During experimental analysis, the intensity of the emission spectrum of the dye excited at $\lambda_{\text{exc}} = 445$ nm was found to be lower than that obtained by 540 nm light excitation. This finding may be attributed to the difference in relative absorption intensity between the two main absorption peaks in the UV-vis spectra, being lower for the shorter-wavelength absorption peak.

In order to evaluate the effect of UV-exposure on the fluorescent emission of the dye, fluorescence spectra at increasing UV-irradiation times were collected. Figure 6.16 presents the emission spectra for $\lambda_{\text{exc}} = 445$ nm. As shown in the plot, the emission intensity decreases at increasing UV-light exposure. In addition, a 9 nm red-shift of the emission peak is observed. These results are in agreement with those found on LR305 UV-vis absorption spectra, where a comparable red-shift of the absorption peak was reported.

Similar trends were also found for the emission spectrum obtained at $\lambda_{\text{exc}} = 540$ nm.
(data not shown).

6.3.2.3 Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy

FTIR spectroscopy was used to monitor the modifications occurring to the dye molecule upon UV-exposure. Figure 6.17 presents the FTIR spectrum of LR305 thin film.

The FTIR spectrum of the dye presents well defined features in the C-H stretching region, where signals associated to C-H aromatic (3100 – 3000 cm\(^{-1}\)) and aliphatic (3000 – 2800 cm\(^{-1}\)) stretching vibrations can be clearly recognized. The region between 1800 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1000 cm\(^{-1}\) includes a complex set of peaks related to the stretching vibrations of carbon bonds and CH deformations (CH\(_2\) and CH\(_3\) bending and wagging). In the range 1000 – 650 cm\(^{-1}\), the out-of-plane region can be distinguished.\(^{26,27}\)

In order to identify the characteristic vibrations responsible for the signals appearing in the IR spectrum of LR305, comparisons between the FTIR spectrum of the dye and simpler molecules with known FTIR spectra were carried out. A first comparison was performed between LR305 and PDI (see Figure 6.11), as also done during the UV-vis analysis discussed earlier. The molecular structures of the two molecules (Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.11) present a number of similarities. In particular, the same aliphatic groups are observed. Accordingly, the C-H aliphatic region (3000 – 2800 cm\(^{-1}\)) of the FTIR spectrum of LR305 and PDI (shown in Figure 6.18) exhibit a similar structure with three narrow peaks centered at 2962 cm\(^{-1}\), 2928 cm\(^{-1}\) and 2870 cm\(^{-1}\) characterized by comparable relative intensities.
Conversely, some differences between the two spectra can be observed in the aromatic C-H stretching region (3200 – 3000 cm⁻¹). A more defined aromatic C-H stretching band is found in the FTIR spectrum of LR305 which may be attributed to a larger amount of aromatic C-H bonds present in LR305 compared to PDI responsible for those signals. This difference may be explained by considering the presence of four additional lateral substituents in the LR305 molecule, which are indeed four aromatic rings.

The comparison between LR305 and PDI was extended to the 1800 – 1000 cm⁻¹ region (Figure 6.19), where some differences can be clearly observed. As the two molecules possess the same perylene core, it is expected that the main differences emerging from their FTIR spectra be ascribable to vibrations of the bonds relative to the lateral substituents, which are not present in PDI.

In the carbonyl region (1800 – 1650 cm⁻¹) two narrow peaks can be observed in both spectra. These signals may therefore be assigned to in-phase and out-of-phase vibrations of C=O bonds, which are present in both molecules. The peak centered at 1586 cm⁻¹ found in the LR305 spectrum may be assigned to the stretching vibrations of C=C bonds in the perylene core. An equivalent peak is also observed in the PDI spectrum, as expected. One peak centered at 1487 cm⁻¹ is found in the LR305 spectrum, which is not observed in the PDI spectrum. Accordingly, this signal may be assigned to the stretching vibrations of C=C bonds in the lateral aromatic rings, only present in LR305.

Although with some differences in their relative intensities, the peaks at 1408 cm⁻¹, 1385 cm⁻¹, 1361 cm⁻¹ and 1340 cm⁻¹ can be observed in both spectra. As these peaks are related to single bond stretching vibrations, they could be attributed both to C-C stretching and C-N stretching.
Figure 6.19. FTIR spectra of LR305 and PDI in the 1800 - 1000 cm\(^{-1}\) region.

It is worth noticing that a small contribution to the 1586 cm\(^{-1}\) FTIR signal can also be given by the C=C stretching vibrations of the lateral substituents, as evident by comparing the FTIR spectrum of LR305 with that of diphenyl-ether (DPE, Figure 6.20), a simple molecule in which identification of FTIR peaks can be performed more easily. The FTIR spectra of the two molecules in the 1700-1400 cm\(^{-1}\) region is shown in Figure 6.21. Indeed, a low-intensity peak is also observed in the DPE spectrum at 1590 cm\(^{-1}\).

Figure 6.20. Molecular structure of diphenyl-ether (DPE).

Figure 6.21. FTIR spectra of LR305 and DPE in the 1700 - 1400 cm\(^{-1}\) region.

A comparison of FTIR spectra of LR305 and PDI in the out-of-plane region (1000 – 650 cm\(^{-1}\)) is presented in Figure 6.22.
Figure 6.22. FTIR spectra of LR305 and PDI in the 1000 - 650 cm\(^{-1}\) region.

As shown in the plots, the main difference arising from the two spectra is represented by the presence of an absorption peak centered at 875 cm\(^{-1}\) in the LR305 spectrum, which is not observed in PDI. The assignment of this peak was possible on the basis of a further comparison between LR305 and DPE in the out-of-plane region (Figure 6.23).

Figure 6.23. FTIR spectra of LR305 and DPE in the 1000 - 650 cm\(^{-1}\) region.

In particular, both LR305 and DPE show a sharp single peak around 880 – 850 cm\(^{-1}\). Quantum chemical calculations were employed\(^{[28]}\) to study this system and this peak was assigned to the breathing of the benzene ring of DPE. Since no such peak is found in the PDI spectrum (see Figure 6.22), this signal is expected to be due to vibrations of bonds not present in PDI. Accordingly, it was attributed to the breathing of the lateral benzene rings attached to the perylene core in the LR305 molecule.

The modifications to the FTIR spectrum of LR305 upon UV-exposure were analyzed in order to evaluate the photo-stability of the dye molecule. In particular, three
main absorption peaks were monitored during the degradation process. The peaks centered at 1586 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1340 cm\(^{-1}\) were elected as markers of the behavior of the perylene core, while the peak assigned to the lateral ring breathing (875 cm\(^{-1}\)) was chosen as the indicator of the modifications occurring to the lateral substituents. The evolution of the FTIR spectra of the dye molecule at increasing UV-light exposure time is shown in Figure 6.24, where a focus on the C-H stretching region (3200 – 2800 cm\(^{-1}\)) is presented.

![Figure 6.24. FTIR spectra of LR305 at 0 h, 1 h, 3 h, 5 h UV-exposure time in the 3200 - 2800 cm\(^{-1}\) region.](image)

Figure 6.24. FTIR spectra of LR305 at 0 h, 1 h, 3 h, 5 h UV-exposure time in the 3200 - 2800 cm\(^{-1}\) region.

The prolonged exposure to UV-light yields a progressive decrease in absorption intensity in the entire C-H stretching region, including both aromatic (3200 – 3000 cm\(^{-1}\)) and aliphatic (3000 – 2800 cm\(^{-1}\)) bonds. In addition, a new absorption band seems to appear in the range 3400 – 3100 cm\(^{-1}\) with a peak centered at about 3350 cm\(^{-1}\). This new feature may be due to the formation of hydroxyl species occurring during the photo-oxidation process, although absorption of moisture by the sample upon UV-irradiation may have also occurred.

In the 1800 – 1600 cm\(^{-1}\) carbonyl region (Figure 6.25), a similar decrease of absorption intensity is observed. In addition, the appearance of a wide band centered at around 1775 cm\(^{-1}\) is reported, whose intensity progressively increases upon exposure to UV-light. This band may be assigned to stretching vibrations of C=O bonds originating from the formation of new oxidized species appearing during irradiation.
Figure 6.25. FTIR spectra of LR305 at 0 h, 1 h, 3 h, 5 h UV-exposure time in the 1850 - 1600 cm$^{-1}$ region.

Figure 6.26 presents the evolution of FTIR spectra of LR305 in the 1650 – 1000 cm$^{-1}$ region upon UV-irradiation. A general decrease in absorption intensity can be observed in this region, accompanied by a broadening of the absorption bands that increases with UV-light exposure time.

Figure 6.26. FTIR spectra of LR305 at 0 h, 1 h, 3 h, 5 h UV-exposure time in the 1650 - 1000 cm$^{-1}$ region.

The appearance of more complex features in this region may be related to the formation of degraded species upon UV-irradiation that lead to additional IR signals compared to the pristine dye molecule.

A similar behavior was found in the out-of-plane region of the IR spectrum, where no relevant peaks appear to form upon exposure to UV-light (Figure 6.27).
In order to better analyze the modifications occurring to the FTIR spectra of LR305 during exposure to UV-light, absorption intensities of characteristic peaks of the dye molecule were measured. In particular, the signal assigned to the ring breathing (875 cm\(^{-1}\)) was monitored and compared to signals attributed to characteristic vibrations of the perylene core, namely the peak centered at 1586 cm\(^{-1}\) (C=C stretching) and the peak centered at 1340 cm\(^{-1}\) (C-C/C-N stretching). The relative absorbance decay of these peaks is presented in Figure 6.28 as a function of UV-exposure time.

As shown in the plot, the rate of disappearance of the peak associated to the lateral phenyl ring breathing appears only slightly faster than the decay of the signals attributed to the perylene core, suggesting that the degradation process may affect more easily the lateral substituents than the perylene core. On the contrary, a substantially similar absorbance decay is observed for C-C/C-N bond vibrations (1340 cm\(^{-1}\)) compared to the lateral ring breathing (875 cm\(^{-1}\)). These results are in agreement with the observations reported previously on the evolution of UV-vis absorption spectra of the dye molecule during UV-irradiation.

A further analysis on the modifications occurring to the organic dye molecule dissolved in the polymeric carrier matrix is needed to clarify the effect of dye degradation on the behavior of the actual OLSC film. This analysis is presented in the next section.
6.3.3 Thin-film organic luminescent solar concentrator

In order for the photo-luminescence properties of the organic dye to be optimized during OLSC device operation, the dye needs to be mixed in relatively low concentrations in a transparent carrier matrix, which is most commonly a polymeric material such as PMMA. When this solution is deposited as thin film, the dye particles are uniformly distributed in the free volume of the polymeric binder. Self-absorption is therefore significantly reduced, as photons emitted by the dye molecule have a low probability to hit and be absorbed by an adjacent dye molecule.

The OLSC thin films analyzed in this Section were obtained by spin-coating a rigid transparent substrate (quartz or glass slide) with a solution of PMMA and LR305 in CHCl₃ solvent. In the photo-degradation studies on the OLSC thin-film (from here on referred to as OLSC-TF), PMMA concentration was set at 10 wt. % to CHCl₃ while the dye concentration was set at 6 wt. % to PMMA. Photo-degradation studies on OLSC-TF were carried out by means of fluorescence emission, UV-vis and FTIR spectroscopy. The results obtained from these analyses were then compared to those obtained from the studies presented earlier on the polymer matrix and the organic dye.

6.3.3.1 UV-vis absorption spectroscopy

The solid-state UV-vis absorption spectrum of OLSC-TF is shown in Figure 6.29. Similarly to what found for the dye-only (LR305) absorption spectrum (see Figure 6.10), two different absorption peaks are observed.
The shorter-wavelength absorption peak centered at 445 nm is attributed to the absorption of the lateral substituents of the dye molecule, as reported earlier for LR305. The longer-wavelength absorption peak is associated to the absorption of the perylene core of the dye molecule. This peak exhibits an 8 nm red-shift compared to the same peak in the LR305 UV-vis spectrum (568 nm vs 576 nm, respectively).

The evolution of the UV-vis absorption spectra of OLSC-TF at increasing UV-exposure times is shown in Figure 6.30. As also reported for LR305, the absorption intensities in the UV-vis spectra progressively decrease at increasing irradiation times. In addition, a 5 nm blue-shift is observed for the higher energy absorption peak after 5 h of UV-exposure.

The relative intensities of the two main absorption peaks in OLSC-TF were calculated and their trend was monitored over UV-exposure time, in order to highlight differences in the rate of disappearance of the two main peaks.
Figure 6.31. Normalized absorbance decay over UV-exposure time of UV-vis absorption peaks attributed to absorption of lateral substituents (shorter-wavelength UV-vis absorption peak) and perylene core absorption (longer-wavelength UV-vis absorption peak). The ratio between their intensities is also shown.

The intensity of the signal associated to the absorption of the lateral substituents of the dye molecule in OLSC-TF (shorter-wavelength absorption peak) appears to undergo a significantly faster decrease upon UV-exposure compared to the perylene core absorption (longer-wavelength absorption peak). In particular, a 50% relative intensity decrease is found for the shorter-wavelength absorption peak already after 1 h of UV-exposure compared to a 30% decrease observed for the longer-wavelength absorption peak. This result may indicate that the degradation process of the dye molecule is more marked on the lateral substituents than on the perylene core.

A similar trend was observed in LR305 thin films although for longer UV-exposure times, suggesting that the dye molecule may exhibit different UV-exposure responses depending on the system in which the organic dye is incorporated (dye-only LR305 or OLSC-TF). A more detailed discussion on this aspect will be presented in Section 6.3.4.

6.3.3.2 Fluorescence spectroscopy

Similarly to what discussed in Section 4.3.2.2 for LR305, fluorescence emission spectra of OLSC-TF were collected at different excitation wavelengths, namely $\lambda_{\text{exc}} = 445$ nm and $\lambda_{\text{exc}} = 540$ nm and are presented in Figure 6.32.
Figure 6.32. Normalized fluorescent emission spectra of OLSC-TF resulting from excitation with 445 nm ad 540 nm monochromatic light.

The same features are observed in both spectra ($\lambda_{\text{exc}} = 445$ nm and $\lambda_{\text{exc}} = 540$ nm), with a sharp single emission peak centered at 612 nm. Therefore also in the case of dye molecule dissolved in polymer matrix (OLSC-TF) the emission phenomenon is independent on the excitation wavelength and carried-out by a single molecular group within the organic dye (the perylene core).

In order to monitor the evolution of fluorescence emission during UV-irradiation, emission spectra were collected at increasing exposure times and are presented in Figure 6.33. The same experimental conditions as for the LR305 system were employed during analysis, in order to allow comparisons and highlight differences in the degradation behavior.

Figure 6.33. Fluorescence emission spectra of OLSC-TF for $\lambda_{\text{exc}} = 445$ nm at 0 h, 1 h, 3 h, 5 h UV-exposure time.

A decrease of the emission intensity is observed upon exposure to UV-light. In addition, a 5 nm blue-shift of the emission peak is observed after 5 h UV-exposure.
These results are in contrast with those found on LR305 emission spectra, where a red-shift of the emission peak was reported. This difference may be correlated to a different effect of UV-light on the dye molecule that appears to be more invasive in the case of OLSC-TF, where the dye molecule is mixed within the polymeric binder. Similar trends were also found for the emission spectrum obtained at $\lambda_{\text{exc}} = 540$ nm (data not shown). A more detailed comparison between LR305 and OLSC-TF spectra will be presented in Section 6.3.4.

6.3.3.3 Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy

The identification of the FTIR absorption signals ascribable to the organic-dye molecule in OLSC-TF samples was performed by comparing OLSC-TF with PMMA FTIR spectra, as presented in Figure 6.34.

![FTIR spectra of OLSC-TF and PMMA in the 2000 - 500 cm$^{-1}$ region.](image)

Figure 6.34. FTIR spectra of OLSC-TF and PMMA in the 2000 - 500 cm$^{-1}$ region.

A series of absorption peaks can be identified and assigned to specific bond vibrations on the basis of the analysis on FTIR spectra already performed on LR305 (see Section 6.3.2.3). In particular, a first absorption band is observed at 1672 cm$^{-1}$ and it is attributed to the lower energy C=O stretching vibration of the dye molecule. The stretching vibrations of the C=C bonds of the perylene core are responsible for the peak at 1586 cm$^{-1}$. Stretching vibrations of the dye molecule can be observed at 1342 cm$^{-1}$. Finally, the signal attributed to the breathing of the lateral rings can be found at 877 cm$^{-1}$. 
These peaks appear at the same frequencies in both LR305 and OLSC-TF samples, indicating that no chemical interactions occur between the organic dye and the polymer matrix.

These four peaks were monitored during exposure to UV-light in order to examine the effect of degradation on the organic dye molecule when dissolved in PMMA matrix (Figure 6.35).

The prolonged exposure of OLSC-TF to UV-light leads to an increase of the FTIR signals in the 3600-3200 cm\(^{-1}\) region accompanied by the appearance of two bands in the carbonyl region adjacent to the main peak (1731 cm\(^{-1}\)), as also found in the degradation of PMMA (see Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7). In addition, a general decrease of the absorption peaks associated to PMMA bond vibrations is observed.

The peaks attributed to bond vibrations in the dye molecule exhibit a progressive decrease of intensity at increasing UV-exposure time, as also reported for the dye-only films. However, different rates of intensity decay are observed, as discussed more in detail in the next Section. A similar trend is also found for PMMA, which appears to undergo a slower degradation when mixed with LR305.

### 6.3.4 The role of the organic dye in the degradation of OLSC thin films

In the previous Sections, the modifications occurring to each OLSC component during exposure to UV-light were monitored by means of spectroscopic techniques to highlight potential degradation pathways. In this Section, a comparison on the results obtained from that analysis is presented, aiming at clarifying the role of the organic dye in the photo-degradation of the OLSC device. In particular, two aspects are analyzed in detail.

Firstly, the effect of the presence of the dye molecule in the polymer matrix on the
photo-degradation of PMMA is evaluated by comparing FTIR spectra of degraded PMMA with degraded OLSC-TF, as different degradation rates for PMMA were observed in these two cases. Subsequently, the role of the aggregation state of the dye molecule on its photo-stability was analyzed by comparing spectroscopic results obtained from dye-only (LR305) and OLSC-TF films.

### 6.3.4.1 The organic dye as UV-absorber

The modifications occurring to PMMA when exposed to UV-light were presented in Section 6.3.1 and Section 6.3.3, where the degradation study was carried-out on both PMMA-only films and dye-doped PMMA films. The spectroscopic analysis showed the occurrence of faster modifications on PMMA-only films compared to OLSC-TF films upon UV-exposure, suggesting that the presence of the dye molecule in PMMA may help to reduce the PMMA degradation process. Indeed, both PMMA-only and dye-doped PMMA films were deposited in the same conditions and present comparable thicknesses as the absorption intensities found in the FTIR spectra are comparable.

As shown in Figure 6.36, where a comparison between the FTIR spectra of PMMA and OLSC-TF after 5 h exposure to UV-light is presented, signals ascribable to similar degradation species forming during UV-exposure can be observed in both spectra.

![FTIR spectra of PMMA and OLSC-TF after 5 h UV-exposure.](image)

Figure 6.36. FTIR spectra of PMMA and OLSC-TF after 5 h UV-exposure.

However, significantly different relative intensities are found for the FTIR bands characteristic of PMMA bond vibrations, being much lower in the case of PMMA-only films. In addition, much more severe modifications are observed in the PMMA-only film compared to the dye-doped PMMA film. Figure 6.37 shows the normalized intensity decay of FTIR absorption peaks
assigned to C-H stretching (2950 cm\(^{-1}\)), C=O stretching (1731 cm\(^{-1}\)) and C-O-C stretching (1150 cm\(^{-1}\)) vibrations in PMMA compared to the same signals as found in OLSC-TF. For all characteristic vibrations, a much sharper decrease is found in PMMA-only films than in dye-doped PMMA films. In particular, a 70% decrease of intensity is found after 5 h UV exposure for C=O stretching signals in PMMA films, together with a decrease of over 90% for both C-H stretching and C-O-C stretching absorption peaks. Conversely, dye-doped PMMA films exhibit a much slower rate of peak intensity decrease over irradiation time, with a maximum observed for C-O-C stretching signals that lose 60% of their initial intensity (compared to more than 95% loss in PMMA-only films).

These results may suggest that the organic dye acts as a protective agent on the PMMA film. As shown in Figure 6.38, where a comparison between UV-vis absorption spectra of PMMA and LR305 is presented, the organic dye exhibits a strong absorption intensity in the UV region of the spectrum. The high-energy photons absorbed by the dye molecule in this region may be converted by the dye into lower energy photons (as evident from the dye fluorescence spectrum) or may lead to non-radiative electronic relaxations. These processes may prevent these high-energy photons from interacting with the polymeric matrix, thus reducing the density of high-energy photons that can be absorbed by the matrix. A lower degradation rate may therefore be observed for dye-doped PMMA thin films, resulting from the UV-absorbing action of the organic dye molecule.
The results presented in the previous Sections have yielded two main conclusions on the photo-stability of the organic dye molecule. As a first outcome, different rates of FTIR intensity decay were found for signals attributed to the lateral substituents of the dye molecule compared to its perylene core. In particular, a sharper decrease was observed for the absorption bands associated to vibrations of the lateral substituents. This observation may suggest a degradation mechanism of the organic dye initiating with the disruption of the lateral substituents attached to the perylene core in the dye molecule, the former appearing to be more prone to photo-degradation. In order to support the proposed degradation mechanism, a further analysis was carried-out on UV-vis absorption spectra of both LR305 and OLSC-TF samples. In particular absorption spectra of UV-exposed samples were subtracted from the pristine UV-vis spectrum, so that the absorption spectrum of degraded species forming during UV-irradiation could be highlighted and studied.

The subtraction spectra of OLSC-TF samples at increasing UV-exposure time normalized to their absorption maximum are presented in Figure 6.39, where the UV-vis spectrum of pristine OLSC-TF is also shown for ease of reference. A blue-shift of the absorption peaks in the subtraction spectra can be observed, increasing upon UV-exposure. In particular, the peak associated to the perylene core absorption (576 nm) undergoes a blue shift of about 18 nm while a 27 nm blue-shift is observed for the peak associated to the absorption of the lateral substituents (445 nm). These blue-shifts may be due to a decrease of electron delocalization in the dye molecule upon UV-exposure which may result in an absorption band-gap increase.
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Figure 6.39. UV-vis subtraction spectra of OLSC-TF samples at increasing UV-exposure time. Each subtraction spectrum was obtained by subtracting the spectrum of degraded sample from the spectrum of the pristine sample.

In addition, a progressive decrease of the 445 nm peak intensity is observed upon UV-exposure. Such a decrease further supports the hypothesis of a degradation mechanism of the dye molecule involving the abstraction of the lateral substituents from the perylene core, as already found from FTIR analysis results discussed earlier. In order to confirm these trends, UV-vis subtraction spectra of dye-only samples (LR305) were also calculated (data not shown), but no meaningful tendencies were observed. This result may indicate that the organic dye exhibits different levels of photo-stability depending on its state of aggregation, namely when exposed as dye-only film (LR305) or when included in a polymeric matrix (OLSC-TF). Indeed, evidences of the occurrence of the proposed mechanism deemed responsible for the organic dye degradation were found in both LR305 (dye-only) and OLSC-TF samples, although different degradation rates were observed. In particular, significantly faster modifications to the spectroscopic characteristics of the organic dye were found in OLSC-TF compared to LR305 films. Figure 6.40 presents a plot of the relative intensities of FTIR peaks assigned to vibrations of lateral substituents (ring breathing at 877 cm\(^{-1}\)) and perylene core (stretching vibrations at 1586 cm\(^{-1}\)) for LR305 and OLSC-TF samples. Two different degradation rates can clearly be observed, with a considerably faster decay in OLSC-TF samples. These results suggest that the lateral substituents in the dye molecule undergo a much faster degradation compared to the perylene core when the organic dye molecule is dissolved into a polymeric carrier (OLSC-TF sample). Indeed, after 5h UV-exposure the intensity of the signal attributed to the ring breathing (877 cm\(^{-1}\)) exhibits a 70% decrease with respect to the perylene core (1586 cm\(^{-1}\)) in OLSC-TF thin films. Conversely, in dye-only films only a 30% decrease is observed.
Figure 6.40. Normalized absorbance decay over UV-exposure time of FTIR absorption peaks associated with organic dye bond vibrations of lateral substituents (875 cm\(^{-1}\)) and perylene core (1586 cm\(^{-1}\)) for LR305 and OLSC-TF samples.

Figure 6.41. Normalized absorbance decay over UV-exposure time of UV-vis absorption peaks associated with lateral substituents (shorter-wavelength peak) and perylene core (longer-wavelength peak) absorption for LR305 and OLSC-TF samples.

An even sharper difference between LR305 and OLSC-TF can be observed from UV-vis spectra, as shown in Figure 6.41 where the normalized relative decay of UV-vis absorption peaks associated with lateral substituents (shorter-wavelength peak) and perylene core (longer-wavelength peak) absorption is presented for both LR305 and OLSC-TF samples.

The intensities of both the signal attributed to absorption of lateral substituents (445 nm) and the one attributed to perylene core absorption (568 nm) decrease in a similar fashion in LR305 up to a UV-exposure time of 5 h, suggesting that the degradation rate is comparable for the two absorbing species. Only for longer UV-irradiation times, the shorter-wavelength absorption peak was found to exhibit a slightly faster decrease in absorption intensity with respect to the longer-
wavelength absorption peak (see Section 6.3.2.1). On the contrary, significant differences are observed in the rate of degradation of the dye in OLSC-TF samples. After 5 h of UV-exposure, a 50% decrease in the ratio between shorter- and longer-wavelength UV-vis absorption peaks is found in OLSC-TF samples, indicating a much faster decay of the lateral substituents with respect to the perylene core of the organic dye. A much faster degradation process is therefore observed when the organic dye is dissolved in a polymeric matrix (OLSC-TF), as opposed to the relative photo-stability of dye-only films (LR305).

In order to further clarify the reasons of dye photo-stability in LR305 films, calorimetric analyses were carried-out on LR305 samples via DSC. Figure 6.42 shows the DSC scans obtained from pristine and 5 h UV-irradiated LR305 thin films. A glass transition ($T_g$) at 150 °C is observed in pristine LR305 (Figure 6.42a), together with a crystallization phenomenon ($T_c$) occurring at 260 °C and a sharp endothermic peak ($T_m$) centered at about 390 °C ascribable to a melting process.

![DSC scans on 0 h (a) and 5 h (b) UV-exposed LR305 thin film samples.](image)

The presence of an intense melting peak indicates the semi-crystalline nature of the organic dye with a relatively high portion of crystalline domains. Conversely, the glass transition is indicative of the existence of amorphous portions in the material, which appear to crystallize at around 250 °C. The semi-crystalline nature of the dye may contribute to the stability of dye-only films towards UV-light. In order to verify this hypothesis, a DSC scan on dye-only films after 5 h UV-exposure was also performed, as shown in Figure 6.42b. The DSC trace of degraded LR305 samples exhibits similar features as those observed in the pristine film. In particular, an exothermic crystallization peak and an endothermic melting peak are found. In addition, the glass transition temperature appears to be shifted to higher temperatures, although it cannot be clearly distinguished. UV-exposure seems therefore to cause a physical degradation of the organic dye, mainly affecting
its amorphous phase. Conversely, no chemical modifications to the organic dye molecule after UV-exposure are observed from the DSC scan, as no appearance of transitions ascribable to new chemical species formed during UV-exposure is reported.

A further insight into the photo-stability of dye-only films was given by analyzing LR305 samples through $^1$H-NMR spectroscopy. Figure 6.43 presents $^1$H-NMR spectra of pristine and 5 h UV-irradiated LR305 samples. No significant differences between $^1$H-NMR spectra for pristine (Figure 6.43a) and degraded (Figure 6.43b) LR305 samples are observed. In particular, the relative intensities of aromatic ($\delta$ 7.0 ÷ 7.5) and aliphatic ($\delta$ 1.2 ÷ 1.1) hydrogen atoms do not appear to change with UV-exposure time, further confirming the hypothesis of a relatively high photo-stability of dye-only films.

![Figure 6.43. $^1$H-NMR spectra of 0 h (a) and 5 h (b) UV-exposed LR305 thin film samples.](image)
6.4 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A spectroscopic study on the photo-degradation of a thin-film OLSC was presented in this Chapter. The OLSC consisted of a model organic luminescent dye dissolved in a PMMA matrix, deposited onto a rigid transparent substrate. The photo-stability of each material constituting the thin-film OLSC was monitored upon exposure to UV-light in order to highlight the contribution to OLSC degradation given by each OLSC component.

The results of this work showed a substantial instability of PMMA thin-films that appeared to undergo severe degradation upon exposure to UV-light, with formation of oxidized species. These results are in agreement with recent literature reports on the same system.\[10,25\]

The photo-stability of PMMA appeared to be improved by addition of the organic luminescent dye, as a significantly lower degradation rate was observed in dye-doped PMMA films compared to PMMA-only films. This result was attributed to the UV-absorbing properties of the organic dye that may prevent high-energy photons from interacting with the polymeric matrix, thus effectively reducing the degradation rate of PMMA thin films.

Significant modifications to the molecular structure of the organic dye were observed after UV-irradiation and a degradation mechanism was proposed, initiating with the disruption of the lateral substituents attached to the perylene core of the dye molecule. Indeed, the former were found to be more prone to photo-degradation than the central core. The proposed degradation mechanism was evident both in dye-only films and in OLSC films, although different degradation rates were observed for these two systems. In particular, significantly faster modifications to the spectroscopic characteristics of the organic dye were found in OLSC films compared to dye-only films. This result was correlated to the different state of aggregation of the dye molecule in the two systems. In particular the poorer photo-stability of the organic dye in OLSC films was attributed to the decrease in crystallinity of the dye molecule following dissolution in a polymeric matrix. Indeed, the amorphous phase of the dye, present in higher amounts in OLSC films, may undergo a faster degradation, thus leading to rapid destruction of the dye molecule. Conversely, due to higher crystallinity, dye-only films are able to exhibit relatively high stability to UV-exposure.

Further tests in controlled atmosphere (O₂, N₂) will be conducted in order to elucidate the role of oxygen in the photo-degradation of OLSC thin films. In addition, potential stabilization techniques such as the use of highly transparent protective coatings or the use of stabilizing additives will be explored in order to enhance the lifetime of OLSC devices. As a preliminary study, the compatibility of commercial stabilizing agents (Hindered Amine Light Stabilizers) with the organic dye and the polymeric matrix was tested and showed promising results.
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FABRICATION AND TESTING OF WORKING DEVICES: AN OVERVIEW OF MATERIALS AND METHODS
7.1 INTRODUCTION

In this Chapter, a comprehensive overview of the main experimental methods followed in this work to produce working devices is presented. In particular details are given on all materials, fabrication procedures and electrical characterization methods employed for standard bulk-heterojunction polymer solar cells, inverted-type bulk heterojunction polymer solar cells and thin-film organic luminescent solar concentrators.
7.2 BULK-HETEROJUNCTION POLYMER SOLAR CELLS

In this Section, experimental details on the fabrication of the BHJ polymer solar cells studied in this work will be presented, including aspects related to their electrical characterization. In particular, two distinct solar cell device architectures will be discussed: standard-type and inverted-type BHJ devices.

7.2.1 Standard device architecture

In the most studied polymer solar cells, devices are typically fabricated by simple solution processing of the active layers followed by evaporation of metallic back electrodes, to produce devices with a so-called “standard” architecture where electrons flow from the transparent electrode (anode) to the back electrode (cathode) (Figure 7.1).

![Figure 7.1 Schematization of a standard BHJ PSC device architecture.](image)

A standard geometry is extremely convenient when devices are to be prepared on a laboratory scale, as it represents a suitable standardized platform to investigate materials properties and efficiency.

In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 this type of architecture was employed to study stability and efficiency of PSC devices and in this Section an overview on device preparation and testing will be given.

7.2.1.1 The ITO-glass substrate

In this work all devices were fabricated on pre-patterned ITO-coated glass substrates, having a surface resistivity $R = 20 \, \Omega^{-1}$ (supplied by Thin Film Devices, Inc.). Patterning of the ITO surface is necessary in order to avoid short-circuits.
resulting from electrical connections between front and back electrodes that may occur when contacting the evaporated metallic back electrode. Prior to use, the substrates were cleaned by ultrasonication in 2% Hellmanex soap water for 20 min, and then subjected to successive ultrasonication in de-ionized water (20 min), acetone (20 min) and isopropyl alcohol (20 min). At the end of the cleaning process, the substrates were dried under a stream of nitrogen to eliminate residual solvent on the ITO surface.

7.2.1.2 The PEDOT:PSS layer

In order to improve the surface roughness of the ITO film and to stabilize the electrical contact between the transparent anode and the photoactive layer, a thin film of hole-conducting poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate) PEDOT:PSS (Baytron PH) (Figure 7.2) was spin-coated onto the UV-ozone treated ITO-glass substrates.

![Molecular structure of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate) PEDOT:PSS.](image)

UV-ozone treatment was performed in order to improve the wettability of the ITO thin-film by PEDOS:PSS and was performed in a UV-ozone cleaner for 30 min. The filtered PEDOT:PSS aqueous dispersion (0.45 mm syringe-filters) was spin-coated onto the ITO-glass substrates at 4000 RPM for 40 s followed by baking at 140 °C for 15 min in air, so that complete evaporation of the water could be ensured.

All substrates were then moved to a nitrogen-filled glove box to perform all the following fabrication steps.
7.2.1.3 The photoactive layer

In the most successful PSC devices, the photoactive layer is composed of a blend of a p-type conjugated polymer and an n-type fullerene derivative, forming the so-called donor–acceptor bulk heterojunction (BHJ).\textsuperscript{[1,2]}

In order to produce such BHJ, solutions of polymers and fullerene derivatives need to be prepared. Most of the p-type polymers studied in this PhD thesis were dissolved in a solution of a chlorinated solvent (typically chlorobenzene or o-dichlorobenzene) at a concentration of 15 mg/mL. The same solvent was employed for the n-type fullerene solutions, although a significantly higher solid concentration was used (40 mg/mL) due to the very good solubility of PC\textsubscript{61}BM and PC\textsubscript{71}BM in chlorinated solvents. To ensure complete dissolution of the solid material, the as-prepared solutions were magnetic-stirred overnight at a suitable temperature (typically 110 °C).

In order to eliminate undesirable solid particles in the solution that may spoil the resulting thin film, all solutions (both polymer and fullerene) were passed through a 0.45 μm polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) syringe-filter prior to mixing for the preparation of the blend solutions. When employed, high boiling-point solvent additives (1,8-octanedithiol - ODT, 1,8-diodooctane - DIO, 1,8-dibromooctane - DBO and 1-chloronaphthalene - CN) were added to the respective blend solutions in varying volume concentrations and stirred overnight before spin-coating. During device optimization, different concentrations for the blend solutions and different polymer:acceptor ratios were tested in order to obtain the optimized process conditions.

The polymer:fullerene active layer blend solutions prepared as presented above were spin-coated onto the PEDOT:PSS-covered ITO-glass substrates at 1200 RPM for 40 sec followed by 1 sec (for chlorobenzene solutions) or 4 sec (for o-dichlorobenzene solutions) at 2000 RPM, to produce thin films of varying thicknesses (typically in the order of 100 nm). A longer high rotational-speed spinning time was required for o-dichlorobenzene solutions to achieve dry active layer thin films due to the higher boiling point of this solvent compared to chlorobenzene (180 °C vs. 130 °C, respectively).

7.2.1.4 The metallic back electrode

To complete the PSC device fabrication process, a metallic back electrode needs to be applied on the active layer thin film.

In this work, the evaporated cathode consisted of a bilayer thin film of Ca (20 nm) and Al (100 nm), deposited by thermal evaporation under high vacuum (~10\textsuperscript{-7} Torr). The deposition rate was 1 Å/sec for the Ca layer and 4 Å/sec for the Al layer, respectively. To avoid gradients in layer thickness, the samples were rotated during the deposition process. Typically, it took about 20 min to deposit
the complete back electrode.
A shadow mask was employed to define the active device area, which was measured to be 0.03 cm$^2$. In particular, the layout of the shadow mask afforded eight independent devices on each ITO-glass substrate.
When performed, thermal annealing was carried out by placing the complete device on a temperature controlled hot-plate in N$_2$ atmosphere with the active layer facing up.
A photograph showing typical PSC BHJ devices prepared according to the fabrication procedure detailed in this Section is presented in Figure 7.3.

7.2.1.5 Device testing

The performance of the as-prepared PSC BHJ devices was measured by collecting their current-voltage (J-V) curves under illumination. In particular, a Keithley 2400 source-measure unit was employed under AM 1.5G solar illumination at 100 mW cm$^{-2}$ (1 sun) using a Thermal-Oriel 150 W solar simulator. The calibration of the solar simulator was performed by means of a NREL certified silicon photocell.
In order to collect the J-V characteristics of the PSC devices, voltage scans were performed between -0.2 V and 1.0 V with 10 mV steps on the illuminated device and the current response of devices was recorded.
7.2.2 Inverted device architecture

Although a standard device geometry may be convenient when preparing devices on a laboratory scale, such a device architecture may present some drawbacks when large scale production is considered mainly due to the vacuum processing steps required for back electrode deposition. As a way to overcome these problems, the so-called “inverted” device geometry was introduced, allowing the use of solution-processed rather than vacuum-processed metallic back electrodes.\[3,4\] As shown in Figure 7.4, in this device architecture the transparent electrode works as a cathode, where electron collection takes place. Conversely, the back electrode is responsible for the extraction of holes, thus behaving as anode.

Figure 7.4 Schematization of an inverted PSC device architecture.

In this Section, preliminary results on device processing and testing of inverted PSC structures fabricated in this PhD work are presented. It is worth noticing that all fabrication steps presented in the following Sections were completely performed in air, in order to demonstrate the possibility of producing working PSC devices without the need of any special apparatus for atmosphere control (e.g. oxygen-free environment).

7.2.2.1 The ITO-glass substrate

Similarly to what described in Section 7.2.1, ITO-covered glass substrates (25 mm x 50 mm x 1.1 mm, ITO thickness = 100 nm, supplied by Delta Technologies Ltd.) were thoroughly cleaned and dried for 20 min on a 100 °C hot-plate prior to deposition of the active layers. Both patterned and non-patterned ITO-covered glass substrates were employed in this work to study the effect of ITO patterning on PSC device performance. When performed, patterning of the ITO thin films
was carried out by chemically etching a defined area of the ITO film by means of an aqua regia solution (HNO$_3$/HCl = 25%/75%) under magnetic stirring. An area of the ITO-covered glass was masked with common adhesive tape and the unmasked area of the film was immersed in the aqua regia solution for 5 min until complete ITO etching was achieved.

### 7.2.2.2 The electron transporting layer

Simple ITO is not well suited as an electron collecting electrode in typical polymer:fullerene inverted-type systems due to non-optimized work-function and energy levels alignment. In order to overcome these problems and improve electron extraction, n-type metal oxides are usually deposited onto the ITO film. Among these, titanium oxide (TiO$_x$), cesium carbonate (Cs$_2$CO$_3$) and zinc oxide (ZnO) have been successfully tested.[5-7]

In this work, a low-temperature-annealed sol-gel derived ZnO layer was prepared to be used as electron transporting layer in inverted PSC devices. The ZnO precursor was prepared according to literature[7] by dissolving zinc acetate dihydrate (4.5 mmol) and monoethanolamine (4.5 mmol) in 2-methoxyethanol (0.1 mol) (Figure 7.5).

![Molecular structures of zinc acetate dihydrate, mono-ethanolamine and 2-methoxyethanol](image)

Figure 7.5 Molecular structures of zinc acetate dihydrate, mono-ethanolamine and 2-methoxyethanol.

The sol precursor was maintained under magnetic stirring (600 RPM) overnight to allow for the hydrolysis reaction to occur.

The ZnO precursor solution was spin-coated onto the ITO-glass substrates at 1200 RPM for 40 sec and 2000 RPM for 1 sec. The obtained thin films were annealed on a hot plate for 1 h at 150 °C in air. These processing conditions were selected after analyzing the morphological features of ZnO films annealed for 1 h at both 150 °C and 200 °C by means of atomic force microscopy (AFM). As shown in Figure 7.6, no significant differences were observed in the morphology of 150 °C- and 200°C-annealed ZnO films. In particular, the root mean square (RMS) roughness of the two samples appeared to be comparable (0.36 nm and 0.30 nm for 150 °C- and 200 °C-annealed ZnO films, respectively) and so did their thickness (34 nm for 150 °C annealing and 23 nm 200 °C annealing).
Figure 7.6. Atomic force microscopy topography (a, c) and phase images (b, d) of spin-coated ZnO thin films annealed for 1 h at (a, b) 150 °C and (c, d) 200 °C.

Since no particular differences were observed in the morphological features of the two films and in accordance with the photovoltaic results presented in the literature on similar systems, higher temperature annealing (200 °C) was employed in this work for PSC device fabrication.

7.2.2.3 The photoactive layer

As also presented in Section 7.2.1, a BHJ system was employed for the fabrication of inverted PSC devices. In particular, poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) (Rieke Metals) was chosen as the p-type conjugated polymer and [6,6]-phenyl-C_{61}-butyric acid methyl ester (PC_{61}BM) (Nano-C) was selected as the n-type acceptor molecule. A solution of P3HT in chlorobenzene (23 mg/mL) was prepared and magnetic-stirred overnight at 110 °C. Separately, a chlorobenzene solution of PC_{61}BM (40 mg/mL) was also prepared and allowed to stir overnight at the same temperature, so that complete dissolution could be achieved.
In order to eliminate undesirable solid particles in the solution that may spoil the resulting thin film, all solutions (both polymer and fullerene) were passed through a 0.45 μm PTFE syringe-filter prior to mixing for the preparation of the blend solutions. Two different blend solution concentrations were analyzed, namely 14 mg/mL and 28 mg/mL, while the P3HT:PC$_{61}$BM ratio was set to 1:0.8, according to literature.[8]

The as-prepared polymer:fullerene active layer blend solutions were spin-coated onto the ZnO-covered ITO-glass substrates at 1200 RPM for 40 sec followed by 1 sec at 2000 RPM, to produce thin films with typical thicknesses of about 150-200 nm.

After photoactive layer deposition, thermal annealing was performed by placing the substrates on a hot-plate at 140 °C for 10 min with the active layer facing up. The active layer thin film underwent a change in color upon thermal annealing from dark red to purple, indicating a red-shift of the absorption spectrum resulting from improved π–π stacking of the polymer chains in the thin solid film.

### 7.2.2.4 The hole transporting layer

As hole transporting layer, a PEDOT:PSS (Sigma Aldrich) water dispersion was used. The PEDOT:PSS water dispersion typically possesses a high surface tension, while the photoactive layer typically presents a relatively low surface energy. These characteristics result in poor wetting of the photoactive layer by the PEDOT:PSS dispersion, with detrimental implications in device functioning. To overcome this problem, additives may be included in the PEDOT:PSS dispersion to lower its surface tension.[3,4,9,10]

To this end, a commercial nonionic surfactant (Triton® X100, from here on referred to as X100, Figure 7.7) supplied by Sigma Aldrich was employed in this work in conjunction with PEDOT:PSS to improve wettability of the active layer.

![Figure 7.7. Molecular structure of Triton® X100 (X100).](image)

In particular, a PEDOT:PSS/X100 (100/1 wt. %) was prepared and allowed to magnetic-stir at ambient temperature for 4 h prior to deposition. The X100-modified PEDOT:PSS dispersion was deposited onto the thermally-annealed photoactive layer by spin-coating (1 sec at 2000 RPM followed by 40 sec at 4000 RPM). In order to ensure complete removal of water from the film after spin-coating, the substrates were placed face-up on a hot-plate at 140 °C for 15 min.
7.2.2.5 The metallic back electrode

One of the main advantages of the inverted device architecture is that vacuum deposition of the metallic back electrode can be avoided. In this type of design, the back electrode is deposited onto the hydrophilic PEDOT:PSS layer rather than on the oleophilic photoactive layer, as done for standard-type PSC devices. This difference allows the use of organic solvent-based conductive pastes as back electrode.

Figure 7.8 Experimental blade-coating set-up used in this work for application of the metallic back electrode in inverted PSC devices: a) sample holder, b) close-up of the slot for substrate positioning and c) completed PSC device positioned in the slot.
In this work, PV410 Silver Conductor paste (DuPont) was applied as back electrode on the PEDOT:PSS layer by blade-coating. The deposition of PV410 was carried-out by using a home-built blade-coating apparatus shown in Figure 7.8. This set-up comprises a stainless steel substrate holder that is able to accommodate three substrates at a time. In addition, patterned stainless steel foils (200 mm thick) are used as shadow masks.

The silver paste was applied on each substrate through these shadow masks, each defining a device active area of $3.6 \text{ cm}^2$.

After deposition, the substrates were annealed on a hot plate at 140 °C for 15 min to allow complete curing of the silver paste and guarantee optimal performance. A photograph showing typical inverted PSC BHJ devices prepared according to the fabrication procedure detailed in this Section is presented in Figure 7.9.

![Figure 7.9 Photograph showing a set of typical inverted PSC BHJ devices prepared in this work.](image)

**7.2.2.6 Device testing**

Similarly to what performed on the standard PSC devices (Section 7.2.1), the performance of the as-prepared inverted PSC BHJ devices was measured by collecting their J-V curves under illumination. In particular, a Keithley 2612 source-measure unit was employed under AM 1.5G solar illumination at 100 mW cm$^{-2}$ (1 sun) using an Abet Technologies 150 W solar simulator whose power output was
monitored by means of a power-meter with thermopile sensor (Ophir). In order to collect the J-V characteristic curves of the PSC devices, voltage scans were performed between -0.2 V and 0.8 V with 10 mV steps on the illuminated device and the current response of devices was recorded. All testing was carried-out in air by employing the apparatus shown in Figure 7.10.

![Figure 7.10. Photograph showing the I-V testing apparatus used in this work, comprising a solar simulator and a source-measure unit connected to the device-under-test by means of crocodile clips.](image)

A thorough optimization of inverted-type BHJ PSC device efficiency can be carried-out by independently studying the effect of different device parameters on device performance. In this work, a preliminary study was conducted on the effects on device efficiency of the concentration of the P3HT:PC$_{61}$BM active layer blend solution and of ITO-etching. The results of these preliminary studies are presented in the next Sections.

### 7.2.2.7 Effect of the concentration of the photoactive-layer blend solution

As detailed in Section 7.2.2.3, two different concentrations of the active-layer blend solution were analyzed in this work, namely 14 mg/mL and 28 mg/mL. The effect of this parameter on PSC performance was studied on PSC devices with non-etched ITO layer, so that the etching effect could be evaluated separately in further studies.

The J-V curves of 14 mg/mL and 28 mg/mL devices are shown in Figure 7.11.
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Figure 7.11 J-V curves of P3HT:PC61BM (1:0.8) inverted BHJ PSC devices with active-layer blend concentration of 14 mg/mL and 28 mg/mL in chlorobenzene.

Although a rather poor photovoltaic response is observed for both devices, characterized by low values of fill factor and V<sub>OC</sub>, a significant increase in J<sub>SC</sub> is observed by increasing the blend concentration from 14 mg/mL to 28 mg/mL. As shown in Table 7.1, where the main photovoltaic parameters are shown for these devices, the J<sub>SC</sub> undergoes a three-fold increase when the blend concentration is increased from 14 mg/mL to 28 mg/mL (from - 0.44 mA/cm<sup>2</sup> to - 1.53 mA/cm<sup>2</sup>). This current improvement, together with a significant increase in V<sub>OC</sub>, is the main responsible for the one-order-of-magnitude increase in device efficiency from 0.004% to 0.075%.

Table 7.1 Summary of average photovoltaic parameters for inverted BHJ PSC devices as a function of active layer blend concentration. The P3HT:PC<sub>61</sub>BM ratio is 1:0.8 for all cases. No ITO etching was performed on these devices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blend concentration</th>
<th>V&lt;sub&gt;OC&lt;/sub&gt; (V)</th>
<th>J&lt;sub&gt;SC&lt;/sub&gt; (mA/cm&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;)</th>
<th>FF</th>
<th>PCE (PCE&lt;sub&gt;max&lt;/sub&gt;) (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18 mg/mL</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>- 0.44</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.004 (0.005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 mg/mL</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>- 1.53</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.075 (0.078)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The generally low performance found in both devices may be ascribed to two possible causes. On the one side, degradation pathways may have occurred and negatively affected the performance of the PSC device, as the entire fabrication process was carried-out in ambient air. On the other side, possible short-circuits within the device generating from the electrical connection created between the two electrodes when the back electrode is connected to the measuring unit (by
means of crocodile clips). Indeed, part of the silver layer may scratch and get into contact with the underlying layers down to the ITO thin film. This problem arises from the fact that these cells were fabricated without properly patterning the ITO layer by chemical etching. This effect is analyzed more in detail in the next Section.

### 7.2.2.8 Effect of ITO etching

In order to highlight the importance of patterning the ITO layer to avoid short-circuits within the device under test, ITO-etched inverted P3HT:PC$_{61}$BM PSC devices were tested and compared to the non-etched devices. The J-V curves for these devices are presented in Figure 7.12, while the main device parameters are shown in Table 7.2.

![J-V curves of P3HT:PC$_{61}$BM (1:0.8) inverted BHJ PSC devices with and without etched ITO layer. The blend concentration is for both devices 28 mg/mL.](image)

**Figure 7.12** J-V curves of P3HT:PC$_{61}$BM (1:0.8) inverted BHJ PSC devices with and without etched ITO layer. The blend concentration is for both devices 28 mg/mL.

**Table 7.2** Summary of average photovoltaic parameters for inverted BHJ PSC devices with and without etching of the ITO layer. The P3HT:PC$_{61}$BM ratio and active layer blend concentration are for all devices 1:0.8 and 28 mg/mL, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITO etching</th>
<th>$V_{OC}$ (V)</th>
<th>$J_{SC}$ (mA/cm$^2$)</th>
<th>FF</th>
<th>PCE ($PCE_{max}$) (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>-1.53</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.075 (0.078)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>-3.16</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.49 (0.55)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While the non-etched device is characterized by low $V_{OC}$ and fill factor, significant improvements are observed when ITO-patterning is performed. In particular, a large increase in $V_{OC}$ is observed up to a value of approximately 0.5 V which is in
line with values reported in the literature for similar BHJ systems.\cite{8} In addition, the $J_{SC}$ also improves significantly, leading to a maximum device efficiency approaching 0.6%.

Although this value of device PCE is still much lower than state of the art P3HT:PC$_{61}$BM device efficiencies which exhibit PCEs in the order of 5%\cite{11}, the preliminary work carried-out in this PhD project demonstrates that perfectly working PSC devices can be relatively easily fabricated in air without the use of any vacuum step such as the thermal evaporation of the metallic back electrode. Therefore large and complex laboratory apparatuses can be avoided to some extent and techniques more easily scalable to industrial level can be used as an alternative to fabricate working PSC devices.

In particular, reasonable values of device efficiencies could be achieved by deposition of the metallic electrode via blade coating and a good level of reproducibility could be obtained.

Further work will need to be carried-out on PSC device fabrication and assembly, with particular emphasis on the optimization of device performance and environmental stability.
7.3 THIN-FILM ORGANIC LUMINESCENT SOLAR CONCENTRATORS

In this Section, details on the materials used for organic luminescent solar concentrator (OLSC) and on their fabrication steps are presented. In addition, preliminary results on photovoltaic tests performed on working devices are also reported.

7.3.1 Polymer matrix

Poly(methyl-methacrylate) - PMMA represents an ideal host material for OLSC construction mainly due to its high transparency, suitable refractive index and because of the ease of incorporation of organic fluorophores into the material. The structures of poly(methyl-methacrylate) is shown in Figure 7.13, while its UV-vis absorption spectrum is presented in Figure 7.14.

![Molecular structure of poly(methyl-methacrylate)](image)

Figure 7.13 Molecular structure of poly(methyl-methacrylate).

![UV-vis absorption spectrum of poly(methyl-methacrylate)](image)

Figure 7.14 UV-vis absorption spectrum of poly(methyl-methacrylate) - PMMA.

As presented in Chapter 2, PMMA in OLSC technology can either be employed as a dye-doped bulk plate or as a dye-doped thin-film deposited onto a transparent substrate such as glass. In this work, thin-film OLSC were fabricated and studied, as it was proposed that this configuration may reduce reabsorption losses by...
allowing the re-emitted photons to be trapped mainly in the undoped substrate and spend a large proportion of their path inside of it.\textsuperscript{[12-14]}

### 7.3.2 Organic luminescent dye

Luminescent species dissolved in the carrier matrix absorb incident light and isotropically re-emit it at longer wavelengths. Ideally the energy of the emitted photons should be slightly higher than the band gap of the attached solar cells so as to yield near-unity conversion efficiency. In this work, a commercially available organic dye was employed (Lumogen F Red 305, by BASF, from here on referred to as LR305), presenting a perylene-based structure (see Figure 7.15).

![Molecular structure of Lumogen F Red 305](image)

Figure 7.15. Molecular structure of Lumogen F Red 305.

This dye exhibits high luminescent quantum yield (LQY > 90\%, as given by the supplier) together with high solubility in the PMMA polymeric matrix as well as in common organic solvents.

The LQY is partly dependent on the Stokes shift of the organic dye, i.e. on the difference in wavelength between its absorption and emission peak maxima. The organic luminescent dye employed in this work exhibits a rather high Stokes shift (~ 40 nm), as shown in Figure 7.16 where the normalized absorption and emission spectra are presented.
Figure 7.16 Normalized absorption and emission spectra of the organic dye molecule employed in this work (LR305).

7.3.3 Solar cells

In this work, the silicon solar cells to be coupled to the OLSC thin films were fabricated by Silonex Inc. (SLSD-71N400) and presented the following outer dimensions: 25.4 mm (width) x 2.5 mm (height) x 1.0 mm (thickness), with a photo-active area of 45.2 mm². The silicon solar cells were provided cabled, so that electrical testing could be easily carried-out. The main motivations for choosing this type of cells were their size, suitable for mounting on the edges of a glass-based OLSC (typical edge dimensions of 25 mm x 1 mm) and their commercial availability. A photograph showing several of these cells is shown in Figure 7.17.

According to manufacturer’s specifications, these cells present a typical sensitivity spectral range spanning from 400 nm to 1100 nm, with a peak sensitivity reported at 930 nm, where a maximum spectral response of 0.55 A/W is found. The spectral response (SR) at a given wavelength is defined as:

$$SR(\lambda) = \frac{J_{ph}(\lambda)}{I(\lambda)} \quad \text{(Equation 7.1)}$$

where $J_{ph}(\lambda)$ [units A/m²] is the total photogenerated short-circuit current density at a given wavelength $\lambda$ and $I(\lambda)$ [units W/m²] is the spectral irradiance of the incident light.
The characteristic I-V curve for a typical solar cell employed in this work, tested under AM 1.5G simulated sunlight, is shown in Figure 7.18 where the dark characteristic curve is also shown for reference.

The solar cells tested in this work presented an average $I_{sc}$ of -14 mA, an average $V_{oc}$ of 0.55 V, an average FF of 58%, resulting in an average PCE of 9.5%.
7.3.4 Bonding material

In order to guarantee optimal performance, solar cells must be optically matched to the edges of the glass-substrate where the OLSC thin film is deposited on. In addition, they must also be firmly held and able to withstand normal handling during testing. One way to provide both good optical coupling and mechanical support for the PV cells is to permanently glue them to the edge of the OLSC thin film glass substrate by means of a polymeric adhesive.

In this work, the bonding was performed by means of a commercial hotmelt thermosoftening polyurethane adhesive (Krystalflex PE399, by Huntsman Polyurethanes) 0.5 mm thick, which was cut into small strips the same size as the OLSC glass substrate edge (typically 25 mm x 1 mm), as shown in Figure 7.19.

Figure 7.19. Photograph showing strips of the hotmelt polyurethane adhesive employed in this work as solar cell-OLSC bonding material.

When heated above its softening temperature (80 °C, 140 °C), the polyurethane adhesive undergoes melting and becomes transparent, thus matching its refractive index (n = 1.49) to the refractive index of glass.
7.3.5 OLSC device assembly

All thin-film OLSC devices fabricated and tested in this work were fabricated on glass substrates. Firstly, solid PMMA chips were dissolved in chloroform under magnetic stirring. After complete dissolution was achieved (2 h), the organic luminescent dye was added to the solution and allowed to dissolve completely (3 h under magnetic stirring). During device optimization, different concentrations of PMMA in chloroform and different concentrations of dye in PMMA were tested in order to obtain the optimized process conditions, and the experiments were repeated multiple times to ensure data reproducibility.

The solutions of dye-doped PMMA in chloroform were spin-coated onto glass substrates (1200 RPM, 40 sec) and allowed to dry out in air before further processing to form the thin-film OLSC. A photograph showing a set of thin-film OLSCs used in this work is presented in Figure 7.20.

![Figure 7.20. Photograph showing a set of OLSC thin films deposited onto glass substrate.](image)

Such thin-film OLSCs were then coupled to a Si solar cell so that one edge of the rigid glass substrate was connected to the photoactive area of the PV cell. In order to perform the bonding process, the silicon solar cell was positioned face-up on a 130 °C hot-plate and the polyurethane adhesive film was subsequently placed on the solar cell photoactive face. Once softening of the polyurethane film was achieved (approximately 5 min at 130 °C), one edge of the OLSC glass substrate was manually pressed onto the adhesive film for about 1 min to ensure a good optical contact with the solar cell. The OLSC system was then allowed to cool down to room temperature so that hardening of the polyurethane could be achieved. This ensured firm bonding between the solar cell and the thin-film OLSC and good handling resistance.
During the bonding process, particular care was taken in ensuring perfect 90° alignment between the solar cell plane and the OLSC plane to prevent losses of light travelling from the luminescent plate to the solar cell and avoid inaccuracies in the I-V tests. In particular, a steel square was used as a guide during the press-curing process, so that good heat transfer could be ensured between the hot plate and the polyurethane adhesive together with excellent control of the overall planarity of the system (Figure 7.21).

Figure 7.21. Photograph showing the bonding process, where the glass-based OLSC thin film is attached to a silicon solar cell by means of a polyurethane adhesive by press-curing at 130 °C.
7.3.6 OLSC device testing

The current-voltage (I-V) curves of the illuminated OLSC/solar cell systems (from here on referred to as OLSC device) were collected by means of a Keithley 2612 source-measure unit under AM 1.5G solar illumination at 100 mW/cm² (1 sun) (Abet Technologies 150 W solar simulator). I-V testing was carried-out by performing scans between -0.2 V and 0.6 V with 10 mV steps on the illuminated device and by recording the current response. The solar simulator power output was monitored by means of a power-meter with thermopile sensor (Ophir). The electrical connection between the PV cells and the source-measure unit was performed by means of crocodile clips. A photograph of the I-V testing apparatus is shown in Figure 7.9.

The OLSC performance was evaluated by comparing the photovoltaic response of the illuminated PV cell with that of the OLSC device (including PV cell bonded to the OLSC thin film).

The I-V curve of a typical OLSC device under solar light illumination is shown in Figure 7.22, where the I-V curve of a typical silicon solar cell is also reported for comparison.

By connecting the OLSC thin film to the silicon solar cell, a significant increase in PCE is reported, mainly resulting from an increase in short-circuit current ISC. This clearly indicates that the addition of the OLSC thin film to the solar cell allows a larger amount of photons to be harvested and subsequently directed towards the solar cell. These photons can be converted by the attached solar cell into electrical charges, thus improving the efficiency of the simple solar cell.

![I-V curves of a representative OLSC device and of a silicon solar cell. DISC represents the difference in short-circuit current between OLSC device and PV cell.](image)

In order to estimate the efficiency of OLSC devices, two different approaches were used. A first estimate was given by calculating the absolute power conversion...
efficiency of the OLSC device $\eta_{\text{ABS}}^{\text{OLSC}}$, according to the following equation:[15,16]

$$\eta_{\text{ABS}}^{\text{OLSC}} = \frac{\text{FF}^{\text{OLSC}} \left( \frac{I_{\text{SC}}^{\text{OLSC}}}{A^{\text{OLSC}}} \right) V_{\text{OC}}^{\text{OLSC}}}{P_{\text{IN}}}$$ \hspace{1cm} (Equation 7.2)

where $\text{FF}^{\text{OLSC}}$, $I_{\text{SC}}^{\text{OLSC}}$, $V_{\text{OC}}^{\text{OLSC}}$, $A^{\text{OLSC}}$ are the fill factor, the short-circuit current, the open-circuit voltage and the active area of the OLSC device, where $A^{\text{OLSC}} = 13.45 \text{ cm}^2$.

This parameter represents the actual efficiency of the OLSC device and takes into account the contribution to photon absorption of the surface area of the OLSC thin film, thus allowing comparisons between OLSC devices with different OLSC thin film dimensions and equal solar cell type.

As shown in Figure 7.22, the incorporation of an OLSC thin film to a solar cell leads to an efficiency gain ($\Delta h$) mainly resulting from an increase in $I_{\text{SC}}$. This $\Delta h$ can be calculated as follows:

$$\Delta h = \frac{\eta_{\text{REL}}^{\text{OLSC}} - \eta_{\text{CELL}}^{\text{CELL}}}{\eta_{\text{CELL}}} = \frac{\text{FF}^{\text{OLSC}}}{\text{FF}^{\text{CELL}}} \frac{I_{\text{SC}}^{\text{OLSC}}}{I_{\text{SC}}^{\text{CELL}}} \frac{V_{\text{OC}}^{\text{OLSC}}}{V_{\text{OC}}^{\text{CELL}}} - 1 \approx \frac{I_{\text{SC}}^{\text{OLSC}}}{I_{\text{SC}}^{\text{CELL}}} - 1$$ \hspace{1cm} (Equation 7.3)

where $\eta_{\text{CELL}}$ is the power conversion efficiency of the solar cell calculated as:

$$\eta_{\text{CELL}} = \frac{\text{FF}^{\text{CELL}} \left( \frac{I_{\text{SC}}^{\text{CELL}}}{A^{\text{CELL}}} \right) V_{\text{OC}}^{\text{CELL}}}{P_{\text{IN}}}$$ \hspace{1cm} (Equation 7.4)

and $\eta_{\text{REL}}^{\text{OLSC}}$ is the relative power conversion efficiency of the OLSC device calculated as:

$$\eta_{\text{REL}}^{\text{OLSC}} = \frac{\text{FF}^{\text{OLSC}} \left( \frac{I_{\text{SC}}^{\text{OLSC}}}{A^{\text{OLSC}}} \right) V_{\text{OC}}^{\text{OLSC}}}{P_{\text{IN}}}$$ \hspace{1cm} (Equation 7.5)

where $A^{\text{CELL}}$ is the active area of the silicon solar cell ($A^{\text{CELL}} = 45.2 \text{ mm}^2$).

The relative power conversion efficiency of the OLSC device $\eta_{\text{REL}}^{\text{OLSC}}$ gives a measure of the power conversion efficiency of the solar cell after coupling with the OLSC thin film. Therefore, by calculating the efficiency gain $\Delta h$ defined in Equation 7.3 it is possible to evaluate the variation of the photovoltaic properties of the illuminated solar cell after addition of the OLSC thin film. In particular, for positive values of $\Delta h$, the use of an OLSC device yields a positive efficiency gain.

In order to ensure reproducibility during measurements, I-V tests on each
condition were performed on three different devices, and for each device, I-V measurements were repeated five times. Therefore, each tested condition was defined by averages of 15 measured values. In addition, during testing each OLSC device was placed onto a white mat cloth that acted as a distributed Bragg backreflector, so that losses due to light exiting the back of the illuminated OLSC device could be limited.

A thorough optimization of OLSC device efficiency can be performed by independently studying the effect of different device parameters on device performance. In this work, a preliminary parametric study was conducted on the effects on OLSC device efficiency of the concentration of the organic luminescent dye in the OLSC thin film and of the thickness of the OLSC thin film. The results of these parametric studies are presented in the next Sections.

### 7.3.6.1 Effect of the concentration of the organic dye in the OLSC thin film

The concentration of the organic dye with respect to PMMA in the OLSC thin film was systematically varied from 2% wt. to 12% wt. at constant PMMA concentration in solution (10% vol. in CHCl₃) and the resulting performance of the OLSC device was evaluated in terms of photovoltaic response. The thickness of the OLSC thin film (5 mm), measured by optical profilometry (Microfocus, UBM), was found to be independent on dye concentration, as expected.

Firstly, bare silicon solar cells were tested in order to obtain the photovoltaic parameters needed as reference in the studies of the OLSC devices. In particular, a set of twenty-one solar cells was analyzed for this study, divided into seven groups of three solar cells each. Each group was assigned to a specific dye concentration. After testing, each solar cell was coupled to an OLSC thin film with a given dye concentration, and the I-V characteristics of the resulting OLSC devices were collected under simulated sunlight.

The variations of $\Delta \eta$ and $\eta^{(\text{OLSC})}$ at increasing organic dye concentration are presented in Figure 7.23, where the corresponding I-V curves are also reported.
While the fill factor and the $V_{OC}$ of the OLSC devices do not vary significantly at increasing dye concentration, a maximum is found for $I_{SC}$ for a dye concentration of 5%. Accordingly, a maximum of $\Delta \eta$ and $\eta_{ABS}^{(\text{OLSC})}$ is also found for this concentration value. These trends can be better clarified by examining the photovoltaic parameters of the OLSC devices at increasing dye concentration, which are summarized in Table 7.3.

Table 7.3 Summary of main photovoltaic parameters for OLSC devices as a function of organic dye concentration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dye Concentration</th>
<th>$V_{OC}^{(\text{OLSC})}$ [V]</th>
<th>$FF^{(\text{OLSC})}$</th>
<th>$I_{SC}^{(\text{OLSC})}$ [mA]</th>
<th>$\eta^{(\text{OLSC})}$ [%]</th>
<th>$\eta_{REL}$ [%]</th>
<th>$\Delta \eta$ [%]</th>
<th>$\eta_{ABS}^{(\text{OLSC})}$ [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LR305_2%</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>58.09</td>
<td>-18.42</td>
<td>13.00 ± 0.24</td>
<td>32.89</td>
<td>0.43 ± 0.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR305_4%</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>60.33</td>
<td>-18.42</td>
<td>13.47 ± 0.50</td>
<td>35.81</td>
<td>0.44 ± 0.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR305_5%</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>59.05</td>
<td>-18.95</td>
<td>13.58 ± 1.33</td>
<td>40.29</td>
<td>0.45 ± 0.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR305_7%</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>59.08</td>
<td>-17.57</td>
<td>12.47 ± 1.38</td>
<td>30.48</td>
<td>0.41 ± 0.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR305_8%</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>58.11</td>
<td>-17.59</td>
<td>12.00 ± 0.24</td>
<td>30.37</td>
<td>0.39 ± 0.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR305_10%</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>58.27</td>
<td>-14.85</td>
<td>9.96 ± 0.74</td>
<td>8.94</td>
<td>0.33 ± 0.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR305_12%</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>58.96</td>
<td>-13.29</td>
<td>9.14 ± 1.48</td>
<td>-5.05</td>
<td>0.30 ± 0.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both $\Delta \eta$ and $\eta_{ABS}^{(\text{OLSC})}$ increase for dye concentrations up to 5%, where a maximum efficiency gain of 40.29% is found. For the same dye concentration the absolute OLSC device efficiency $\eta_{ABS}^{(\text{OLSC})}$ reaches a maximum value of 0.45%. For higher dye concentrations, the performance of the OLSC device decreases down to a minimum of $\eta_{ABS}^{(\text{OLSC})} = 0.30\%$ for 12% LR305 in PMMA, where a negative efficiency gain $\Delta \eta$ is observed (-5.05%).

These results may be explained by considering two distinct effects of the dye concentration on OLSC device operation. The increase of OLSC device efficiency at low dye concentrations (up to 5%) may be ascribed to a progressive increase of the amount of photons reaching the solar cell, resulting from the higher amount of
luminescent species in the OLSC thin film that are responsible for the absorption of the incident light and for its re-emission. However, a further increase in the concentration of the organic dye in the OLSC thin film may lead to a progressive increase of re-absorption phenomena occurring between adjacent dye molecules, which result in a reduction of the actual number of photons reaching the solar cell.

The negative $\Delta \eta$ value found for LR305_12% (-5.05%) clearly indicates that for such a high dye concentration the addition of an OLSC thin film is detrimental to the operation of the solar cell. In particular, a higher solar cell efficiency would be obtained by simply shining sunlight on the photoactive area of the bare PV cell.

As already stated in Chapter 2, the value of $\eta_{\text{ABS}}^{(\text{OLSC})}$ strongly depends on different OLSC parameters, the most influent being OLSC dimensions and type of solar cells employed. For this reason, it is inappropriate to directly compare the absolute OLSC device efficiencies reported in this Section with record literature data, most of which are measured on systems employing different and more performing solar cells (e.g., GaAs, CIGS or CdTe). Conversely, it is more convenient to consider the relative efficiency increment $\Delta \eta$ which gives a measure of the increase in efficiency experienced by the solar cell when coupled to the OLSC plate.

### 7.3.6.2 Effect of OLSC thin film thickness

The effect of film thickness on OLSC device performance can in principle be analyzed either by varying the concentration of PMMA in the CHCl$_3$ solution or by changing the rotational speed of the spin-coating process. As changes in spin-coating speed may also lead to changes in the surface morphology of the OLSC thin film, in this work the OLSC thickness was varied by systematically changing the PMMA solution concentration. In particular, the concentration of PMMA in CHCl$_3$ was increased from 1% vol. to 20% vol. Conversely, the concentration of the organic dye in PMMA was maintained constant and equal to 5% wt., that represents the value at which the best OLSC device efficiency was found in the previous study on dye concentration (Section 7.3.6.1). The thickness of the resulting thin films was measured by optical profilometry and varied between 100 nm and 7 mm.

Similarly to what performed in the study on organic dye concentration, bare silicon solar cells were initially tested to record the photovoltaic parameters needed as reference for the OLSC devices. Also in this study, a set of twenty-one solar cells was analyzed, divided into seven groups of three solar cells each. Each group was assigned to a specific PMMA concentration. Once I-V testing on bare solar cells was performed, OLSC devices were fabricated and then I-V tested under simulated sunlight.

Figure 7.24 shows the variation of $\Delta \eta$ and $\eta_{\text{ABS}}^{(\text{OLSC})}$ at increasing PMMA concentration.
For ease of reference the corresponding I-V curves are also presented. By increasing the concentration of PMMA in CHCl₃ solution, a progressive increase in OLSC device efficiency is reported, both in terms of $\eta_{\text{ABS}}^{(\text{OLSC})}$ and $\Delta \eta$. Such an increase is reflected in a noticeable increase in $I_{\text{SC}}$ of OLSC devices, as apparent from Figure 7.24b. For PMMA concentrations higher than 10%, a plateau is reached where the OLSC efficiency appears to be essentially independent on PMMA concentration.

This behavior can be clarified by considering the dependence of both $\eta_{\text{ABS}}^{(\text{OLSC})}$ and $\Delta \eta$ on the thickness of the OLSC thin film. As shown in Table 7.4, where measured thicknesses of the OLSC thin films studied in this Section are presented together with the main photovoltaic parameters of the corresponding OLSC devices, the progressive increase of PMMA concentration in CHCl₃ solution leads to a gradual increase in the OLSC thin film thickness. However, for PMMA concentrations higher than 10%, no significant changes are found in OLSC thin film thickness.

Accordingly, a plateau is observed in Figure 7.24a for $\eta_{\text{ABS}}^{(\text{OLSC})}$ and $\Delta \eta$ at PMMA concentrations higher than 10% vol. in PMMA, indicating that constant OLSC thin film thickness results in constant OLSC device performance, provided that the organic dye concentration is also constant.

![Figure 7.24. (a) Variation of $\Delta \eta$ and $\eta_{\text{ABS}}^{(\text{OLSC})}$ at increasing organic PMMA concentration; (b) I-V curves of OLSC devices at increasing PMMA concentration.](image)

Table 7.4 Summary of OLSC thin film thicknesses and main photovoltaic parameters for OLSC devices as a function of PMMA concentration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PMMA</th>
<th>Thick. [µm]</th>
<th>$V_{\text{OC}}^{(\text{OLSC})}$ [V]</th>
<th>$F_{\text{FF}}^{(\text{OLSC})}$</th>
<th>$I_{\text{SC}}^{(\text{OLSC})}$ [mA]</th>
<th>$\eta^{(\text{OLSC})}$ [REL]</th>
<th>$\Delta \eta$ [%]</th>
<th>$\eta_{\text{ABS}}^{(\text{OLSC})}$ [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0.1±0.02</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>57.29</td>
<td>-9.27</td>
<td>5.94±1.66</td>
<td>-32.03</td>
<td>0.20±0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5%</td>
<td>0.3±0.05</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>55.02</td>
<td>-15.64</td>
<td>9.81±1.51</td>
<td>16.50</td>
<td>0.32±0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.5%</td>
<td>3.5±0.09</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>59.47</td>
<td>-17.64</td>
<td>12.74±0.76</td>
<td>32.45</td>
<td>0.42±0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>5.0±0.07</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>59.06</td>
<td>-18.95</td>
<td>13.58±1.33</td>
<td>40.29</td>
<td>0.45±0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.5%</td>
<td>6.0±0.10</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>59.66</td>
<td>-18.45</td>
<td>13.59±1.21</td>
<td>33.40</td>
<td>0.45±0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15%</td>
<td>6.0±0.09</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>57.81</td>
<td>-18.31</td>
<td>12.51±0.54</td>
<td>34.30</td>
<td>0.41±0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
<td>7.0±0.13</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>59.37</td>
<td>-19.28</td>
<td>14.03±1.08</td>
<td>41.37</td>
<td>0.46±0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It is worth noticing that in this work only OLSC thin film thicknesses up to 7 nm were analyzed, mainly due to limitations caused by the deposition technique employed to fabricate the OLSC devices. Indeed, spin-coating is typically used to achieve film thicknesses in the range of 10 nm – 10 µm, while for significantly thicker films other deposition techniques may be more suitable. In line with this observation, further studies will be carried-out to better explore the effect of film thickness on OLSC device performance by using different deposition methods such as blade coating.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
8.1 POLYMER SOLAR CELLS

8.1.1 Photo-chemical stability of p-conjugated polymers

A study was carried out on the photo-chemical stability of a model p-conjugated polymer (poly(3-hexyl-thiophene) - P3HT) used in PSC devices. The results obtained from this study showed that:

• the polymer exhibits substantial instability to photo-oxidative degradation when exposed as thin solid film to simulated sunlight in air;
• significant modifications to the chemical structure of P3HT occur as a result of its photo-instability;
• a two-step degradation mechanism can be invoked, involving side-chain scission with formation of carbonyl species and aperture of the thiophene ring with formation of thioesters;
• higher polymer regioregularity enhances polymer photo-stability, likely because of the presence of a higher degree of crystallinity in the polymer;
• the addition of multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) to P3HT slows down considerably the degradation rate of the polymer, likely due to the radical scavenging properties of MWCNT.

These findings contribute to increase the molecular understanding on the photo-degradation behavior of P3HT and give suggestions on potential routes for improving its stability.

8.1.2 Morphological stability of high-efficiency PSC devices

The synthesis and characterization of a series of photocrosslinkable low-bandgap conjugated polymers for use in BHJ PSCs was presented, in the attempt to improve long-term morphological stability of devices, while preserving high efficiency. The results of this work showed that:

• incorporation of these photocrosslinked polymers with fullerene derivatives in optimized BHJ devices leads to thermally-stable highly-efficient PSC devices. In particular, it was demonstrated that after 72 h of thermal annealing at 150 °C, a stable PCE of 4.7% was obtained in devices containing photocrosslinked polymer and PC_{71}BM in the active layer, mainly due to preservation of an optimal BHJ morphology following photocrosslinking;
• careful control of the crosslinking moiety content in the conjugated polymer is critical to achieve optimal device performance;
• the type of fullerene molecule appears to influence the morphological
stability of the photo-active layer. In particular, photocrosslinked PC$_{71}$BM devices outperform PC$_{61}$BM devices both in efficiency and thermal stability, suggesting that in addition to increased light absorption with respect to PC$_{61}$BM, PC$_{71}$BM may be able to provide morphological stability of the active layer at high temperature;

- surface analysis via AFM corroborates the trends observed from the photovoltaic tests.

These findings provide important guidelines for the design and development of PSC materials with high efficiency and improved morphological stability.

### 8.1.3 Efficient PSC devices incorporating new low-bandgap conjugated polymers

The characterization and PSC device performance of a series of new isothianaphthene (ITN)-based low-bandgap co-polymers was presented. These co-polymers possessed different electron-withdrawing substituents on the ITN acceptor co-monomer, namely an ester, an imide and a nitrile functionality. The results of this work showed that:

- the electron-withdrawing character of functional groups present on the acceptor co-monomer can strongly influence the polymer electronic behavior. In particular, ester and imide based polymers behave as p-type materials, while the nitrile-based polymer exhibits an n-type character;
- extensive optimization of device parameters allows to fabricate PC$_{61}$BM-based BHJ PSC devices with power conversion efficiencies as high as 2.7% and 3.1%, using ester- and imide-based ITN co-polymer, respectively;
- optimized bilayer devices can be fabricated with PCEs approaching 0.3% by employing the nitrile-functionalized ITN co-polymer as the n-type material coupled to POPT functioning as the p-type material.

These findings demonstrate that the electronic nature of conducting co-polymers can be systematically controlled by simply altering the electron withdrawing functionalities on the acceptor co-monomer. The new monomers presented in this study, along with an understanding of the effect of electron-withdrawing substituents on PSC polymer properties, may help to guide the future design of acceptor monomers to be used in high-performing low bandgap co-polymers.

### 8.1.4 Processing of inverted PSC devices

A preliminary study on inverted PSCs was carried-out aimed at exploring novel processing techniques compatible with large-scale production of PSC devices. As alternative to thermal evaporation, an Ag paste was used as metallic back-electrode, deposited onto the device by blade-coating. Both device fabrication and
testing were completely performed in ambient air and PCEs in the order of 0.5% were achieved on large area (3.6 cm²) PSC devices. These results demonstrate the possibility of producing working PSC devices in air with no need of vacuum processing steps.

8.1.5 Suggestions for future work

According to the results on photo-stability, MWCNTs appear to be promising candidates for improving P3HT lifetime. Further studies can be conducted in order to clarify this aspect and to explore the potential use of MWCNT as alternative n-type material in BHJ organic photovoltaics.

In the attempt to attain better photostability of the p-type polymer, appropriate protective chemical additives may be employed, such as hindered amine light stabilizers, radical scavengers, oxygen scavengers, UV-absorbers.

In addition, protective coatings may be applied on the PSC device. These coatings need to exhibit very low permeability to oxygen and water as well as good mechanical resistance to allow sufficient protection of the device photo-active layer. A potentially attractive technique to prepare this type of coatings is the sol-gel technology.

Finally, further studies on the potential use of novel processing techniques to fabricate inverted PSC devices can be carried-out. Among these, screen printing, ink-jet printing and doctor blading represent promising approaches to study the photovoltaic response of the actual PSC device on both rigid and flexible substrates.
8.2 ORGANIC LUMINESCENT SOLAR CONCENTRATORS

8.2.1 Photo-chemical stability of organic materials for OLSCs

A study on the photo-chemical stability of a thin-film OLSC device was presented, consisting of a perylene-based luminescent organic dye dissolved into a polymeric matrix (PMMA). The results of the degradation study showed that:

- the host matrix (PMMA) exhibits substantial instability to photo-oxidative degradation, with formation of oxidized species following exposure to UV-light in air;
- the photo-stability of PMMA appears to improve by addition of the organic luminescent dye, as a significantly lower degradation rate is observed in dye-doped PMMA films compared to PMMA-only films. This result may be attributed to the UV-absorbing properties of the organic dye that may prevent high-energy photons from interacting with the polymeric matrix, thus effectively reducing the degradation rate of PMMA thin films;
- significant modifications to the molecular structure of the organic dye are observed upon UV-irradiation;
- a degradation mechanism for the dye molecule can be invoked, initiating with the disruption of the lateral substituents attached to the perylene core of the dye molecule, as they were found to be more prone to photo-degradation than the central core;
- degradation of the organic dye are observed both in dye-only films and in OLSC films, although different degradation rates are found for these two systems. In particular, significantly faster modifications to the spectroscopic characteristics of the organic dye are found in OLSC films compared to dye-only films. This result may be correlated to the different state of aggregation of the dye molecule in the two systems.

These findings lead to a deeper understanding of the degradation behavior of light-exposed OLSC materials and may help to develop efficient strategies to lengthen OLSC lifetime.

8.2.2 Efficiency of OLSC devices

A preliminary parametric study on the efficiency of a working OLSC device coupled to a c-Si solar cell tested under simulated sunlight was presented. Device parameters such as the organic dye concentration and the thickness of the thin-film OLSC were analyzed and successively optimized. The results showed that a maximum efficiency gain of over 40% can be achieved after the integration of
the c-Si solar cell with the OLSC thin-film as a result of careful control of device parameters. These findings provide useful guidelines for the fabrication of efficient OLSC devices.

8.2.3 Suggestions for future work

In order to elucidate the effect of oxygen in the photo-degradation process of the OLSC thin films, further tests in controlled atmosphere (O₂, N₂) can be conducted. In addition, degradation studies of the integrated OLSC device (OLSC thin film, bonding agent and c-Si solar cell) can be carried out in milder irradiation conditions, such as for instance in a weather-o-meter set-up. Furthermore, potential stabilization techniques such as the use of highly transparent protective coatings or the use of stabilizing additives may be explored in order to enhance the lifetime of OLSC devices.

Another approach to lengthen device lifetime is represented by the use of hybrid structures to form modified glasses to incorporate fluorophores via the sol-gel technique. Different parameters characteristic of the sol-gel technique can be tuned to achieve desired properties, such as for instance the modulation of the refractive index of the host matrix. This parameter in particular may be also beneficial to reduction of escape-cone losses, thus leading to improved OLSC device efficiency. To this end, further tests also need to be performed on other device parameters, such as for instance the geometric factor (OLSC top surface to solar cell active area) to optimize the performance of the OLSC device.

Finally, the incorporation of quantum dots in the host matrix may represent a promising strategy to minimize fluorophore degradation.
APPENDIX A: LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFM</td>
<td>Atomic Force Microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM 1.5G</td>
<td>Air Mass 1.5 Global solar spectral irradiance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A&lt;sub&gt;(CELL)&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Active area of solar cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A&lt;sub&gt;(LSC)&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Top surface area of the LSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A&lt;sub&gt;(OLSC)&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Top surface area of the OLSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDT</td>
<td>Benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b']dithiophene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BHJ</td>
<td>Bulk heterojunction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB</td>
<td>Chlorobenzene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN</td>
<td>1-chloronaphthalene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td>Cyclic voltammetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C&lt;sub&gt;60&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Buckminsterfullerene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBO</td>
<td>1,8-dibromooctane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCB</td>
<td>o-dichlorobenzene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIO</td>
<td>1,8-diiodooctane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPE</td>
<td>Di-phenyl-ether</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSC</td>
<td>Differential Scanning Calorimetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δη</td>
<td>Efficiency gain of OLSC device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E&lt;sub&gt;g&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Energy bandgap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>η&lt;sub&gt;(LSC)_{ABS}&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Absolute power conversion efficiency of LSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>η&lt;sub&gt;(OLSC)_{ABS}&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Absolute power conversion efficiency of OLSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>η&lt;sub&gt;(OLSC)_{REL}&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Relative power conversion efficiency of OLSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FF</td>
<td>Fill factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FF&lt;sub&gt;(OLSC)&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Fill factor of OLSC device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTIR</td>
<td>Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPC</td>
<td>Gel Permeation Chromatography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALS</td>
<td>Hindered amine light stabilizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOMO</td>
<td>Highest occupied molecular orbital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I&lt;sub&gt;SC&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Short circuit current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I&lt;sub&gt;SC&lt;/sub&gt;&lt;sub&gt;(OLSC)&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Short circuit current of OLSC device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITN</td>
<td>Isothianaphthene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITO</td>
<td>Indium-Tin Oxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J&lt;sub&gt;SC&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Short circuit current density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSC</td>
<td>Luminescent solar concentrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUMO</td>
<td>Lowest unoccupied molecular orbital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR305</td>
<td>Lumogen® F Red 305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMA</td>
<td>Methyl methacrylate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWCNT</td>
<td>Multi-walled carbon nanotubes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODT</td>
<td>1,8-octanedithiol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLSC</td>
<td>Organic luminescent solar concentrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLSC-TF</td>
<td>Organic luminescent solar concentrator thin film</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPV</td>
<td>Organic photovoltaics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
P3HT  Poly(3-hexyl thiophene)
PCE  Power conversion efficiency
PC_{61}BM  [6,6]-phenyl-C_{61}-butyric acid methyl ester
PC_{71}BM  [6,6]-phenyl-C_{71}-butyric acid methyl ester
PDI  Perylene-diimide
PEDOT:PSS  Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):
           poly(styrene sulfonate)
PITN  Poly(isothianaphthene)
PMMA  Poly(methyl methacrylate)
POPT  Poly(3-(4-n-octyl)-phenylthiophene)
PSC  Polymer solar cell
PV  Photovoltaics
T_c  Crystallization temperature
T_g  Glass transition temperature
T_m  Melting temperature
TPD  Thieno[3,4-c]pyrrole-4,6-dione
V_{OC}  Open circuit voltage
V_{(OLSC)}_{OC}  Open circuit voltage of OLSC device
XL  Crosslinking
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Degradation and stabilization of poly(3-hexylthiophene) thin films for photovoltaic applications

Gianmarco Griffini · Stefano Turri · Marinella Levi

Abstract  Polymer-based solar cells (PSC) represent a promising technology in the field of photovoltaics, although they still suffer from poor environmental stability. Poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) is one of the most commonly employed electron-donor materials for the preparation of the photo-active layer of PSC and it is known to undergo degradation when exposed to light. In this work, the degradation of P3HT was studied by irradiating polymer films by means of simulated sunlight. The results of this study highlighted a remarkable instability of P3HT. Substantial modifications of the infrared as well as of the UV–Vis spectra of the polymer were reported and a degradation pathway was suggested, in agreement with recent literature results. In order to stabilize the structure, two additives were evaluated namely a standard Hindered Amine Light Stabilizer (HALS) and Multi-Walled Carbon Nanotubes (MWCNT). The addition of MWCNT appeared to significantly reduce the rate of degradation.

Keywords  Poly(3-hexylthiophene) · Photovoltaic · Degradation · Stabilization · Multiwall carbon nanotube

Introduction

Polymer-based solar cells (PSC) represent nowadays a possible alternative to more traditional silicon-based photovoltaic technology [1]. Indeed, the light weight of the materials used as well as the opportunity of employing flexible substrates for their fabrication open up the possibility for new applications such as large-area non-planar devices. However, PSC still show limited power conversion efficiencies and
suffer of relatively poor environmental stability which limits their operational lifetime compared to inorganic-based photovoltaic technology [2].

Although environmental stability of PSC still represents a challenge towards PSC deployment on industrial scale, significant progresses in terms of manufacture and demonstration have been recently made. In particular roll-to-roll manufacturing processes based on all printing techniques have been employed to fabricate devices on flexible substrates with inverted cell geometry [3, 4] and with ITO-free fabrication steps [5, 6]. In addition, the relative stability towards degradation of encapsulated large area PCS has been demonstrated through round robin and inter-laboratory studies on devices fabricated on flexible substrates using full roll-to-roll processing techniques [7]. Recently, field studies involving the fabrication of flexible PSC modules in ambient conditions through full roll-to-roll processes have also been presented [8] and the integration of PSC modules into commercial products has been shown [9].

In the most efficient PSC prototypes [10], the photoactive layer is typically made of a blend of an electron-acceptor and an electron-donor material, where the latter is constituted by a semiconducting conjugated polymer. Among the most commonly employed electron-donor materials, poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) is receiving a great deal of attention, due to its good electrical and mechanical properties as well as its ability to be easily processed in solution of common organic solvents [11]. Furthermore, P3HT appears to be more environmentally stable than other semiconducting conjugated polymers, but also devices based on this material are susceptible to chemical degradation. In particular, the interaction of oxygen, water and light with the materials constituting the active polymer layer and the metallic electrode leads to a decay of the photovoltaic performances over time [12, 13]. Nevertheless, the fabrication of air stable PSC has been reported on an inverted device geometry where the active layer is constituted by a bulk heterojunction of zinc oxide nanoparticles and poly-(3-carboxyldithiophene) (P3CT) [14].

In addition to the stability in the complete PSC devices, the photo-degradation of the active conjugated polymer still represents a challenge. Indeed, P3HT stability towards light still appears to be poor and the mechanisms underlying its degradation have to be fully clarified, especially in the solid state.

One of the first studies on the stability of P3HT towards light was carried out by Abdou and Holdcroft [15]. In their work, P3HT in chloroform solution containing dissolved molecular oxygen was irradiated by UV and visible light. Degradation of the polymer was observed and two degradation pathways were proposed. The first involved the photosensitized formation of singlet oxygen $O_2(\Delta g)$ by the triplet state of P3HT causing formation of endoperoxide species which would lead in turn to reduction of $\pi$-conjugation and polymer photobleaching. The second involved free-radical attack of photosensitized trace amounts of transition-metal salts to the lateral alkyl chain leading to chain scission and formation of carbonyl and hydroxyl adducts as well as crosslinking. Based on these observations, in a later work by the same group [16] a mechanism accounting for the solid state behaviour of P3HT was subsequently proposed. However, no suggestions were given on possible ways to decrease the degradation rate.
A similar free-radical mechanism was suggested for the thermo-oxidative degradation of poly(3-octylthiophene) (P3OT) in the solid state [17] with formation of a ketonic group in the \(\alpha\)-carbon position of the alkyl side chain of the polymer. The effect of stabilizers on the degradation of P3OT was also studied, by employing different classes of stabilizers, namely primary antioxidants, secondary antioxidants, antioxidants reacting with nonoxygenated radicals, metal deactivators, and light stabilizers in the form of radical scavengers. However, no clear positive effects on the degradation rate of P3OT were observed by FTIR and SEC analyses. This was attributed to the high sensitivity of hydrogen abstraction from the \(\alpha\)-carbon position of P3OT which could lead to a radical site in every alkyl group of the polymer.

In the work by Caronna et al. [18] the photodegradation of poly(3-butylthiophene) (P3BT) in the solid state was studied in different environmental conditions, namely air, nitrogen and oxygen. No degradation was observed in nitrogen atmosphere while two degradation products were isolated and identified after irradiation in air. Their formation was attributed to the reaction of singlet oxygen with the polymer conjugated chain, the former generated by energy transfer from the excited state of the polymer to molecular oxygen. In addition two compounds were found to decrease the rate of polymer oxidation, namely \(N\)-hexadecyl-\(N\)-methylaniline and 1-phenyldodecan-1-one. Their stabilizing action was attributed to their ability to act as light screen thereby protecting the polymer from photo-oxidation.

The poly\([2\text{-methoxy-5-(3',7'\text{-dimethyloctyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene}}]\) (MDMO-PPV) system in solid state was studied by Chambon et al. [19, 20] through photo- and thermal-oxidation. Infrared spectroscopy allowed to monitor the formation of ester, formate and carboxylic acid species and a degradation route was suggested involving radical oxidation of the polymer. The study was extended to the blend constituted by methano-fullerene[6,6]-phenyl C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) and MDMO-PPV. It was found that the addition of PCBM to MDMO-PPV results in a decrease of degradation rate of MDMO-PPV in blended film. This effect was attributed to radical scavenging properties of PCBM.

In a recent work by Manceau et al. [21] the accelerated photo-oxidative degradation of P3HT in the solid state was studied in the presence of air. On the basis of infrared spectroscopy results and chemical derivatization treatments, a degradation mechanism was proposed involving the radical oxidation of the hexyl side-chain and the sulphur atom of thiophene ring. Based on a previous work by the same group [22], it was also confirmed that singlet oxygen does not appear to be the main intermediate in the degradation process of P3HT. On the other hand, no suggestions were made on possible ways to decrease the degradation rate.

In the present work, a study was presented on the photo-oxidative degradation of P3HT in the solid state under simulated sunlight. A degradation mechanism was proposed confirming what reported in the literature for accelerated experiments [21]. Furthermore, the addition of two compounds to P3HT was studied, namely a Hindered Amine Light Stabilizer (HALS) and Multi-Walled Carbon Nanotubes (MWCNT), and the effect of their addition to the stabilization of P3HT was investigated.
Experimental

Poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) was purchased from Rieke Metals Inc. (type 4002, regioregularity 94%) and was used as received. Chloroform (Sigma–Aldrich) was used as solvent in all tests. Multi-walled Carbon Nanotubes (MWCNT—average diameter 9.5 nm, average length 1.5 μm, purity >95%) were purchased from NanoCyl and used as received, without any further purification. The Hindered Amine Light Stabilizer additive (TINUVIN®292) was purchased from CIBA and used as received.

Infrared spectroscopy and UV–Vis spectroscopy were performed on thin film samples (~200 nm) deposited on NaCl, KBr and glass substrates by spin coating (WS-400B-NPP, Laurell Technologies Corp.). The thickness of the samples was measured by profilometry. Infrared spectra were recorded in transmission mode on a Nicolet 760–FTIR Spectrophotometer controlled by OMNIC software. Spectra were obtained using 32 scans and a 4 cm⁻¹ resolution. UV–Vis absorption spectra were recorded in transmission mode on solid state samples deposited onto glass substrates by means of a Jasco V-570 UV–Vis-NIR Spectrophotometer.

All samples were irradiated in air by means of a Class A solar simulator (Xenon short arc lamp 150 W, Abet Technologies) with AM1.5G (ASTM 927-91) spectral distribution and a power output of about 2,200 W/m² (approximately 2 suns). The solar simulator power output was monitored by means of a powermeter with thermopile sensor (Ophir). Samples were collected at different irradiation times.

The molecular weight of the samples was determined through Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC—Waters 410) using THF as eluent and polystyrene standards.

¹H-NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker AC 300 NMR Spectrometer. All samples for ¹H-NMR were dissolved in CDCl₃.

DSC analyses were performed on solid state samples using a DSC/823e-Mettler Toledo differential scanning calorimeter. Scan rate was 20 K/min.

Results and discussion

The molecular weights of the polymer samples were measured by gel permeation chromatography in THF. At different irradiation times the molecular weight of the polymer was determined in order to monitor modifications of the macromolecular chain length occurring after exposure to light. The pristine polymer gave values of $M_n = 3.0 \times 10^4$ and $M_w = 7.0 \times 10^4$, respectively. By increasing the exposure time of the cast polymer films, no significant variation of $M_n$ and $M_w$ was observed even after 200 h of exposure to simulated sunlight. On the other hand, a progressively higher amount of insoluble material was formed with increasing exposure time. This trend reflects the fact that the GPC analysis is limited to soluble material as it is carried out in solution. Insoluble moieties containing degradation products, which were not found in the pristine polymer but only in degraded samples, are filtered out before elution of the sample into the GPC and are thus excluded from the analysis.
All polymer samples were also analyzed by solution $^1$H-NMR spectroscopy. As far as the pristine polymer is concerned, one sharp band centred at $\delta 6.98$ was observed in the $^1$H-NMR. This band is attributed to the thiophene proton and denotes the HT–HT regioregular structure of the polymer [23]. This regioregular structure was confirmed by the $^1$H-NMR spectrum in the $\alpha$- and $\beta$-methylene proton region, where only the signals corresponding to HT linkage were present (Fig. 1a).

As far as the spectra from irradiated samples are concerned, no modifications to the P3HT $^1$H-NMR spectrum were observed even after 100 h of exposure (Fig. 1b). The reason for that might be the fact that also in this case the analysis is carried out on polymer solution, thus insoluble moieties formed during irradiation are excluded from the analysis.

Calorimetric measurements were carried out through DSC on all polymer samples in order to monitor the thermal transitions following irradiation. According to what reported in the literature [24], an endothermic transition was observed from a crystalline to a liquid crystalline state at a temperature of 220–240 °C (peak maximum 237 °C) for the pristine polymer. By means of calorimetric experiments, changes in the degree of crystallinity $X = \Delta H/\Delta H^0$ at increasing exposure times were also monitored, where $\Delta H$ is the actual enthalpy of fusion of the polymer and $\Delta H^0$ is the enthalpy of fusion of the ideal crystal, taken as 99 J/g [25]. As it can be seen from Table 1, a very small variation in the degree of crystallinity of the polymer can be observed at increasing irradiation times.

The solid-state UV–Vis absorption spectrum of the pristine P3HT is shown in Fig. 2, where also the spectrum of 24 h irradiated P3HT is reported. The pristine polymer shows a maximum peak at 520 nm and two shoulders at 550 and 600 nm, respectively. After irradiation, a progressive decrease of the absorption intensity of the polymer was observed associated to a blue shift of the absorption band. These
modifications can be attributed to the photobleaching of the polymer resulting from a reduction of the conjugation length. These observations are consistent with what reported in the literature [21] at longer exposure times.

Fourier-Transform infrared spectroscopy was used to monitor the kinetics of the photooxidation process. After irradiation, significant modifications of the IR spectra of the polymer were observed. In order to identify the changes occurring during irradiation, the main IR absorption bands for the pristine polymer have been identified and are reported in Table 2 [23].

A progressive decrease of absorption intensity was observed for various functional groups. In particular, the intensity of the absorption bands related to alkyl groups, aromatic C–H and thiophene ring rapidly decreased. As an example, Fig. 3 shows the progressive disappearance of the characteristic bands assigned to alkyl groups. As it can be noted, after approximately 50 h of exposure to simulated sunlight, the intensity of the peaks is decreased down to less than 50% of the original value.

In addition to the aforementioned trend, the simultaneous appearance of other absorption bands was reported. Several features appeared in the carbonyl region, as shown in Fig. 4, where different maxima can be distinguished upon irradiation. In the same graph, the disappearance of the band assigned to the thiophene ring stretching at 1,510 cm\(^{-1}\) (see Table 2) during exposure to simulated sunlight can be observed.

According to what reported above, Fig. 5 shows the time-dependent evolution of absorption intensity of different characteristic IR bands during irradiation. In order to make comparisons easier, normalized absorption intensities are reported.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exposure time (h)</th>
<th>(X) (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>21.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>19.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>19.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2 UV–Vis absorption spectra of P3HT as a function of irradiation time (0 h, 24 h)
As shown in the graph, a decrease of intensity for signals attributed to alkyl groups and thiophene ring is observed accompanied by the appearance of new bands which may be assigned to carbonyl species and thioesters [21].
After about 50 h of exposure to simulated sunlight, the original absorption intensity is reduced by almost 50% for both alkyl groups and thiophene ring. At the same time, signals assigned to C=O stretching of carbonyl species and S=O stretching of thioesters progressively appear.

These trends may be attributed to modifications occurring to the macromolecular structure caused by a two-fold mechanism. On one side (Scheme 1), oxidations on the alkyl side-chain may occur resulting from the attack of oxygen to the carbon in α-position to the thiophene ring, which may lead to the formation of carbonyl species (1,715 cm$^{-1}$) since it is recognized that the carbon atom of a methylene in α-position to an unsaturated species is characterized by reduced C–H bond energy, thus representing a preferential site for radical attack [26].

On the other side (Scheme 2), modifications of the polymer backbone may occur leading to the opening of the thiophene ring. In particular bands assigned to thioesters (620 cm$^{-1}$), sulfoxides (1,050 cm$^{-1}$), dialkyl sulphones (1,150 cm$^{-1}$) and sulphones (1,190 cm$^{-1}$) were detected in the IR spectra of irradiated samples.

Considering what found so far, P3HT seems to show a remarkable instability towards photo-oxidation under simulated sunlight. In order to reduce the degradation rate of the polymer, potential stabilizing additives were therefore employed in this work. In particular two substances were chosen, one belonging to the class of Hindered Amine Light Stabilizers (HALS) and the other being Multi-Walled Carbon Nanotubes (MWCNT). The former was chosen because of its known ability to act as a radical scavenger in plastics and coatings technology. The latter was selected because it may act both as a radical scavenger [20] and quencher of excited...
states, and moreover it can be an efficient electron-acceptor photovoltaic component.

The HALS (5 wt%) was added to a solution of P3HT in chloroform (20 mg/mL), dissolved by magnetic stirring and then spin coated onto NaCl, KBr and CaF$_2$ substrates for FTIR analysis.

As far as the MWCNT system is concerned, a homogeneous dispersion of MWCNT in chloroform was prepared by ultrasonication for 90 min. The desired volume of the MWCNT dispersion was then added to a P3HT solution in chloroform (20 mg/mL) and a further 60 min ultrasonication was performed. The final concentration of the P3HT-MWCNT dispersion (20 mg/mL P3HT in chloroform—1 wt% MWCNT) was prepared by distillation of chloroform under vacuum and magnetic stirring. The dispersion was eventually spin coated onto NaCl, KBr and CaF$_2$ substrates for FTIR analysis.

The stabilizing effects of the two additives were monitored by means of FTIR. Figure 6 shows the changes of normalized absorption intensity of IR bands in the alkyl group region as a function of irradiation time. The trend of neat P3HT is also reported, for reference.

No significant effects on the degradation rate of P3HT were reported after the addition of HALS to P3HT. On the other hand, a clear reduction in the degradation rate was observed when MWCNT were added. In particular, after about 100 h of exposure to simulated sunlight, a decrease of only 50% with respect to the original absorption intensity is observed in the case of P3HT-MWCNT blends. The same absorption intensity is reached after only 50 h of irradiation for neat P3HT and P3HT-HALS system.

![Scheme 2](image)

**Scheme 2** Mechanism of photo-oxidation of polymer backbone in P3HT

![Figure 6](image)

**Fig. 6** Variation of normalized absorption intensity of the alkyl group IR signals as a function of irradiation time: (filled diamond) pure P3HT; (open circle) P3HT-HALS system; (open square) P3HT-MWCNT system
The time-dependent variation of normalized absorption intensity of IR bands related to carbonyl groups (1,715 cm$^{-1}$) during irradiation is reported in Fig. 7.

In this case both the presence of HALS and MWCNT appear to slightly slow down the degradation rate of P3HT. Moreover, the formation of carbonyl species appears to be slower for the P3HT-MWCNT system than for the P3HT-HALS one, according to the trend reported in Fig. 6. Similar trends were observed for the disappearance of IR signal assigned to the thiophene ring (1,510 cm$^{-1}$) and for the formation of the band assigned to thioesters (620 cm$^{-1}$).

The stabilizing effect of carbon nanotubes observed through FTIR in the P3HT-MWCNT blend might be explained by the radical scavenging properties of MWCNT which allow for a reduction of the degradation rate of P3HT. Similar results were actually observed on another system, namely poly[2-methoxy-5-(3',7'-dimethyloc-tyoxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene] (MDMO-PPV) blended with methano-fullerene [6,6]-phenyl C61-butyric acid methyl ester ([60] PCBM), suggesting that also PCBM can act as radical scavenger when mixed with P3HT and exposed to light [20].

The reduced stabilizing effect reported in the P3HT-HALS system could be attributed to the induction time needed by HALS molecules to activate and act as photo-stabilizers. Clearly, this induction time appears to be longer than the degradation rate of the neat polymer.

Conclusions

The results obtained from this work underline a substantial instability of P3HT to photooxidation following exposure to simulated sunlight. Modifications of the chemical structure of the polymer are observed, which corroborate the hypothesis of a degradation mechanism involving side-chain scission with formation of carbonyl species and aperture of the thiophene ring with formation of thioesters [11].

As a way to reduce photo-degradation rate, two substances were added to P3HT, namely HALS and MWCNT, and the photo-chemical behaviour of these two new blends was investigated through FTIR.
While no significant effects were observed in the P3HT-HALS system, the addition of MWCNT to P3HT appeared to reduce significantly the degradation kinetics of the polymer, due to a radical scavenging effect of MWCNT. As a result, MWCNT might represent a good electron-acceptor candidate to improve photo-stability of organic solar cells.
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Solution-processable polymer-based organic photovoltaics (OPVs) have attracted considerable attention over the past two decades because of the many advantages they can provide: low-cost fabrication, flexible devices, and light-weight construction. In the most successful OPV device architectures, the photoactive layer is composed of a blend of a p-type conjugated polymer and an n-type fullerene derivative, forming the so-called donor–acceptor bulk heterojunction (BHJ).

Recently, the long-term stability of OPV devices has been recognized as an important area of research, both in academia and industry. Concerning this issue, a number of studies have demonstrated the detrimental effects of oxygen and moisture on device operation, and attempts have been made to elucidate the degradation mechanism of the photoactive organic layer. In addition to chemical degradation pathways, achieving and maintaining an effective BHJ morphology within the active layer is critical for sustaining high OPV performance. In optimized BHJ systems, phase separation of the electron donor and the electron acceptor domains should be on the same length-scale as the exciton diffusion length, facilitating efficient exciton harvesting. Furthermore, a 3D bicontinuous network of the donor and acceptor materials is necessary for productive charge extraction from the device.

Although an optimized BHJ morphology can be attained by means of several processing techniques, the peak-performance morphology only represents a metastable state, which cannot usually be maintained over long operation times. In fact, most BHJ systems show poor stability and often undergo macrophase segregation of the blend components, especially after prolonged exposure to heat. Considering that normal OPV device operation may subject the active layer to large temperature fluctuations, improving the robustness of the BHJ with respect to thermal stability is critical.

Several studies have reported on the morphological evolution and thermal stability of the active layer in standard BHJ systems such as blends of poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) [6,6]-phenyl-C_{61} butyric acid methyl ester (PC_{61}BM) or poly(2-methoxy-5-(3',7'-dimethyloctyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene] (MDMO-PPV):PC_{61}BM. In such systems, phase segregation in the active layer occurs upon thermal annealing, resulting first in an improvement followed by a quick decline in device performance, particularly at high temperatures. In order to improve the thermal stability of these OPV devices, different strategies have been presented, which include the use of diblock copolymer compatibilizers, the use of fullerene-attached diblock copolymers, and the use of both thermally crosslinkable acceptor and donor materials within the active layer. Recently, our group synthesized a library of photocrosslinkable P3HT copolymers containing some light-sensitive bromoalkyl substituents for use as p-type materials in BHJ devices. Utilizing these materials, it was shown that even after two days of annealing at an elevated temperature of 150 °C, the devices containing the photocrosslinked polymer within the active layer were able to retain their initial power conversion efficiency (PCE). This result was attributed to the stabilizing effect of the photocrosslinked polymer on the nanoscale morphology of the active layer. In contrast to thermal crosslinking, photocrosslinking does not interfere with the thermal treatments that are often needed during device optimization; thus, this process allows for morphological optimization with independent control of crosslinking and thermal annealing.

Although BHJ devices based on the P3HT:PC_{61}BM blend represent a benchmark in the OPV literature, new p-type polymers have been synthesized in an effort to improve device efficiencies. In particular, the copolymerization of electron-rich and electron-poor monomers, constituting the so-called donor–acceptor (D–A) approach, has proven to be an effective strategy to obtain low-bandgap polymers with optical and electronic properties that can be tuned via synthetic control of the electron-rich and electron-poor units. Using this strategy, reports have demonstrated PCEs approaching 7–8%, after systematic optimization of appropriate device parameters. However, the thermal stability of OPVs based on D–A polymers has yet to be investigated in detail; no example of long-term thermally stable devices based on this class of high-efficiency p-type polymers has been reported to date.
Herein, we report the first study on the thermal stability of OPV devices based on D–A copolymers. Through a new synthetic pathway, we have developed a photocrosslinkable derivative of the thieno[3,4-c]pyrrole-4,6-dione (TPD)-based polymer that was recently reported\(^\text{[18]}\). The new polymer contains TPD repeat units with a terminal, primary bromide functionality appended to the octyl solubilizing group (TPD-Br) (see Figure 1a), thereby allowing for photocrosslinking of the polymer in devices. By synthetically tuning the number of Br units in the polymer and by employing UV-mediated photocrosslinking, OPV devices with high PCE and excellent thermal stability were fabricated. Devices employing copolymers with varying amounts of Br units were tested: 0% Br-units (TPD-Br0), 16% Br-units (TPD-Br16), and 33% Br-units (TPD-Br33). The best OPV performance after annealing was obtained with photocrosslinked TPD-Br16. In contrast to the sharp PCE decrease observed for TPD-Br0 devices, the annealed OPVs based on photocrosslinked TPD-Br16 demonstrated remarkable long-term thermal stability. After 72 h of thermal annealing at 150 °C, an average PCE of 4.6% ± 0.1% was obtained with a short circuit current density (J\(\text{sc}\)) of 10.1 mA cm\(^{-2}\), and an open circuit voltage (V\(\text{oc}\)) of 0.85 V, and a fill factor (FF) of 54%. The maximum PCE obtained was as high as 4.7%. To the best of our knowledge, this represents the highest PCE reported thus far; for OPV systems subjected to long-term thermal annealing at high temperature.

The normalized UV-vis absorption spectra of the as-cast TPD-Br16 and TPD-Br0 polymers are shown in Figure 1b. Both polymers exhibit three maxima between 400 nm and 700 nm, in accordance with previous reports\(^\text{[20–23]}\). Furthermore, no major differences can be observed between the absorption spectra of the two polymers, indicating that the addition of Br units to the polymer does not significantly affect its optical properties. Figure 1c shows the UV-vis absorption spectra of TPD-Br16 films as-cast and after photocrosslinking. After 45 min of UV irradiation, the polymer film becomes resistant to solvent washing. With thermal annealing, no solvent resistance is observed\(^\text{[20]}\). The absorption intensity at 550 nm after UV-irradiation and washing with solvent differs by less than 4% from the absorption intensity of the as-cast film, indicating that photocrosslinking has occurred. In addition, no major differences in the absorption spectra of as-cast and photocrosslinked films are observed, indicating that the photocrosslinking process does not significantly affect the optical properties of the solid state polymer. A similar trend was observed for the TPD-Br33 film (see Supporting Information). On the other hand, TPD-Br0 polymer containing no Br units does not undergo photocrosslinking when irradiated with UV light as evidenced by low resistance to solvent washing. The performance of the corresponding OPV devices was investigated using the indium tin oxide (ITO)/poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT)-poly(styrenesulfonate) (PSS)/polymer/[6,6]-phenyl-C\(_{71}\)-butyric acid methyl ester (PC\(_{71}\)BM)/Ca/Al device architecture. After optimization of TPD-Br16 and TPD-Br33 device parameters, ortho-dichlorobenzene (o-DCB) was chosen as the solvent for the active layer blend deposition. In addition, these devices do not contain high-boiling-point solvent additives\(^\text{[20]}\) as they did not yield any improvement to the performance of the TPD-Br16 and TPD-Br33 OPV devices. PC\(_{71}\)BM was employed as the n-type material because it was found to yield higher device performance compared to PC\(_{61}\)BM during device optimization (see Supporting Information).

The thermal stability of TPD-Br16 devices is shown in Figure 2a, where the performances of both photocrosslinked (TPD-Br16 XL) and non-photocrosslinked (TPD-Br16 no XL) devices are shown. For comparison, the thermal stability of TPD-Br0 devices is also shown. The average device parameters at 0 h and 72 h annealing are listed in Table 1. An optimal polymer:PC\(_{71}\)BM wt.-ratio of 1:2 was found for both TPD-Br0 and TPD-Br16 polymer systems (see Supporting Information for details on device fabrication). The initial performance of TPD-Br16 no XL devices (5.6% PCE) is comparable to that of TPD-Br0 devices (5.2% PCE), suggesting that the introduction of a terminal alkyl-bromine functionality on the solubilizing group of TPD does not detrimentally affect the optical properties of the polymer and the PV performance of the OPV devices at this incorporation ratio. On the other hand, TPD-Br16 XL devices show a significantly lower initial PCE (3.3%) with respect to both TPD-Br0 and TPD-Br16 no XL. This can be attributed to the effect of crosslinking on the \(\pi\)-stacking of the polymer chains, affecting the electronic properties of the polymer and the OPV device performance\(^\text{[20]}\). However, a striking difference is observed between TPD-Br16 XL and the other two devices upon exposure to heat: while both TPD-Br0 and TPD-Br16 no XL devices undergo a sharp decrease in performance upon thermal annealing over time, TPD-Br16 XL devices show an increase in PCE, which stabilizes after 24 h of annealing. A PCE as high as 4.6% was obtained for the crosslinked polymer after 72 h of annealing at 150 °C. This
Stability and Efficiency of Organic Materials and Devices for PVs during long-term thermal annealing at 150°C represents the first demonstration of long-term thermally stable OPV devices based on a D-A polymer.

The evolution of device performance with annealing time for the three systems reported in Figure 2a can be better understood by analyzing the J–V output characteristics recorded at annealing times 0 h and 72 h at 150 °C (see Figure 2b). An increase in the V_OC is observed for all devices after 72 h of annealing at high temperature. This increase may be related to a change in the energy of the interfacial charge-transfer states between the polymer and fullerene caused by morphological rearrangement of the fullerene molecules adjacent to the polymer chains after annealing.[22] However, both TPD-Br0 and TPD-Br16 no XL devices undergo a significant decrease in their short-circuit current density and fill factor during annealing, which results in a sharp decrease in PCE with respect to the initial values. Conversely, the J_SC of TPD-Br16 XL devices remains constant, even after 72 h of annealing at 150 °C, while the fill factor increases about 18% compared to its initial value. This indicates that photocrosslinking has allowed for an optimal morphology of the active layer to be preserved throughout the entire annealing process, thus leading to remarkable long-term thermal stability of these devices. Similar trends were found for TPD-Br33 devices, although lower PCEs with respect to TPD-Br16 were observed for both the non-photocrosslinked and the photocrosslinked systems (see Supporting Information). This indicates that judicious control of the TPD-Br content in the polymer is necessary to ensure optimal PV performance.

In order to clarify the effect of photocrosslinking on the morphology of the active layer, atomic force microscopy (AFM) was performed on both TPD-Br16 no XL and TPD-Br16 XL films (see Figure 3). Before thermal annealing, the non-photocrosslinked TPD-Br16 active layer film (Figure 3a,b) shows a well-developed interpenetrating network and a finer nanoscale morphology compared to the photocrosslinked film (Figure 3c,d). The surface root-mean-square (RMS) roughness before annealing is 2.5 nm and 2.1 nm for non-photocrosslinked and photocrosslinked films, respectively. After annealing at 150 °C for 72 h, a very rough surface morphology is observed on the non-photocrosslinked film (Figure 3e,f), resulting in a value of RMS roughness as high as 34.9 nm. This significant morphology change may yield poor contact between the active layer and the electrode, as well as unfavorable conditions for charge separation and transport. Accordingly, a significant decrease in device performance is observed for the TPD-Br16 no XL device after annealing. On the other hand, a finer morphology is observed for the photocrosslinked film after annealing (Figure 3g,h), which is correlated to the increase in device PCE. Only a slight increase in RMS roughness is observed for this film (up to 3.0 nm), suggesting that photocrosslinking allows for the preservation of a well-developed interpenetrating donor/acceptor network that can be maintained, even after 72 h of annealing at 150 °C.

It is worth mentioning that during device optimization, each polymer was also tested in BHJ devices with PC61BM and TPD-Br16:PC71BM devices.

Table 1. Characteristic photovoltaic parameters for TPD-Br0:PC61BM and TPD-Br16:PC71BM devices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>XL</th>
<th>Annealing time t_A [h]</th>
<th>J_SC [mA cm⁻²]</th>
<th>V_OC [V]</th>
<th>FF [%]</th>
<th>PCE [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TPD-Br0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-12.6</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>5.2 (5.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPD-Br0</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>-8.2</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>3.9 (4.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPD-Br16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-11.7</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>5.4 (5.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPD-Br16</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>-5.6</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>4.0 (4.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPD-Br16</td>
<td>+0</td>
<td>-10.0</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>3.3 (3.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPD-Br16</td>
<td>+72</td>
<td>-10.1</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>4.6 (4.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Active layers not subjected (−) and subjected (+) to crosslinking under UV-irradiation prior to cathode deposition.*
may be confined into the polymer network, thus inhibiting the formation of large aggregates. This result may indicate that, in addition to increased light absorption with respect to PC$_{61}$BM, PC$_{71}$BM is able to provide morphological stability of the active layer at high temperature. Further investigations to clarify these observations are underway. In summary, the first photocrosslinkable donor–acceptor conjugated polymer for use in BHJ organic solar cells was developed. After 72 h of thermal annealing at 150 °C, a stable PCE of 4.6% was obtained in devices containing photocrosslinked polymer in the active layer. This represents the highest performance reported thus far for thermally stable OPV devices. Careful control of the crosslinking moiety content in the polymer was found to be critical in order to achieve optimal device performance. The results of this study provide important guidelines for the design and development of OPV materials with long-term thermal stability and high efficiency.
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Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from the author.
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Figure 3. AFM (1.5 µm × 1.5 µm) topography and phase images of TPD-Br16:PC$_{71}$BM active layers (1:2 wt:wt). The top four images are for the non-crosslinked films (TPD-Br16 no XL), prior to (a) and after (c,d) 72 h of thermal annealing at 150 °C. The bottom four images are for the crosslinked devices (TPD-Br16 XL), prior to (e,f) and after (g,h) 72 h of thermal annealing at 150 °C.

(see Supporting Information). As opposed to BHJs containing photocrosslinked polymer and PC$_{71}$BM, devices containing photocrosslinked polymer and PC$_{61}$BM showed a peak PCE after 30 min of annealing at 150 °C that was not maintained after longer annealing times. Additionally, AFM analysis revealed the formation of aggregates in both photocrosslinked and non-photocrosslinked active layers after 72 h of annealing at 150 °C, although a rougher surface was found for non-photocrosslinked films (see Supporting Information). We speculate that the different behavior found for polymer:PC$_{61}$BM blends compared to polymer:PC$_{71}$BM blends may be related to the different sizes of these fullerene molecules (1.67 vs 1.92 nm)[22] and their movement during the annealing process. Thermal annealing appears to allow the smaller PC$_{61}$BM molecules to diffuse within the crosslinked polymer network, initially improving the performance but ultimately leading to formation of larger aggregates, whereas this effect is not observed with PC$_{71}$BM. Due to steric bulkiness, the larger PC$_{71}$BM molecules may be confined into the polymer network, thus inhibiting the formation of large aggregates. This result may indicate that, in addition to increased light absorption with respect to PC$_{61}$BM, PC$_{71}$BM is able to provide morphological stability of the active layer at high temperature. Further investigations to clarify these observations are underway. In summary, the first photocrosslinkable donor–acceptor conjugated polymer for use in BHJ organic solar cells was developed. After 72 h of thermal annealing at 150 °C, a stable PCE of 4.6% was obtained in devices containing photocrosslinked polymer in the active layer. This represents the highest performance reported thus far for thermally stable OPV devices. Careful control of the crosslinking moiety content in the polymer was found to be critical in order to achieve optimal device performance. The results of this study provide important guidelines for the design and development of OPV materials with long-term thermal stability and high efficiency.
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ABSTRACT: The performance of organic photovoltaic (OPV) devices is currently limited by modest short-circuit current densities. Approaches toward improving this output parameter may provide new avenues to advance OPV technologies and the basic science of charge transfer in organic semiconductors. This work highlights how steric control of the charge separation interface can be effectively tuned in OPV devices. By introducing an octylphenyl substituent onto the investigated polymer backbones, the thermally relaxed charge-transfer state, and potentially excited charge-transfer states, can be raised in energy. This decreases the barrier to charge separation and results in increased photocurrent generation. This finding is of particular significance for nonfullerene OPVs, which have many potential advantages such as tunable energy levels and spectral breadth, but are prone to poor exciton separation efficiencies. Computational, spectroscopic, and synthetic methods were combined to develop a structure–property relationship that correlates polymer substituents with charge-transfer state energies and, ultimately, device efficiencies.

INTRODUCTION

State-of-the-art solution processable organic photovoltaic (OPV) devices generally rely on fullerene derivatives as both the electron acceptor and the electron transporter. Fullerenes provide several potential advantages over polymers and nonfullerene small molecules in photovoltaic applications: they possess high molecular symmetry, are strongly polarizable, and present triply degenerate LUMO levels. Conjugated polymers and planar small molecules are less symmetric, often have well-defined charge-transport axes, and are generally not as highly polarizable overall; conjugated polymers have a dielectric constant of ca. 3.5 versus fullerenes with a dielectric constant of ca. 4. These properties of fullerenes generally facilitate charge separation and the generation of free carriers.

Because OPVs require a donor/acceptor interface to separate the photoexcited state (Frenkel-type excitons), it is important to understand the thermodynamics of charge separation at this interface. The relative free energy of charge separation ($\Delta G_{\text{cs}}$) for several donor materials combined with a fullerene acceptor has previously been estimated by the abbreviated Weller equation $\Delta G_{\text{cs}} = E_S - [(\text{HOMO}_{\text{donor}} - \text{LUMO}_{\text{acceptor}})]$, where the difference between the singlet excited state energy ($E_S$) and the relative band offsets provided good agreement with measured short-circuit current ($J_{sc}$). Although values for $\Delta G_{\text{cs}}$ calculated from this equation correlated with the observed $J_{sc}$ for several devices, other factors such as active layer absorption breadth, optical density, morphology, as well as charge-carrier mobility and electrode choice are all known to critically affect $J_{sc}$ in addition to $\Delta G_{\text{cs}}$. A brief description of how
Toward expanding our understanding of charge generation in OPVs, we must explore factors beyond the thermodynamics of charge separation as estimated from bulk electronic properties. For instance, charge generation depends not only on the donor and acceptor material state energies, but also on the specific molecular environment at the donor/acceptor (D/A) interface and on the kinetics of exciton separation/recombination. Akin to a chemical reaction, exciton separation to yield free charges can proceed via more than one mechanism. In some cases, no "reaction intermediates" are observed, whereas in other cases there is a spectroscopically observable "geminate pair" or charge transfer (CT) state. Probing the parameters that control the mechanism of charge generation, particularly for nonfullerene devices, is of great importance to the field of OPVs. Studies show that this electron−hole (e−h) pair is sensitive to applied electric field and, intriguingly, to hydrostatic pressure: an externally applied field during device operation is known to increase the current extracted from the device; when the bias is applied opposite ("reverse") to the voltage generated under illumination, free carriers are quickly removed from the active layer, and the dipolar geminate pair is driven to separate. Externally pressure on the system is believed to have the opposite effect on the geminate pair, decreasing the intermolecular distance at the D/A interface, and leading to increased radiative recombination of the CT state with a lower energy, implying a more stable, deeply trapped intermediate.

Our work toward understanding charge generation started from a structural point of view, and we drew inspiration from studies reported by Granstrom et al. in 1998. In that publication, poly[3-(4-n-octyl)phenylthiophene] (POPT) was shown to produce the most photocurrent in any OPV device at the time, a notable achievement with the common electron acceptor material poly[2-methoxy-5-(2-ethyhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylene] (CNPPV). Motivated by that research, we reported studies in which (POPT) outperformed poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) in both bilayer devices with CNPPV and BHJ devices with the newer acceptor material 4,7-bis(2-(1-(2-ethylhexyl) -4,5-dicyanovinylene)vinyl)benzo[1,2,5]thiadiazole (EV-BT). Our first report focused on the inconsistency between expected and realized performance values for OPV devices with the acceptor CNPPV, specifically the almost double short-circuit current density (Jsc) for POPT devices despite reduced optical density as compared to P3HT; however, very little was understood at that time about why better performance was achieved with POPT instead of P3HT. In our second report, we utilized EV-BT to make progress toward elucidating the physical properties that governed the OPV performance parameters of these nonfullerene devices. For example, reverse bias analysis suggested a tighter binding of the geminate pair at the P3HT-EV-BT interface; that is, a lower-energy CT state provided a deeper energetic well (a trapped intermediate) for partially separated charges. We suspected that the octyphenyl content of POPT played a critical role at the D/A interface, potentially facilitating geminate pair separation. To shed light on how using an alkylphenyl side group enhances Jsc as compared to a simple alkyl side group, we investigated analogous material combinations with different substitution and acceptor materials. Beyond correlating structure to performance on the basis of multiple device comparisons, more direct methods to investigate the CT states were necessary to draw a fitting conclusion. Herein, we utilize a combination of computational and spectroscopic methods, as well as tailored synthesis and extensive device engineering, to understand how modifying thiophene substitution from alkyl to octylphenyl on two otherwise identical backbones, polythiophene and polyquarternarythiophene, leads to a greater understanding of the effects that side group interactions at D/A interfaces have on charge generation. Structural control of the D/A interface may prove to be a powerful tool for tuning charge separation dynamics, and we
provide a seminal example of how steric effects can improve charge separation in organic photovoltaics.

### RESULTS

Both P3HT and POPT were synthesized via the GRIM polymerization method. The structure of POPT consists of phenyl groups covalently bound to the polythiophene backbone as part of the solubilizing substituent. This functionality increases the ionization potential (deepens the HOMO level) to ~5.5 eV from ~5.2 eV as compared to P3HT. Additionally, the optical properties are shifted toward a broader spectral response while maintaining similar charge-transport properties. The energetic changes result in an excited state that is lower in energy (and the electron affinity is also more exothermic) in POPT as compared to P3HT; thus, POPT is thermodynamically less likely to undergo exciton separation with a given acceptor, as compared to P3HT (when a normal Marcus regime can be invoked). Contrary to thermodynamic expectations, however, POPT yielded more efficient charge separation as a donor material in PV cells with polymeric and small molecule acceptors, such as CNPPV and EV-BT, respectively. In particular, the considerably and recurrently higher $J_{sc}$ prompted an in-depth investigation combining device fabrication, theoretical modeling, and advanced spectroscopy to gain insight into these systems. The following results exploit observed differences in performance caused by the presence of phenyl substituents to better understand the charge separation process. By expanding our data set beyond the two systems already reported, we aim to probe the universality of this design strategy for improving charge generation in nonfullerene OPVs.

Four acceptors were utilized with POPT and P3HT in head-to-head comparisons: CNPPV, EV-BT, N-(1-hexylheptyl)-N’-(1-ethylpropyl)perylene 3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic dianide (PDI) and poly[(N,N’)-bis(2-octyldodecyl)-naphthalene-1,4,5,8-bis(dicarboximide)-2,6-diyl]-alt-S5-S’-(2,7-bisithiophene) (Polyera ActiveLink N2200), Figure 1a (see the Supporting Information for device fabrication details). In most cases, both bilayer and bulk heterojunction devices were compared, provided that an orthogonal solvent system was found to allow the fabrication of bilayers; here, we report the device architecture that demonstrated the higher efficiencies for each acceptor material. Polymer—polymer solar cells performed better in the bilayer device architecture, whereas polymer—small molecule solar cells were better in the BHJ architecture. On the basis of individually optimized devices in all four comparisons, POPT consistently outperforms P3HT (Table 1 and Figure 1b). While the $V_{oc}$ and FF of the POPT and P3HT devices are comparable in most cases, the $J_{sc}$ values of POPT devices are at least twice those of P3HT devices, leading to the higher overall efficiencies of POPT devices. It should be noted that the P3HT/N2200 device results are consistent with two recent reports that demonstrated N2200 in a BHJ device with P3HT yields ~0.2% efficiency. Additionally, the kink observed for the P3HT/N2200 device may be due to similar effects discussed in prior work. The effect of morphology on $J_{sc}$ generally and in the cases of POPT/CNPPV and P3HT/CNPPV, is discussed in the Supporting Information.

To generalize the effect of interfacial steric interactions on charge generation, we expanded the scope of this study beyond POPT and P3HT to another polymer backbone, polyquartertiphenylene. We synthesized poly(3,3-di(4-octyl)phenylquaterphenylene) (PQT-OP) and compared it to poly(3,3-dioctylquaterphenylene) (PQT-DD). Independently optimized devices with CNPPV, EV-BT, and PDI were consistently found to perform nearly twice as well with PQT-OP than PQT-DD, due largely to an increase in $J_{sc}$. The $V_{oc}$ values for PQT-based devices with the same 

### Table 1. PV Output Characteristics of POPT versus P3HT Devices, and Maximum Efficiencies for Optimized Device Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>$J_{sc}$ [mA/cm²]</th>
<th>$V_{oc}$ [V]</th>
<th>FF</th>
<th>PCE [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POPT/CNPPV</td>
<td>-5.44</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3HT/CNPPV</td>
<td>-2.63</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPT/EV-BT</td>
<td>-5.70</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3HT/EV-BT</td>
<td>-2.81</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPT/N2200</td>
<td>-2.50</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3HT/N2200</td>
<td>-0.80</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPT/PDI</td>
<td>-5.70</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3HT/PDI</td>
<td>-1.70</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"Symbol '/' indicates a bilayer device, while symbol '/' indicates a BHJ device. Devices were optimized first on the basis of thickness (solvent choice and solution concentration) and then on the basis of annealing conditions (various temperatures and times).

### Table 2. PV Output Characteristics of PQT-OP versus PQT-DD Devices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>$J_{sc}$ [mA/cm²]</th>
<th>$V_{oc}$ [V]</th>
<th>FF</th>
<th>PCE [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PQT-OP/CNPPV</td>
<td>-2.43</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PQT-DD/CNPPV</td>
<td>-1.51</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PQT-OP/EV-BT</td>
<td>-2.68</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PQT-DD/EV-BT</td>
<td>-1.48</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PQT-OP/PDI</td>
<td>-3.33</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PQT-DD/PDI</td>
<td>-2.18</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"Reported are maximum efficiencies for individually optimized device systems. A '/' indicates a bilayer device, while a '/' indicates a BHJ device.

Figure 2. PQT polymer structures and a comparison of individually optimized devices. Devices were optimized first on the basis of thickness (solvent choice and solution concentration) and then on annealing conditions (various temperatures and times).
acceptor material were greater than for the polythiophene-based; however, there were no significant \( V_{oc} \) differences between the phenyl and alkyl PQT derivatives. This lends credence to the hypothesis that interfacial interactions could play a role that rivals the importance of the materials state energies.\(^\text{22,23}\) The CT state energy, whatever its physical structure, has already been strongly correlated with \( V_{oc} \).\(^\text{21}\) It is worth noting that PQT-OP provides PDI-based devices with the highest performance to date. These data supported our hypothesis that the effect of this substituent could be generalized to other systems, as this is the same trend that was observed for POPT as compared to P3HT.

These experimental results are in contradiction with predictions based on a simple comparison of the donor polymer state energies. The larger ionization potential (lower HOMO level) of POPT as compared to P3HT (−5.5 vs −5.2 eV) in combination with a smaller bandgap should thermodynamically result in a lower \( J_{sc} \) based on the abbreviated Weller equation. However, octylphenyl devices produce significantly increased \( J_{sc} \) values as compared to devices utilizing the alkyl analogues. Morphological and light absorption parameters were ruled out in previous studies as the dominant factor in this kind of comparison, through a careful examination of device output parameters during optimization and analysis (such as reverse-bias analysis), as well as characterization of the films by AFM.\(^\text{5b,c}\) Examination of the PQT polymers provided similar results. PQT-OP has a consistently produce a substantially greater

Because the highest performing devices utilized POPT and P3HT in combination with CNPPV (Table 1, Figure 1) as the component materials, these systems were characterized in more detail to understand how their structural properties influence interfacial interactions and, ultimately, charge generation. The component materials were first analyzed using a computational description of their molecular geometries. Modeling at the Density Functional Theory (DFT) B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory provided optimized geometries of the neutral ground states for (isolated) hexamers of the relevant species (Figure 3).

Two POPT conformations were explored: the first structure allows the phenyl rings to participate in conjugation with the thiophene backbone (Figure 3b, POPT-unconstrained), and the second structure forces the phenyl rings to twist perpendicular to the backbone (Figure 3c, POPT-perp). POPT-perp minimizes conjugation between the pendant phenyl ring of the side group and the thiophene ring of the polymer backbone but maximizes conjugation along the backbone (see Supporting Information, Figure S1). The neutral ground-state geometries were also calculated for P3HT (Figure 3a) and CNPPV (Figure 3d), where the alkyl chains were modeled as methyl groups. The calculations show that the backbone of POPT is strictly planar only when the phenyl rings are forced out of plane with respect to the backbone, minimizing steric or electronic interactions between the thio- phene and phenyl groups.

Vertical transition energies of the polymers can be qualitatively described from those of the oligomers by a Kuhn-type dependence on 1/\( N \) where \( N \) is the number of double bonds along the shortest path connecting the terminal carbon atoms of the molecular backbone.\(^\text{25}\) The electronic structures for oligomers of increasing length were calculated, and a Kuhn fit of the data was used to extrapolate the \( S_0 \leftrightarrow S_1 \) transition energies of the extended polymers. The plots for the two POPT structures, P3HT, and CNPPV are presented in Figure 4. The best agreement between theory and experiment, that is, where the optical bandgap \( (E_{g}^{mm}) \) for POPT equals 1.8 eV, occurs when the polymer backbone is planar, suggesting that the phenyl groups of polymer side chains prefer to orient perpendicular to the backbone in thin films. The results for P3HT and CNPPV are also in good agreement with experiment.
Figure 4. Vertical S0−S1 transition energies of (a) P3HT and (b) POPT unconstrained and POPT-perp where the phenyl group is constrained to be perpendicular to the polymer backbone (c) CNPPV. N is the number of double bonds along the backbone.

The presence of two dominant conformations of POPT is supported empirically by two-dimensional grazing incidence X-ray scattering (2D GIXS) measurements. Figure 5a shows the 2D GIXS pattern and the in-plane line scan of the POPT sample, while Figure 5b illustrates the schematic of solid-state packing for POPT. The presence of two peaks at 3.8 and 5.1 Å suggests that there are two different π−π packing distances in the POPT thin film. Importantly, these two different π−π packing distances arise from the two major conformations for the phenyl rings relative to the POPT backbone: the π−π packing distance of 3.8 Å correlates to the phenyl ring oriented parallel with the backbone, while the π−π stacking distance of 5.1 Å correlates to a POPT-perp orientation where the phenyl ring is twisted perpendicular to the backbone and causes an increase in separation between adjacent polymers. It should also be noted that the peak broadening observed in the GIXS pattern may be an indication that the phenyl ring can adopt varying degrees of rotation between the parallel and perpendicular conformations. The packing parameters of POPT and several phenyl-substituted polythiophenes have been studied in-depth elsewhere.24b GIXS data of PQT-OP also evidence two dominant conformations for the phenyl ring, resulting in π−π spacings of 5.1 and 3.9 Å (Supporting Information, Figure S2). The relative scattering intensity of the two π−π spacings in PQT-OP is reversed from that of POPT. This reversal in PQT-OP can be attributed to the lack of substituents on two of the four thiophenes in the polymer repeat unit, thereby favoring the tighter π−π spacing at 3.9 Å. Detailed GIXS data for P3HT27 and PQT-DD28 have been analyzed previously, and backbone spacings of 3.8 and 4.2 Å were reported, respectively. CNPPV derivatives are known to be relatively amorphous; however, weak diffraction signals between 4 and 5 Å have been observed.29 X-ray scattering is limited to the investigation of regular periodicity present in a bulk material, and it is not appropriate for the study of polymer blend or bilayer interfaces. However, as the D/A interface in these material systems was our primary focus, we turned to computational analysis to develop a model interface for the charge separation event.

Model dimer conformations were constructed from best-fit planes of polythiophene/CNPPV separated at distances (R) between 4 and 5 Å in 0.2 Å increments (Figure 5d). To construct CT states from these dimers, charges were constrained to each molecule using the constrained density functional theory (C-DFT) method implemented in NWChem Version 4.6.30 A conductor polarizable continuum model (CPCM) with ε = 4 was used to approximate polarization effects expected in organic solid-state systems. Given the limitations of the theoretical approach, we are mainly interested in the relative CT-state energies, which are plotted in Figure 5c. The model dimer configuration of POPT-perp is predicted to have the highest CT-state energy followed by the P3HT and then the POPT unconstrained configurations. PQT-OP model calculations require many more nuclei at the interface, which is beyond the scope of the present work.

To verify our calculations of the CT state energies in these D/A systems, we used spectroscopic techniques to experimentally observe their CT states. Sensitive photocurrent measurements, via Fourier transform photocurrent spectroscopy (FTPS),22b,24b can extract the weak sub-bandgap external quantum efficiency, and photothermal deflection spectroscopy (PDS) can detect sub-bandgap absorption. These tools have previously been used to investigate charge-transfer states.31 A recent and very significant FTPS study suggests that the CT state, sometimes called a CT exciton, is very efficiently split into free charge carriers at room temperature in P3HT:PCBM and MDMO-PPV:PCBM devices.32 Spectral evidence and device studies of various D/A systems suggest that these CT states determine the Voc of the PV cell, and appear as an intermediate in the generation and recombination of free charge carriers.22b,24b Consequently, spectroscopic techniques rooted in sub-bandgap absorption are considered a good indicator.
of the presence of such CT states and of the maximum $V_{oc}$ that can be expected with a given D/A combination.

Here, PDS spectra were obtained by detecting the mirage effect in a transparent, inert medium (Fluorinert) with a probe HeNe laser beam. Nonradiative heating associated with absorption of a monochromatic pump beam causes the mirage effect to occur. PDS was used in this investigation to support our hypothesis that molecular orientation of the phenyl groups affects the CT state energy. PDS measurements were performed on drop cast and spun cast films of POPT and P3HT blended with CNPPV. We underline here that bilayer films do not provide enough interfacial surface area to produce good signal-to-noise ratios; in addition, the molecular level interface is not expected to change upon going from the bilayer to BHJ morphology, vide infra, and see extended discussion in the Supporting Information. Figure 6 shows the PDS spectra of the homopolymers and the polymer blends under investigation; spectra are scaled to absolute values of the absorption coefficient by matching the signal near the absorption edge to that from the UV–vis spectra of the same films.

Blends of both P3HT and POPT with CNPPV produce nonadditive absorptions that are attributed to the presence of CT states at the D/A interfaces. For P3HT-CNPPV (1:1 wt/wt), a CT state absorption is present at 1.26 eV. For POPT, however, there are two sub-bandgap peaks attributed to CT states, one at 1.17 eV and one at 1.50 eV, possibly indicating two distinct interfacial configurations. These peak maxima are extracted by fitting an exponential for the band edge and Gaussian curves for the CT peaks in the sub-bandgap regions. The results of the calculations presented in Figure 5c are qualitatively in agreement with the observed PDS absorption peaks, in that the P3HT:CNPPV blend has a CT state energy that resides between the two POPT:CNPPV CT state energies. (We note that, in addition to the intrinsic limitations of the methodologies, the difference in energy between theory and experiment may be due in part to the fact that the physical size of the CT state (e.g., the extent that the CT exciton is delocalized) could be larger than what was considered in the calculations.) To verify that the energies of these CT states remain unchanged with film morphology and film thickness, POPT-CNPPV (1:1) films were compared as both drop cast and spun cast from 1,2-dichlorobenzene (Supporting Information, Figure S3). While the CT state peak positions do not change, the relative intensity of the sub-bandgap absorption to the UV–vis absorption is enhanced in the spun cast film, likely a result of finer scale phase segregation that leads to greater D/A interfacial surface area and increased relative sub-bandgap absorption.

PDS measurements were also performed to probe the CT state energies of the PQT-based polymers blended with CNPPV. The PQT-DD-CNPPV (1:1 wt/wt) shows little nonadditive sub-bandgap absorption, while PQT-OP presents two sub-bandgap absorption peaks at 1.25 and 1.56 eV. The higher energy CT state peak is significantly less intense for PQT-OP as compared to POPT (Supporting Information, Figure S4); the reason for this is discussed below. It should be noted that our first attempts to obtain a clean PDS signal from PQT polymers were difficult until we discovered that residual palladium from the cross-coupling polymerization led to an erroneous mirage effect and dramatically increased background signal (Figure S5).

DISCUSSION

A thermodynamic driving force for charge generation, that is, exciton dissociation leading to charge separation, is present at the interface between the donor/acceptor (D/A) materials in an...
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OPV active layer. Photon absorption by either the donor or the acceptor materials produces the opportunity for charge-carrier generation: in the case of "donor" excitation, the system decreases in potential energy from the singlet excited state (\(E_s\)) by transferring an electron from donor to acceptor, and in the case of "acceptor" excitation, by transferring a hole from acceptor to donor. For simplicity, the process is generally discussed from the viewpoint of an excited donor material. A general diagram depicting charge separation is presented in Figure 7.

Although a thermodynamic driving force helps to generate free charges, the immediate physical separation of the electron and hole does not necessarily lead directly to free charges. The low dielectric constant of the active layer can produce a Coulomb trap for a partially separated exciton at the D/A interface. This state is usually referred to as a charge-transfer (CT) state. The CT state may either recombine to the initial ground states of the donor and acceptor materials or undergo further separation into free charges. It is broadly debated whether an intermediate CT state is requisite to charge separation,\(^4,5,12\) and it is more recently debated whether this separation/generation can occur from lowest-lying CT\(_1\) states.\(^6,7\) It was also recently reported that a modest thermodynamic driving force of 0.1 eV leads to reasonable quantum yields of photocurrent with fullerene-based devices, based on commonly measured material properties, which supports our previous finding with POPT/CNPPV.\(^8,9\) The contention surrounding the lowest-lying CT states is that they can be bound (vs the charge-separated states) by more energy than thermally available from \(k_BT\) (where \(k_B\) is the Boltzmann constant); thus, it is postulated that excess energy released during partial exciton dissociation could create higher-lying (excited) CT states (CT\(_2\)), which are more likely to escape the Coulomb trap.\(^10\) However, strictly discussing the thermodynamics of charge separation ignores the important kinetic considerations of this process.

The efficiency of the charge separation (CS) process indeed depends on kinetic factors. Given that there is greater potential energy stored in the singlet excited than a charge transfer exciton, and the possibility that sub-bandgap absorption produces excited CT\(_\ast\) states that may relax down to CT\(_1\), two rates are of critical importance: the rate of charge separation (\(k_{CS}\)) and the rate of vibrational relaxation of an excited CT state down to CT\(_1\) (\(k_{VR}\)).

Figure 6. Absorption spectra of P3HT, POPT, and blends with CN-PPV. Thick solid lines are UV–vis absorption spectra of the homo-polymers; symbols are the PDS absorption spectra of drop cast films. The arrows indicate the sub-bandgap features attributed to CT states in the blend systems. P3HT-CNPPV peak maximum at 1.26 eV, while POPT-CNPPV possesses two peaks at 1.17 and 1.50 eV.

Figure 7. A diagram of possible electron flow pathways at the D/A interface, relative to potential energy (adapted from ref 11). CT state energies (ground-state solid black, excited-state dashed black) are shown in relation to the D/A singlet excited state (\(S_0\)), triplet state (\(T_1\)), and ground state (\(S_0\)). Competing energetic pathways and rates are also depicted: vibrational relaxation of the CT state (\(k_{VR}\)), intersystem crossing of the CT state to the donor triplet state (\(k_{CS}\)), recombination of the CT state to the ground state (\(k_{re}\)), and finally charge separation (\(k_{CS}\)). In addition to thermodynamics considerations, the kinetics of these processes will determine the charge separation behavior for each photovoltaic system.

see Figure 7. If \(k_{CS} > k_{VR}\), then the electron is expected to readily escape the Coulomb potential and proceed to the CS state. If \(k_{VR} > k_{CS}\), then relaxation to the CT\(_1\) state leads to a more tightly bound (lower energy) intermediate. The electron can still escape from this state,\(^11\) however, other processes start to compete with charge separation: if either the donor or the acceptor material possesses a triplet level (T\(_1\)) below the CT\(_1\) state, intersystem crossing leads to long-lived metastable triplets. Also, the CT\(_1\) state for some systems can radiatively or vibrationally decay to the ground state \(S_0\).\(^12\) For these reasons, the kinetics of CS must be considered when parsing the charge-generation process.

In this work, OPV devices comprising POPT to P3HT and POQT-OP to PQT-DD were fabricated and analyzed. POPT and POQT-OP possess phenyl groups covalently bound to the polymer backbone as part of the solubilizing substituents. This functionality decreases the thermodynamic driving force for charge separation (vide supra), but both POPT and POQT-OP produced remarkably higher \(J_0\) relative to their alkyl analogs. All relevant PV characteristics are summarized in Tables 1 and 2.

Further, X-ray scattering data evidenced that both POPT and POQT-OP may adopt planar-with- and perpendicular-to-the-backbone conformations for the pendant phenyl rings. CT state energies for model dimer configurations were calculated and are plotted in Figure 5c. POPT-ppr is predicted to have the highest CT state energy, while the CT state energy for P3HT lies between those of the POPT-ppr and POPT-unconstrained conformations. Finally, experimental spectroscopic evidence of charge-transfer states at the interface with the acceptor CNPPV, gathered via PDS for all four donor polymers, is consistent with the relative values predicted by the model dimer calculations.

With an out-of-plane twist of the phenyl rings, the separation distance between POPT and the acceptor molecule would likely increase as steric repulsion from the phenyl rings hinders backbone–backbone interaction. PDS data confirm the presence of two distinct features in the sub-bandgap regime, which could be a direct result of these two dominant conformations at the D/A interface, as it has been explained in the previous section. Because these conformationally dependent states are both involved as intermediates in the charge-generation process, the corresponding geminate pairs would overcome different energetic barriers to split into free charges. We postulate that a twisted phenyl ring
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Figure 8. (a) Cartoon of how steric interactions can lead to an increase in backbone spacing, a decrease in the Coulomb binding force, and destabilization of the geminate pair. (b) Schematic of how the change depicted in cartoon (a) leads to a different energy landscape with increased charge separation probability in POPT, as the CT state is considered an intermediate trapped in an energetic well.

conformation of POPT (POPT-perp) is beneficial for charge generation, as an intermediate with increased potential energy is more likely to fully separate into free charges (Figure 8). FTFS measurements could lead to a quantitative description of the quantum yields for these two states, and this is the focus of future work.

This study also generated two additional significant and supportive findings. PDI-based acceptors have garnered much attention as alternative n-type materials to replace fullerenes; here, we produce the highest efficiency devices with this acceptor to date, despite tremendous efforts with alternative approaches toward higher efficiency. This is just another indication that control over the interfacial geometry at the molecular level can lead to much improved device performance, as a complementary tool to morphology and state energy control. Additionally, the photovoltaic performance with the high mobility n-type polymer ActiveInk N2200 demonstrates that POPT outperforms P3HT both in our laboratories and as compared to two very recent reports.

Combining all of the data, analysis, and literature context, we have synthesized and proposed a general design principle for improved charge separation in nonfullerene OPVs: tuning the D/A interfacial interaction through steric control to facilitate photocurrent generation. Regardless of whether charge separation happens from a relaxed CT state or an excited CT state, and increased steric bulk at the D/A interface likely decreases the Coulomb binding strength exerted on the geminate pair. We postulate that the phenyl ring pendant to POPT and PQT-OP provides an almost ideal interaction distance between the charge-carrying components of the D/A interface, and this leads to two of the best nonfullerene devices to date. The higher energy of the intermediate CT state, with a lower activation barrier to free carrier generation, improves photocurrent generation and provides the key to the observed phenomenon (Figure 8). This effect was not limited to one donor polymer or one acceptor material, but rather it was general for two donors and four acceptors (four polymers and two small molecules), for a total of seven material combinations. All of these material combinations yielded optimized devices with the phenyl containing polymeric substituents producing substantially greater photocurrents, and overall power conversion efficiencies, than the alkyl analogues.

CONCLUSIONS

We have utilized computational modeling, PDS spectroscopy and tailored synthetic design to probe the importance of steric interactions at the donor/acceptor interface in nonfullerene OPV devices. By introducing the octylphenyl substituent onto the investigated polymer backbones, the thermally relaxed charge-transfer state, and potentially excited charge-transfer states, are likely raised in energy, as evidenced by PDS. This decreases the barrier to charge separation, and assuming we have controlled properly for changes in morphology by thoroughly optimizing each materials/device system, it could be the source of increased photocurrent generation. The design principle was shown to be general across two polythiophene backbones and with four different acceptors, two polymers and two small molecules. Additionally, the lower energy PDS onset for POPT-based devices with CNPPV (1.17 eV) versus the onset for PQT-OP with CNPPV (1.26 eV) is reflected in the Voc of these devices. The combined data from POPT and PQT-OP devices and their materials analyses suggest that controlling the steric interaction at the D/A interface could be a general design principle toward improving charge generation in nonfullerene OPVs.
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(11) The fullerene structure is truncated icosahedron.